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SWiMAliY OF THE THESIS 
^^ SEP i' 
'i'ne introduction throws light on the initial stages 
when I nad to think hard in choosing the topic of my thesis. 
An explanation has been given in the beginning for this choice 
which also includes my special attraction for the Indo-Persian 
poetry. The spade work done in this connection, involving a 
broad-survey of both nistorical as well as cultural and 
literary sources, has also been mentioned. 
The first chapter of my thesis gives the socio-
political background of Hazin's poetry. iiitice Hazin spent 
his life ooth in Iran and India, a brief history of contempo-
rary perioa of ooth the countries is reviev/ed and the social 
as veil as the literary conditions have aiso been discussed. 
Tne development of literature and art, like any other kind of 
development, depenca much on the socio-political conditions 
of a country, HS a mat e r of fact, the i:>afavj.d dynasty in 
Iran nnd the rulinc liughai dynat>ty in India, vjere passing 
through almort similai CTrcumstances of their tall. As 
Wv ic, M.'Itu. ayn-ifaties had cordial relations from the very 
beginning, the Iranian iiinmigrants were accorded warm v/clcome 
in India. 
The Iranian moncrchj pruceuing Sultan Husain could 
not successfully meet the chillenges of the expending Iranian 
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economy and took resort to the incroasincj meacurcs of taxation. 
So happened with Sultan Husain too. The peasants, v/ho were 
already over burdened with taxes started deserting their lands and, 
in order to tie them up v/ith their lands. Sultan Husain adopted 
stringent measures of severe punishments. This created chaotic 
conditions in tine country. The short-lived seven years' of 
Afghan rule also did not result in any sort of amelioration dn 
the lots of the teeming millions. 
Nadir Shah did liberate the country from the foreign 
yoke and also temporarily pacified the people but coulfl not 
bring prosperity to his countrymen. He himself, once the hero 
of Iranians, started committing all sorrs of atrocities over his 
own people. It was curing his rule that Shaikh Ali Hazin and a 
large number of Iranians left their country. These political 
upheavels went a long way in shaping Hazin's personality. Many 
times, and at many places, the Shaikh, v/herever he came to know 
of the atrocities committed by the officials, intervened and 
pleaded the cases of the innocents and succeeded in getting the 
peoples' grievances redres'^ed. it was this intervention of the 
Shaikn and nis resentment against oppression and cruelty that 
made him a suspected rebel in the eyes of the government. 
Th? conditions in India were no better than those 
prevailing in Iran whcrofrom a lot of people, including Hazin, 
had fled. TrE Court of uelni was fraught with factionalism and 
conspiracies of nooles struggling tor their own interests and 
power. Mohammad Shah, x:he then ruling monarch and his successors, 
subsequently found themselves at the mercy of the powerful nobles 
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and courtiers. 
Despj te (.ieqcnc;i,,ricp and degradation mentioned above, 
the literary atmosphere v;as not so bad and a large niimber of 
Indian poets of distinction as v;ell as of Iranian origin were 
present in the Court of Delhi. 
Hazin's v/hole family had been attached with the 
Safavid kings and so was Hazin with Sultan Husain and his son 
Shah Tahmasp II, But he never accepted any government position 
or patronage either in Iran or in India. However, the Shaikh 
criticised India and its people in general and those of Delhi 
and Kashmir in particular, riis criticism crossed the confines 
of prose and the Shaikh v;rote many verses against India and the 
Indians. This made Hazin's stay in i^ elhi difficult and after 
mor than a aecade, he had to leave Delhi for Benares where he 
passed tlie rest of hJ s life. 
The second chapter deals with the life history of 
Shaikh Hazin, his family background, his exceptional devotion 
to studies end h Ls contacts v/ith the outstanding learned persons 
which v.'ent into the shaping his care ;r orK^  poetic temperament. 
Snajkh 'Ui Hazjn w.^ s born in 1103 A.H. at the royal 
residence of Isfahan. Hazin had a healthy mind and sharp memory. 
rio wan oble to r'-^ao and'writo v;hen he was only four years of age. 
Hazin's father, him-elf also a very learned man, .introauced Hazin 
to outstanajng scholars. He also attended the classes of nis 
fatner a^id uncle .r, one of ch ir puoils. Hazin also learnt the 
the art of composjng.verses but kept them secret from his father 
> for some ti me. 
Shaikh Ali Hazin vjas a Shi' a by D.i rth and tajth and has 
written many 'qasidas' in i.roise of the Imams. But, at tne same 
tim> , ne v/as so broad-minded anc"^  accommodative, at least in reli-
gious matters, that ne dia not v/rite any thing against the first 
three Caiipns not accepted Py his sect. Tne Shaikn haa a real 
love for reading. He not only stuoied the books on Islam and its 
various sects, but also made a thorough study of the religions of 
the Cnristians, the Jews, and the Magians etc. 
'Shaikh Hazin v;as busy in learning and peaceful academic 
pursuits in Isfahan •^•'hen the events took a turn. The Shaikh's 
fathc! pasced away in 1127 A.H. followed bv the de.ith of his 
Drother and the gr.uidmother. Duo to the 1"niG-management of the 
anccstornl property nt Lahijan, the family income also reduced 
to the minimume Lastly came the seige of Isfahan and occupation 
of the ceipital by the Afghans in which Hazin* s library containing 
about five thousand volumies v;as pludered and many of his valuable 
writings, v/ere lost for all times to come. 
After spending fcrty-three years of his life in Iran, 
the Shaikh came to India. But the vicissitudes of time had left 
such indelible impressions on his mind that he could not adjust 
himself to the ne\<f country. Hazin thought to go back to his 
motherland many times but luck v/ould not have it so and Hazin 
died in 1180 A.H. at Benares and was buried therfe. Despite a few 
weaknesses in his personality, the Shaikh was a dignified and 
religious-minded person. 
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The third,tourth and tifth chapters on poetry 
review the total contriDution of the poet which includes 
different genres such as'QasidaJ 'mathnawis'and tragments. 
As ghasal happens to be the main field of Hazin, a separate 
chapter takes it up tor closer analysis. The salient 
features of Hazin's'ghazal'along v/ith their narure and 
poetic quality have been highlighted with relevant quota-
tions from the text. 
Due consideration has been given to the forces at 
work behind his poetry and the important poets of the past 
v/ho exercised their influence on the poet'S thinking as well 
as modes of expres.^ :ion. For instance, Jalaluddin Rumi and 
Hafiz, among other several poets, v/ere found to be Hazin's 
chief mentors in poetry, A thorough study of the above -
mentioned tv;o poets reveal many common ideas and attitudes 
with i-iazin. For a comparative study, ' ghazals' written in 
the same rhyme and metre by those poets and their poetic 
responses to various situations have been noted down side 
by side to speak for themselves, Hazin's affinity with such 
clasrical masters of Persian poetry has provided him with 
much better credentials, as he v/as a product of the artificial 
period of Persian poetry, Hazin's iiamediate predecessors 
such as, Kalim r.nd Sa'ib etc. have then been discussed and 
their impact on Hazin's poetry has been identified. In 
making a final assessment of Hazin's 'ghazal', this oackground 
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study has helped in eiccountinq tor his dest poetry v/hich 
h3s remoinod shrouded under the cover of sub-standard and 
artificial verses. After discussing various aspects and 
thrashing out the whole worh ol 'ghazal', an attempt has 
oeen made to indentity the distinctly valuable and lasting 
part of that work. Critical comments on the traditional 
line of thinking and the individual and personal element of 
the poet go side by side. 
The last chapter throws lignt on the style and 
aiction of the poet \;ith special reference to Sabk-i Hindi 
which was very common ar that time. A detaileol analysis 
has been carried out regarding the nature and dimensions of 
SabK-i-Hinda. i have traced the origin and development 
of this style from the very beginning and have mentioned 
its different aspects both negative and positive. Giving 
abundant Illustrations from various poets v/ho can be claimed 
to be the precursors and fore-runners of this much maligned 
but still admired style, I have traced its development 
to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries When Sabk-i 
Hindi was in full swing. I h,ive also pointed out the 
misunderstandings about this special style found among the 
v/riters and hove tried to give a correct and well-documented 
picture of it. In this conrection several Indo-Persian poets 
supposed to bo thiC special representative of Sabk-i Hindi 
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have been discussed. As tar as Hazin's own style and 
diction is concerned I have made a psycho-analytical 
study of his personality and have noted its different 
and some times conflictincr traits. Such traits and poetic 
attitudes have then been related to the misfortunes and 
tragic circumstances of the poet's life. The element of 
pathos, homesickness and satire being the chief features 
of Hazin's poetry are taken up for discussion and then 
established by the internal evidence found in his collection 
of poems, 
Hazin was a scholar poet. He has also made profound 
observations about important/which are both spiritual and 
mundane. At times he v/as jubilant and full of high spirits. 
His poetry also exhibits his large heartedness, humanism 
and self-respect. At the same time^ he indulgedin sarcasm, 
bitter feelings and strong indignation against his 
contemporaries,especially the Indian people. All these 
currents and crc>ss-currents have be:n closely examined and 
placed m their right perspectives. Discussion, on contro-
versial matters have boon well documented and reterences are 
given in the footnotes. At the end of the thesis a compre-
hensive oibiiography v/ith full information about the time 
and place of the publicatxoa of booKS has boon provided. 
M. Khalid Siddiqi 
M.A., Ph.D., B.Th. 
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L i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m has no t loeen n v e ry conmon pract ice 
in the f i e l d of I n d o - P e r s i a n l i t e r a t u r e . Mos t of the research 
work done in t h i s a rea hpp been confined to the e d i t i n g of o ld 
P e r s i a n manusc r ip t s found in abundance in the I n d i a n l i b r a r i e s . 
Consequent ly , there are c e r t a i n P e r s i a n s c h o l a r s who even 
h e s i t n t e in rocOi'^iisin"' tlie work of I j t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m as a 
s t a n d a r d r e s e a r c h work. The reason i s s i m p l e . They f e e l uncom-
f o r t r b l e about P work which has no or l i t t l e connec t ion with 
t h e i r t r a d i t i o n . Even in I r a n , l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m has l a t e l y 
been in t roduced ps a r e s u l t of the ^ o v / i n g impact of Western 
knowledp-e. They have, however, r-pnidly nicked up the new t rend 
and hpve v . r i t t en books on c r i t i c a l e v a l u a t i o n of s e v e r a l c l a s s i -
c a l nnd nodei'n w r i t e r s . Their works of l i t e r a r y h i s t o r i e s and 
even ec i t inp- of old manusc r ip t s a r e n o t wi thou t an u n d e r - c u r r e n t 
of s h r r n ."nd ana ly t ic ' - ' l oa-oropch to the s u b j e c t - m a t t e r . In I n d i e , 
thr s i t u r t i o n i s even wor^'^. Berrin,"^ a fev/ books, such a s , S h e ' r 
- u l Ajam nnd those verj, feu va-i t ten on Ehusrau, Bed i l , Ghalib 
and I q b a l , t h e r e i s no l i t e r a t u r e worth the name in t h i s r e g a r d . 
About the I n d o - P e r s i a n poe t ry , most of the ' t a d h k i r a h s ' w r i t t e n 
up to the n i n e t e e n t h cen tu ry PS well a'^  our modern r e s e a r c h works 
p;ive only the l i f e - s k e t c h e s of noets and make sweeping remarks 
r b o u t t h e i r n o e t r y wi thou t any e v a l u a t i o n or a n a l y s i s of the 
n o e t i c c o n t r i b u t i o n . 
I t i s in t h i s back.'rround t h a t I had to s t r u g g l e hard 
s i n n l y to dec ide whether I should embark upon a journey which 
s c a r c e l y nrovides any f o o t - n r i n t s to f o l l o w . I t was a hazardous 
t p s k . Yet my love fo r the Indo-Per-^'ian n o e t r y ahd my ambit ion 
to h i d i l i f h t i t s s t e j l i n r cu? l i t i e s Jmpelled me to take up t h i s 
t p c k . I f e o l th t j u r t i c p h-^e n o t been done to our r i c h poe t i c 
h e r i t a g e in P e r s i a n and our g r e a t poe t s a re e i t h e r ^Lying in 
o b l i v i o n or they are b e t t e r known and a p p r e c i a t e d o u t s i d e I n d i a , 
The choice ot' the present topic, • All Kazin—A C r i t i c a l 
Evfiluption of Hif Poet ica l V/ritin{^s' PIPO deserves some expla-
n a t i o n . Shaikh rohpnnnd Ali Ha^in, thou-^-h not nmong our f r e a t e s t 
poe ts , WPS, neverthelesB, a noted poet-scholer of the n ine teenth 
centui^y Ind ia . His poetic output as well as h i s con t rovers ia l 
npture appeared to me snec ip l ly useful in understanding the 
'much-mplipned' but s t i l l chpllenging nptijire of the poetry helong 
- i n g to the whole period in vdiich he f lour i shed . This poetry 
hpK been l abe l l ed ps 'Sabk-i Hindi ' and has been a t a rge t of 
a t t a ck by the I ranian scho l r r s , e spec ia l ly of modern t imes. But 
in India the 'Sabk-i Hindi' noetiiy has not only a spec ia l appeal 
for the l i terary-minded persons but i t has es tab l i shed a separate 
colony in the form of Urdu poetry . The g rea tes t Urdu poets have 
zealously emulated the s ty le and the contents of the Persian 
poetry kno\'vn as 'Sabk-i H ind i ' , I t was in t h i s s n i r i t tha t I 
se lec ted Hazin, a comparatively l e s s important poet than several 
other s t a l w a r t s . I do not kiiow whether some work has been done 
or i s being carr ied out a t prepent on t h i s p a r t i c u l a r top ic . In 
any case, as far as the c r i t i c a l apprecia t ion i s concerned, t h i s 
po in t i s not very important becpnse'many scholars can make t h e i r 
a t tempts of c r i t i c a l evaluation and yet a r r ive a t d i f f e ren t con-
c l u s i o n s . However, a research v/ork seems to have been done by 
Sarfaraz Khan Khatak pnd i s now avai lable in p r i n t under the 
t i ( ; lp Tohammad Ali Hazin—His Life and Works'. After reeding 
t h i s book I found tha t i t i s not concerned with l i t e r a r y c r i t i -
cism and does not cover the area of my study. I t does give a 
b iographical sketch of the poet and makes a good survey of h i s 
books, most of which are nov/ e x t i n c t , I took the help of t h i s 
book also in forn inr my views about Hazin 's t o t a l reported works. 
The nresent \.ork comprises f ive ch^^pterso The f i r s t one 
dea ls with the s o c i o - n o l i t i C P I conditions as prevai led in I ran 
and India during the ei'Miieenlh cent-ury. I t wi l l be seen from 
the contents of the oh pter tha t though two d i f fe ren t and i dee -
lopiicplly d i s t i n c t dynpcties ruled the two d i f fe ren t count r ies , 
the Roc io -po l i t i c r l condit ions were almost trie same.. The Courts 
of Isfnhan pnd Delhi v/ere vdry much involved in group p o l i t i c s 
distrpctiiiiC:: the minds of the monrrchs of the decaying dynasties 
Di f fe r rn t fpotion pnd ri,-rl;y lepders v/ere involved in serving 
t h e i r perponpl ends a t complete neglect of the i r r e s p o n s i b i l i t j 
pnd loya l ty to the i r kinfp. The r u l e r s hnd l o s t t h e i r effect ive 
control over the Empires pnd every person v/ho could influence 
the monprch, v/hother c-Dp'^le or uncpppbl^, used to run the admi 
n i s t r p t i o n pccording to hir. ovm whims and wishes. Lots of h i s to 
- C P I hooks hpd to he consulted to construct p p ic ture of the 
p o e t ' s t ime. Needless to s-y tha t t h i s does not form the or igin 
pa r t of my reseprch v/ork. I hpve col lec ted mater ia l from v/hat-
ever sources I could £-et to f i l l up t h i s p i c t u r e . I t v/as i n e v i -
tab le for me to lepn heavi ly on the History of Pers ia (both the 
volumes) by Sir John Malcolm and the ' Pe r s i ans ' by Alessandro 
Bauspni becpuse these wo''ks are supposed to be o r ig ina l and 
s tpndrrd on the subject with special emphasis on soc io -po l i t i ca 
condi t ions of Irpji. 
As for the soo io -po l i t i c a l condit ions obtaining in India 
during Harbin's period, I have borrowed the mater ia l from r e l e -
van t volumes of • f^all of the Mughal Empire' by Sir Jadunath 
Sprkar . Besides, I re,-d "ipny ' tpdhkirphs ' of poets wr i t ten in 
India durin-^ the period o^ the poet in order to acquaint mysel 
with the l i t e r a r y atmosphere and the i n t e l l e c t u a l pa t te rn of a 
decaying soc ie ty . 
The second chapter gives the l i f e h i s t o r y of Shaikh Ali 
Hazin. here again, I have not given my own conception or i n t e r -
p re ta t ion exce-nt to co l l ec t the fac t s of h i s l i f e beginning froi 
I r an and s t r e t ch ing ov r the long journies undertaken by the 
Shaikh. Forlninately, y h^^ve an autobiography by Shaikh Ali 
Hazin e n t i t l e d "T^adhkirpt-ul Ahv/al* giving minute d e t a i l s of 
h i s ear ly l i f e mor t in I r a n . I have depended on t h i s book and 
r e to ld what Hp^-i.j himself has recorded v/ith of course many omi-
ssions of umieces<=;pry d e t a i l s , "^he r e a l d i f f i c u l t y arose when 
I hr^ d to build up h i s l i f e h i s to ry from v/here the author had 
l e f t . The author winds up h i s ' t adhk i rah ' in 1154 A.H, while 
he passed pway in II80 A.H. l^hus, a period of more than a quarter 
of V century romnined uncovered. For t h i s par t of h is remaining 
l i f e h i s to ry I h.-d to gle^n through var ious contemporary ' tadh-
kirnhs,' e spec ia l ly , Khazana-^^i Amirah by Ghulam Ali Azad Bii^aji , 
Safina-yl I-:hushpu by Brind-ban Das Khush^rn, Riad-ush Shu'ra by 
Ali Quli Khan Waleh Daghistani and Mardum-i Didah by Abdul ' 
Hakim Hakim. 
The t h i r d , fourth and f i f t h chapters form the original 
p a r t of my thes i s . . They covor c r i t i c a l apDreciation of Hazin's 
t o t a l extant output in poet ry . The third chapter takes into 
considerat ion the whole area of Hazin's poetry except 'ghazals ' . 
In Ku l l i ya t - i Hazin we come a cross ' q a s i d a s ' , 'mathnawis' and 
fragments which are of secondary importance in comparison to 
' g h a z a l s ' . But they had to be thoroughly studied in order to 
determine the t o t a l value of h'a?.in's poetry. As for the 'mathnawl 
I have given, as far as poss ib le , t h e i r f u l l contents in order 
to do j u s t i c e v;ith h i s n a r r a t i v e poet ry . 
The fourth chaT)ter di.scusses Hazin as a 'ghaza l ' writer— 
a pos i t ion v/hich he prominently occupies. I have tried to bring 
out the s a l i e n t fea tures of Ila'-in's ' ghaza l s ' and have then 
])roceeded to analyse the v r ious fac to r s c o n s t i t u t i n g h i s poetic 
outlook. The important han- (^nings of h i s time and Biis own emotion-
al and i n t e l l e c t u a l experj-'nices which went in to the shaping of 
h i s poet ic a t t i t u d e and t'le oattern of h i s thinking have been 
i d e n t i f i e d and re l a t ed with h i s poems. In making my c r i t i c a l 
est imate I have t r i ed to bo independent and jud ic ious . After a l l , 
Hazin doar not brlong ro 'he group of the g rea te s t poets of 
Pers ian even as a ' ."-ha^  al-^wri t e r v/here h i s performance i s the 
b e s t . Accordingly, T had to be continuously cautious in determi-
n ing the value of h i r Doetry. Poetic qf:al i ty or, for tha t mat te r , 
any othar oua l i ty , n^s i t s i n t r i n s i c as well as. r e l a t i v e worth, 
Ty d i f f i c u l t y wr a tk^t in r e l a t i n g Hazin v/ith h i s great prede-
cessors I found liim shrinkin."- in size but, a t the same time,. I 
f o l t a(;traction in his ' ghaza l s ' which had a specia l charm of 
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their own. I took note of such poetry and examined it to 
highlight its appeal. A critical analysis at this level 
does not help much if it is purely mechanical. One has to 
go deep into the emotional experiences of the poet and his 
creative process— a very subjective kind of exercise which 
I had to perform. 
As far as the success of my efforts is concerned, 
it is for the readers to decide. My only satisfaction is 
that I have made an honest attempt. I am really grateful 
to my learned teacher and the supervisor of this work, Dr. 
Sami-uddin Ahmad, Senior Reader in the Department of Persian 
for his continued guidance and illuminating critical remarks 
which kept me on the right track of thinking and writing at 
evpry stage of this thesis. I must also thank Professor Waris 
Kirmani, Chairman, Department of Persian for his encourage-
ment and patronage. Lastly, I must gratefully acknowledge 
the heln of my husband, Dr. M. ¥, Ahmad, Reader, Department 
of Conmerce for tyDing bue manuscript and providing a good 
deal of relevant mnterial to me. 
Mrs. Noor Afshan Kirmani 
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G H A P T E R - I 
SOCIO-POLITICAL CONDITIONS IN IKAN AND INDIA 
DURING HAZIN'S PERIOD 
( i ) Condi t ions in I r a n 
,The h i s t o r y of I r a n hps a i^lorious acoount of h e r o e s , 
conquere r s nnd e m p i r e - b u i l d e r B . After the Arab conques t , the 
coun t ry ^reduced w o r l d ' s reno^med t h i n k e r s , poe ts ond v-Titers of 
s o c i o ! sciences and h u m r n i t i e r . Per our purpose , hov/ever, i t w i l l 
s u f f i c e to bCff^ in the h i s t o r i c a l i n t r o d u c t i o n v;ith the e s t a b l i s h -
ment of the Sofpvid dynnoty fo r which our noet , Shoildi 'All Hfizin, 
had g r e a t p t tnchment . As .-^  n r t t e r n-F f p c t , hip? r e l i f i o n , c u l t u r e 
and h i s v/hole -nhilosonhy of l i f e i s r o o t e d i n the Snfovid per iod . . 
\ The Spfpvid dynnsty r u l e d over I r a n fo r nbout two pnd p. 
h a l f c e n t u r i o s , Shniich i"ohpi7ir;i?^d'All H ^ z i n ' s f o r e - f n t h e r s h^d 
ve ry much been p t tnched with the i^pnfnvid icinps, H o z i n ' s t ime, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y the i^eriod of 43 yerprs which the Shpikh snen t i n 
I r a n , c o i n c i d e s wi th the oer iod of the l a s t Safpvid kin^g' Su l t an 
Hussin (1692-1722) , the s h o r t - l i v e d seven y e a r s ' r u l e of the 
Afghans, the s o - c a l l e d r u l e of Sr.fsh TahmSsp I I , h i s detha:'oneraent 
and puttin;^^ up on the tlirone of ^hah 'Abbas I I I , the i n f a n t 
son of Shah Tahmasp I I by Nadir ahah. Both these k i n ^ s played 
in t h e hands of Nsdir Shah and for a l l r ) r a c t i c a l purposes , 
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SuXt^i Huealn can be assumed to be the last Safavid king who 
ruled over Persia* 
Sultan Husain was indeed a verj weak and inefficient 
king* In the beginning he was very pious and for most of -^-^ 
his tiii^  absorbed himself in offering prayers and the recitation 
of the Holy Quran and seldcjro found time to look into tiMi 
affairs of his government. He was under the influence of Mulla 
B^ar Majlisi called by the Shiaites as IQiatim-uloMuhadlditheeR* 
At Majlisi* s instance* Sultan ifusain ruthlessly crushed tl^ 
Sunni sect and demolished a nixnOaer of the *lQianqah8* of tl^ 
Sufis, But Sultan Husain's grandmother and many of his liberal 
courtiers did not like all this and put the Sultan on the track 
of drinking and womenisli^g* The Sultan became absorbed in all 
these things so much so that again he seldom found tiirttJ to look 
into the affairs of the government, "^^us, the v;hole administra-
tion passed into the hands of the eunuchs and they did all they 
dQen»d fit. The Sultan con^letely drunken and confined only 
to his harem, nobody was there to take ttte eunuchs to task. 
In fact# during the first half of the seventeenth 
c@ntury« especially in the reign of Shah^iy&bas the great, 
Iran had mssle advancemsnt in many directions. But, at the end 
of the seventeenth century, the growth in Persian economy had 
considerably slowed down and impoverished the peasants with a 
8 
consequent decrease of revenue to the state. However, the 
demands of the civil service and feudal aristoaacy increased 
as a rsult of the financial and commercial developments during 
the preceding era. The only v/ay for satisfying these increasing 
demands vvhich the last king could perceive was to increase 
taxes. Consequently, old taxes were doubled and trebled and 
three new forms of taxes were introduced. ^ much-hated censues 
was also maintained and those who trieci to evade the taxes had 
their property confiscated or otherwise severely punished. The 
circumstances were so straightened and the severity of punishment 
was so great that the measures resulted in farmers deserting 
their lands. In order to tie them to the land. Sultan Husain 
issued a 'farman' in 1710 which only created chaos and anarchy 
in the country. Shaikh Hazin notes in his Tadhkirat-ul-A^wal 
that "in the case of his family's hereditary lands in various 
parts of Gilan, as a result of the devastation of the region and 
of the fact that there v/as no one capable of looking after the 
land, after my father's death, the income decreased, until the 
entire annual return v/as insufficient to pay the essenti&l 
expenses for more than a few months I This situation caused 
discontent not only among the peasant farmers but also among 
the feudal landlords of whom Shaikh was one. This loosened the 
1 Tadhkiratul Ahwal, English Translation by Belfour,p. 
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bonds of loyalty to the central government? It can, thus, 
be safely concluded that in addition to the personal weaknesses 
and errors of Sultan Husaln, it was the general deterioration 
in the economic conditions of the masses which brought about 
a down fall of the Safavid dynasty. Under these instable 
political conditioms no sort of development was possible. It 
has rightly been remarked that "the period between the Safavids 
and the Constitution of 1906 can be regarded, at best,, as one 
of incubation, at worst, as one of complete decadence« In Europe 
and to some extent in India and elsewhere, the eighteenth century 
was immensely creative; in Iran it was one of the darkest and 
dullest periods for literature and the arts. 
The idea of the deteriorating economic conditions of the 
country can be had from the fact that during the first six or 
seven years of Shah Sulaiman*s reign customs duties collected in 
the ports of Bandar 'Abbas and Kong, near Hormuz, varied betv^en 
900-1000 tumans as compared with 2,444 tiSmans during the reign 
of Shah •'Abbas II, The discovery of sea routes and the develop-
ment of European navigational expansions v;ere responsibl© for 
the sharp decline in Iran's foreign trade. The increasing use 
of sea routes by the Europeans resulted in a decrease of vast 
quantity of goods traffic along great Asiatic caravan routes 
1 Alessandro Bausanl. The Persians- from the earliest days 
to the twentieth Century, p, i:i,i_r,- . " ' 
Ibid. 
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In general and the Iranian routes in particular, 2?he trade 
with countries on the shores of Indian Ocean fell into the 
hands of the Dutch and Indian merchants. In order to Increase 
income from foreign trade as well as to break the Dutch 
raefchants monopoly Sultan Husain concluded two treaties with 
Prance in 1708 and 1715, The treaties provided the first 
instance of a thorough-going capitulation agreements being 
conceded to by Iran, 
A reference has already been made to the religious 
fanatlcisra of Sultan Husain and the parsecttlon of Sunnl sects 
at his hands. As a matter of fact Sunni population still lived 
within his domains especially in Kurdistan, Azerbaijan, 
Afghlnistan, Pars, the very heart of Persia, and I^ ar, This, apart 
fran indicating Shia-lam as far from being the undisputed nationa] 
religion of Iran even at the end of the Safavid dynasty, also 
shows the religious intolerance of Sultan Husain for his 
co-religionists. The intolerance induced the Sunni population 
not only to give aid to the invading Afghans but also to bring 
a fatwa fran Mecca for the legitimacy of imaging war against 
the •heretical overlord' Consequently, war broke out between 
the royal forces and various Afghan chieftains, especially 
the Ghlba of Qandhar and the Abdalls of Herat, One, Mir 
Malpood, son of Mir Owais, occupied Kirman in 1720 and in 1722 
after the battle of Guln"abid entered the Safavid Capital Isfahlin 
and deposed SultSn Husain, Shah Tahmasp II, the successor of 
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Sultan Husain# who fled before the victorious Afghans, 
declared himself to be the king of Iran. One amir of Afshar « 
tribe, who later on came to be known as Nadir Shah, to shew 
his devotion to Tahmasp, took the title of Tahraasp Quli igiin 
and put himself at the h©ad of the Iranian forces, Mahiaood 
was eissjfissiaatdd in 1725 by one of his cousins and was succeded 
by ano'ttier Afghan Ashraf, Tahmasp Quli Khan successfully 
fought on all fronts and the short-lived seven-year rule of 
Afghans over Persia also carae to an end in 1729, How€5ver, much 
against the wishes of his general, Tahmasp continued hostilities 
with the Ottcxaans and had to accept humiliating conditions at 
their hands. Infuriated at this, the general deposed Tahraasp II 
and put his infant son -'Abbas III on the throne and concluded 
the war with Ottomans by conquering Azerbaijan and Georgia, 
It will be clear from the above facts that the 
deteriorating economic conditions resulted in liquidation Of 
Iran and indueed the surrounding alien powers to invade the 
country, in simultaneous attacks on Iran by the Russian^pttcMans 
and Afghans, the Afghans becan« victorious, though their rule was 
short-lived, Despite the appalling conditions that existed at 
the end of Safavid rule, Afghan dcanination did not prove to fc® 
a liberation but was only an example of conquest by thii ncsn^lc 
and serai-nomadic tribes,; ;j In the beginning there was some 
amelioration in the conditions of the most oppressed classes 
but the general public was in no way better than before and 
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ultimately the public at large went against the Afghan rule 
and revolted against it. 
In fact, the Afghan rule over Iran started with 
horrors and calamities. The siege, in itself, of the capital 
city Isfahan was more terrible in its effects than the most 
savage violence, After three or four months, the circumstances 
of the besieged became greatly distressed, and provisions fell 
short in that vast town, filled with such innisnerable crowds 
y 1 
of people. Gradually no provisions were at all to be found^. 
According to another author, '^ the flash of horses, camels, and 
mules, was so dear, that none but the king,sc»ne o£ the nobles, 
and the wealthiest citizens could afford to purchase it. 
Though the Persians abhor dogs as unclean, they ate gireedily of 
them, as well as of other forbidden animals, as long as they 
were to be obtained. After these supplies were gone, they fed 
upon the leaves o M bark of the trees, and on leather, Which 
they softened by bollingi and when this S.ad resoiurce was 
exhausted, they began to devour human flesh. Men, with their 
eyes sunk, their coiintenances livid, and their bodies feeble and 
•roaciated with hunger, were seen in crowds, in devouring to 
protract a wretched existence by cutting pieces from the bodies 
of those who had Just expired. In many instances, the citizens 
slew each other; and parents murdordd their children to furnish 
\h® horrid meal. Some, more virtuous, poisoned therasielves and 
their family, that they might escape the guilt of preserving 
I Belfour F,C. The Life of Shaikh MohammadVAII Hasin PP 122-23 
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life by such means. The streets, the squares, the royal 
garden* were covered with carcases; and the river 2^inderood 
was so corrupted by dead bodies, that it was hardly possible 
to drink tta waters. These evils were increased by the cruelty 
of the Afghans, who put to death, without distinction of age 
•''I 
or sex, all who tried to escape fran this scene of calamity. 
Though Mahmood became the king of Iran, the kingdom 
was constantly threatened by the Russians on the north-west and 
by the Ottomans on the South-West, As far the internal security* 
in the beginning Mahmood adopted very good measures and,to som@ 
extent^ won the sjfnipathies and confidence of the Iranalns. 
But his heavy hand on the already distressed local population 
in the matters of collecting revenue made him unpopular. The 
inhabitants of Qazvin, Khonsar and other towns insurrected and 
Mahmood*s forces had to retreat. Mahmood was left now with aboui 
fifteen thousand of his forces with which to control a vast 
klngdoia of Iran. He and his people were detested not only on 
account of the ravages they had committed but also from the i»„ 
difference of their language, their manners and their religion. 
Under the circumstances, the probable revolt of theilnhabitants 
of Isfahan was an immediate danger. Mahmood resolved to remove 
it by most sa^ge and cruel means. 
1 Sir John Malcolm, The History of Persia frc?m the most 
earliest period to the present time vol.1 pp.435-36. 
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Ilahmood had sufler x^  from Q feeling of insecurity. 
He -chought tliat it was only by physically eliminating his 
enemies that he could hope to survive. As it happened, he 
acted quite in accordance v:ith this v/himsical thought. 
To get an idea of his desperateness and tyranical belief, 
one need only to recount here some of the atrocities perpe-' 
trated by him against the Iranian people. lie commanded 
a feast to be arranged to v/hich most of the ministers and 
nobles v/ere invitedo No sooner they arrived than they found 
themselves under attacJc from all the sides. Uo one was 
spared on this occasion. 
Among the casualities v/as also a boy of tv/elve years 
v;ho had tied his plc.cc in order to find refuge in the house 
of an Afcfhan Cniof. Subsequent to that, the dead bodies v;crc 
placed in an open area outside the palace with the intention 
of terrifying people into submission. but the matter v;as not 
left here. To come yet was a still more gruesome tragedy. 
It was feared tha't the children might some day desire 
to revenge the'blood of their fathers', and the very next 
day, they v/ere whisked av^-ay from their school to a place 
somev;hcre on the periphery of the city. The tragic drama 
of their murder was enacteo there„ The numocr of these 
children was i/ell over two hundred, riahmood thus went on 
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frora one crime to co.nmitting another, of an even more 
seriour. kind, on one pretext on the other. But his real 
design oL reducinq opposjtion by inhuman methods soon stood 
to DO exposea, i-io had talzen three thousand of Shah Husain's 
guards in his service. He createo the illusion in their 
mind, that they deserved nonour and respect and, as a marx of 
favour, commanded the arr..ngoment of a dinner for these 
guarcs m one of the squares of the palace. But, v/hj le they 
were assembled for the dinner party, a party of Afghan 
v/flLcriors tell on them. There v;ero again no survivors. Tne 
Atgnans were actually served orders to kill each and every 
Iranian v/ho had ever been in the service of the former 
government. 
rt.li these crjmes and tendency to suppress opposition 
by brute force speaJc of Hahmood's incompetence to deal 
otnerv;-ise v;itn his situ.:tion. Becoming more and nnrc des-
perate Mahmood proved to be less and less capable of facing 
the difficulties befo-^ o hJm, bliile, on the one hand, unrest 
and discontentment was increasingly in evidence among his 
Afghan Chiefs like Ashrat and Amanullah on account of his 
failure to attack the city of Yezd, the rumour was spread on 
the other, that he had neglected his soldiers and was 
inclined to Iran:'..n customs and religion. This had only 
the effect of o^iiipoundinrj his fear and as a c^ onsequcnce of 
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v/hich he came to distrust even his own people, v;hat to 
speak of the enemies. uTiile he was thus in the grip of 
anxiety and tension, inteilicjence reports spoke to him of 
the escape of Sh3h Husain's elder son from Isfahan, But 
before the news could be conrradi "ted, he issued oroers to 
the effect that all the males of the Iranian royal family 
be exterminated with the exception of Sultan nus ain<> 'xhirty 
nine princes were collecced in a court of the palace and 
they \/ere murcered by Mahmood himself helped by three of 
his confidants, Malimo id occupied the Iranian throne only 
for 3 brief period of three years and died undor the 
dreadful tortures of mind and body at the prime of hJs 
youth. "According to another source, Mahmood was slain 
by his cousin Ashrafo 
Mahmood ^-las succedea by his cousin, Ashraf, the son 
of wTr''Abdullah and nephew of Mir 0\7a: s. Before oescrjbjng 
the events of Asnraf's reign over Iran, it ',;ill be useful 
to talce stock of the conditions ootajning in the country 
and the uosigns cherisned by the courts of Constantinople 
and the Petersburg against Persia, 
Snah icnmasp II, the son of Sultan Husain, from the 
date of his father's imprisonment, a'.sumed tne title of a 
kinc', out his ciforts to regaj n th 3 crov/n of nis ancestors 
\<!ere very v/e.^ ]: and inefficient, Ihe Iranian prince tried, 
at ojf-Ferenc periods, to negotiate -^i th Turkisn and i<ussian 
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disobedient \\ali of Georgia, out his enterprise only aided 
tne Turkish government in their ae-ign upon that province,v;hich 
thev took v/hile Gil5n and rhc to\.'n Baku feli into Russian hands. 
Hov/ever, Tanmasp succeded ^n conciuaing a treaty with .Russia 
Dy which the Emperor of Fcussia agreed to expel the Afghans and 
establish Tahmujp upon the throne of Iran in addition to the 
supply of Rus'^ ian army and the future extension of trade and 
'comrre rce betv/een the two countries. In return for ttie service 
of the Russians/ the Persian prince agreed to cede m perpetuity 
to Russia the tov/ns of Derbund and Baku with the provinces of 
Daghistan, Shirwan, Gilan/ Maivanfroh and Astcrabad. VJliile these 
negotiations were carrying on in Petersburg^ all Kurdistan 
acknov/ledged the authority of the '^ urks and the fall of Erivan 
Khooe, and xMaragha, made them masters of the whole of Armenia 
and Darts of Azerbaijan. The cities of Gunian and Kirraansh"ah 
I ' 
were taken over by the Turks in the follo\/ing year, A treaty 
was also concluded betv/een the Emperors of Turkey and Russia 
for}the partition '^of some of the finest Iranian provinces 
but some extraordinary events preventea the treaty ever being 
carried into execution. These designs v/ere cherished by tte 
enemies of Iran before Ashrcf actually toojc over as king. 
V(T:ien Ashraf took OVOJ- the reigns of his government, 
the Afghans v;cre confident rh. it his temper, valour and 
activity v?ould soon enable chem to overcome their enemies. 
But contrary to their expectations, his very first neasures 
showed that ne dreaded the leaders of his ov/n tribe more than 
I 
the Iranian. He put to death, the good and generous Almas, 
the commander of I4ahmood's guards, the amoitious Aman-Ullcih 
and several other chiefs v;ho had helped Ashraf to occupy 
the throne and nad started orking to this end before the 
death of his predecessor, Mahmood. He also confiscated the 
immense V7ealtn of x.'n influential chiefs to fill the royal 
coffers. 
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Ashraf, however, concluded successfully a treaty 
with the Turkish court by which the Afghan prince recognised 
the Turkish Empsror as the spiritual head of all the Muslims. 
In return, the court of the Constantinople recognised i^ shraf 
the legitimate )dLng of Iran and ceded the whole of KurdistSn, 
KhQzistan, a part of Azerbaijan and several cities in Iraq in 
favour of the Afghan prince and also recognised his right of 
sending a caravan with pilgrims ann^ Milly to Mecca. But the 
Afghan ruler could not enjoy the fruits of this treaty for long. 
He made an unsuccessful attempt to obtain possession of Qandhar 
which was held by the brother of Mahraood, The failure created 
a divi^n among the Khilji Afghans which prevented the Afghans 
in Iran frcsn being reinforced in future even by their own trii^, 
Malik MalwROOd, the governor of Sistan, proclaimed himself as 
king and gained possession of olmost all iQiuriain excejpt Herat 
vrhich forii^ d a separate and independent principality undir the 
chief of Abdali Afghan"?, 
Shah Tahmasp II, who was in MazandrSn, improved his 
prospects and established his small court at Farahabid with 
the help of Kujurs of Asterabad. He was joined by an Afshir 
Chief, Nadir who defeated a bMy of Afghans and recovered the 
important city and district of Nishapur, Thereupon, Shah 
Tahmasp made great successes in Khurasan* Both Mashhad and 
Herat were also reduced and the whole of Khurasan was compelled 
to recognise the legitimacy of Tahmasp as the king of Iran. 
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After the battle of Damghan in v/hich Ashraf had 
suffered a severe set back, Tahrnasph's forces under the 
command of N^dir began to dvance tov;ards the city of IsfaHan, 
The Afghans, unable to face the numerically superior enemy 
forces, found themselves on the retreat. They met successive 
defeats mainly because they constituted a small foreign force 
trying to rule a big country \7itt1 moreover no home government 
to fall back upon in case of a crisis. Disappointed and 
distressed, the Atghans had to flee, "But Ashraf, before he 
fled, stained his hands v/ith the blood of the unfortunate 
1 
Sultan Husain whose 'misfortunes were greater than his crimei' 
Ashraf also*carried off ' all the female of the royal family 
except the wife of Sultan riusain who had remained in disguise 
ever since Mahmood had taken over the Capital, During the 
seven years of their rule, the afghans did little that could 
be said to be praiswortny. It v;as, for the most part^ a reign 
of terror and woeful experiences for the people,, On reaching 
Tehran and on learning of the 'evacuation of Istah'an by the 
Afghan prince Ashraf^ Shah Tahmasp urgea his commander to 
'pursue the Afghans' to the end. Shah Tahmlsp v/as all the more 
impelled because every day brought him the accounts of 
excesses and atrocities committed by the fleeing Afghans and 
general 
success of the Iranian forces. The shrewed and intelligent/ 
1 Sir jonn Malcolm,Hisrory of Persia, p.469, 
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however, required the power/ striking his own name over the 
coin levying money to bring the war to a speedy issue. Shah 
Tahmasp sensed that con^liance of that demand meant little 
leas than ceding the sovereignty; but the soldiers would act 
tinder no other chief and on the recommendations of the 
principal nobles granted the measure. The Afghans assembled 
near Persepolis to give Iranians a battle, but fled the moment 
t^ey were attached and entered Shiraz in great confusion. 
Here, Ashraf tried to negotiate with Nadir for a safe retreat 
to his own country but in vain and fled with two hundred of 
his followers which gave a signal Cor the general dispersion of 
his army, About twenty thousand of the Afghans fled in different 
directions and only a few of them reached hcane safely as most 
of them were massacred by the furious masses, Ashraf himself, 
after escaping numberless dangers, when wandering in a desert, 
was slain by the son of 'Abdullah Khan Bal.uch who sent his head 
with a very large diamond found on his person, as a present 
to Shah Tahmaspjr 
Thus terminated the life of an Afghan noble who 
united manly qualities. His barbarous disposition was more 
the result of his situation rather than of his character. 
His countrymen deemed him wise, moderate and brave, E"\ren the 
Iranians term Ashraf to be the best of his oppressors. However, 
within seven years about one million populatioi; of Iran 
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perishod/ her finost provinces were rendered v/aste and the 
proudest of her edifices v/ere levelled to the ground. But 
the complete destruction of Afghans did not restore the 
sovereignty of Persia to Shah Tahma'sp. It rather resulted 
in the extinction of the little power which he pr-eviously 
enjoyed because his ov/n g-^ eral first usurped pov/er and then 
took the title of monarch of Iran. 
From an economic point of viov;, the conditions at 
the end of the seventeenth century, v/ere anything but disappo-
inting. There was almost a-complecc broakdovm of economy 
accompanied hv a fresh 'cyploitatiin of the peasants' and 
'an impoverishment of the landl A host of circumstances, 
namely increase -i n taxes ^ nd exci'-'o duties, the fouda.1 lords, 
and th'^  oppressive policies of the govt, in general eventually 
came in the \;ay of uhe century's progressive trends making 
an impact on the country as .^  -.,hcdc. As a consequence, the 
cities could not find unified markets' nor the capitalist 
economy, then developing, could become the predominant form 
of production. Healthy econom.y v/as limited, during this 
period, only to the cities of Isfahan, Shiraz, Qazvin, 
Hamadan, Kirman, etc. and Southern Azerbaijan(Tabriz and 
Ardabil). "Apart from Qandhar and the Shi'ite holy city of 
Mashhad, the cities of Ivhurasan, once the cultural'and 
economic ccntr^ '' of Iran under \;ent on economi.c decline, 
partly because o'" rnc falling of; their trade wit>, Central 
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Asia, v;hLch vjas now in the h-nndG of a hOGtilo pov/cr'.' 
It has already been mentioned that Nadir dethroned 
Tahmasp II because of the^  letter's hostile policy and v;ar 
against the Turks leading to a disgraceful treaty with them. 
Shah Tahmasp, though succcded by his infant son, was nov/ a 
prisoner. Nadir sent him ro Khurasan accompanied by all his 
ladies and with every other comfort that was deemed necessary 
for the enjoyment of pleasurable life. After the death of 
the infant king in I^ faha'i/ on the eve of Nawruz, the 21st 
of March, 1736, Nadir collecced all the nobles, courtiers 
along with their attendants, and addressed them in the follov;-
ing vjords "Shah Tahmasp and Shah >Abbas were your Itingc, and 
the princes of their blocd are the heirs to the throne. 
Choose one of them for your sovereign, or some other person 
whom you know to be great and virtuous. It is enough for me 
that I have rustored tho throne to its glory, and delivered 
2 
my country from the Afghons, the Turks, and the Russians" 
Having explained everything in clear term.s, he desired to 
retire to his estc^es in ICliurasan, On being urged to become 
himself their king, he at first insistently refused and 
eventually accepted the kingship of Iran, 
After his elevation to the throne, I'-Iorii bpont some 
time m Isfahan and remai nec3 absorbed in military preparations. 
» 
An Afghan revolt took place in Qandhar but Nadir subdued it in 
1 Alis-^ andro Bausani -The Persians, p, 153 
2 History of Persia, Vol.11, p. 16. 
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1738« The Afghan fugitives, however; were being harbfexired 
by the then decaying Mughal court of Delhi. Nadir Sh"ah had 
complained about it in his letters to the Mughal Etaperor and 
on not having received any reply on the stibjeet, he even sent 
special envoys to Delhi for the piirpose but in vain. After 
the death of Aurangzib in 1707, the Mughal court of Delhi was in 
a bad shape, Mohammad Shah, the then ruler, for most of his 
time was confined to his harem with a mistress in his arms and 
a glass of wine in his hands. For a long time the letter was 
not replied because of the divided opinions of the noblemen 
and the courtiers. Some of the courtiers were of the opinion 
that a reply to the letter should be sent While others pleading 
that there was no point in sending a reply. By this time. Nadir 
Shah sent another man with another letter on the same subject. 
The messenger supplicated many times for the reply but the court 
of Delhi gave no reply. He could not even return sfifely to his 
king and was slain by some miscreant. This prompted Nadir Shah 
to carry out a swift compaign which resulted tk the conqueat 
of Ghazna, Kabul, Peshawar and in January, 1739, Lahore• After 
that Nadir Shah proceeded towards Delhi, "^e fighting between 
the qizilbash forces of Nadir and the Mughal forces took place 
at Karnal and the Mughal fordes fled after a battle of two hours. 
NSdlr ShSh then came to Drihi and stayed there for fifty-eight 
days. He collected enormous treasures, jewels and spdtils and 
^4 
also too\ tiie 'Pepcook Throne' . Even c'Mer such a ^reat conquest 
he did not sit idle and suhdued Balkh, "iukhara, IQmorazm & Ilhur? 
As a staunch ^unni. Nadir ShTih ojd not li]:c bhi'aism. 
He did not repose any trurt in th Iranian people in general 
De cause majority of them nov; happened to be Shias. because 
of this distrust and suspjciows, ho had to reiy niainly on the 
Afghans and I'artars constituting tnc DUIK of nis troops. The 
Persian's were so rauch suspicious in the eyas of Nadir bh'ah 
that uo one of them was lihely to bo spared by him if he ever 
coiae to pos'ess any oictraordinary ' nf luencc or povrer in the 
array. The outicome was a '/idesprcad teelmg of fear end 
insecurity, and finally rebellion. it was especially fo^ .nc 
Jn the provinces of Far', Sh i n-/ln and Kazandran. IJar^ ir Shah 
could noA'cr toleraLo it, Thzs had the effect of aggravating 
his feelincc only further. It proved to be so outraocous that 
he scarfed killing people almort indiscriminately and at the 
slifja-ce-t v/him. The inhabitants of whole cities were novjjthe 
tarriet of his \7rath, and tl^ e people v/ero so much scared that 
they started f loi. ing to f.ar off places to find shelter in 
canorns^ deserts ciO forcjts. According ro one story, ho had 
even proposed^ when he xias on his v/ay to subdue one of ?iis 
rebellious nephev/s in Sisrun Provinces, to put to death every 
Irani'm that v;as found in liis arm". He v/as at that time in a 
sta J? of Fronzy, hcadinc zo insan'ty. It was now the turn of 
some OL niS principal officers to hatch a murderous conspiracy 
agenst him DCCMCC zhcy hid eilso found their nomcs in the list 
2r^ 
Although the rcign of Nadir Shah is romarlcable 
'for conquests* and 'po]itical reunification', che general 
state of affairs in the countJy was tor from satisfactory. 
Again Jt was the people in the countryside v/ho happened to 
be the worst sufferers. Mote than halt the area of Isfahan 
alone comprising'' a tnousand villages nad been ravaged and lay + 
in a state of utrer despair. The sources of irrigation 
particularly -canals, dykes and Kariz -had been either 
neglected or renaered useless. An inscription on the doorx-zay 
of the mosque of Vanand (Naknshwan) dateo 1732-33 states! 
"Because of the famine and distress of this unnappy time_, 
•the people v/cre in hell, lor j a Vre course of a single year 
the village of Vanand and orhers in th- neighbourhood \/cr3 
three times invaded and laid ua.^  to and raany oel Lcvors, both 
men and >.omen, \;cre eiLnor killed or lai'^  into captivity, 
while the otlner servants of 3od \'ere dispersed, crossed over 
the river Araxec, and sctuloci on lands on the other sidel' 
In these days, on tno one nand, ttir're was an Jncrca.inq tailu'e 
of traae cind on the other, Ino burden of taxation w_ th 
neither the Turks nor Atgnans m tncir burns navmg laade any 
serious efort to reduce j_t, vhat was srill \/orse, was the 
loss of many lives m Isfahan, Sniraz, Yezd etc, 
Altnough the Afghans had left, there v;as no relief to 
the population) a feeling v/hjch also finds expression in thd 
memojrs of Hazln. Compared to the end of the seventienth 
century, the 'real value of currency' had fallen to about 
a tenth part, \7ith the prices shootj nq up proportionately, 
in nis uooK 'Tarikn-i'Alam-ora-yi Nedirj', Mohammad Kazim 
illustraL.es the rise in pric JS oy giving th^  difference in 
the prices of grain pertaining to these two times. 
On the death of Nadir Shah utter confusi^ on prevailed 
in the country, Ahmad Khan Abdali v;itli the help of army made 
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an unsuccoasful attempt to conquer irdn. Thereupon, hes 
captiured QandhSr city. He also seized the immense treasures 
coming from Kabul, Slndh and Delhi to the Iranian camp and 
founded his separate kingdom. VJithin Iran, the conspirators 
of Ridirfe. murder put his nephew ^ Ali'Mil Shah on the Iranian 
throne. But he was put to death by his own army. This time 
thirteen of Nadir*s sons and grandsons as well as all other 
princes except ShahRu3«h, the son of Riza dull Khan, were also 
put to death.aiah Rukh was immediately dethroned by Mirza Syed 
Mohansnad who ascended the throne of Iran under the name of 
Sulairaan, But YUsuf-'All the general of Shah Rukh, massacred 
Sulfeiman's followers and also put him to death, thus restoring 
the Iranian throne to Shah RuJdi once again. 
The bloodly action of Ytisuf-'All was not liked by two 
chiefs, one Kxirdish and the other an Arab and by their combined 
efforts, Yusuf-'All was slain. But after a few days both the 
chiefs confronted each other wherein one of them was killed 
while the other submitted to Ahmad Khan Abdali and was afterwards 
slain. After some resistence Mashed also submitted to Ahmad 
Khan Abdali, But the intelligent prince instead of conquering 
Iran separated the Afghan kingdom from Persia for all times to 
ccHne and Shah Ru]^ again occupied the throne of Persia, 
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Shah Rxikh, though blind, enjoyed the small kingdom 
of Iran. His government was st^ported by the revenues 
collected, from the residemta of Mashhad and its adjoining 
I territories. He also received annual offerings from various 
chiefs and other nobles who considered him as their king* 
However, the country, at large, remained in the state of civil 
war and chaos# The main contestants were the near as well as 
distant relatives of Nadir Shah, the Afshars, the Qajars and 
the remaining last of the Safavids. 
Abul Fateh Wian was the governor in Isfah'an on behalf 
of the blind king Shah Rukh. At this time, 'Ali Mardan Mian 
a chief of the Bakhtiari tribe, in order to elevate Shah Ismlkil, 
the nephew of Sultan Husain Safavi, called all the nobles, 
including Kailmi^an Zand, under hia standard and took possession 
of Isfahan. Though Karim ^an Zand obtained no ccMtimand under 
Nadir Shah, he enjoyed en equal rank with-*Ali Mardan IChan because 
of his good sense and courage. The nephew of Sultan Husain 
was crowned at the age of nine years under the name of Shah Ismal 
and it was agreed that one of the chiefs v/ill be appointed 
as minister while the other one will be the commander of the 
army. While the forces of these two chiefs were busy in occupyir 
Isfahan, many parties under various pretenders to the throne 
tried to distract the armed forces but ultimately the inhabitants 
reconciled to the new government. 
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All Mardan ICian was very old man and had no children. 
The good conduct of Karim IQian had made him popular. This 
excited Jealousy of-*Ali Mardan I^an which ultimately brought 
thati to open confrontation. In the contest between the rival 
forces, ''Ali Mardan iOian was assassinated by a noble Mohammad 
Stian. It made Karim iOian Zand the undisputed master of all the 
southern provinces of Iran who, later on, ruled the country 
for about thirty years. He is still chetished in the memories 
of the people as one of the very good rulers of Iran. 
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(il) Conditions In India 
Aturangzeb ruled the Mughal empire for fifty years 
and died at an advanced age of ninety. During his reign the 
frontiers of the empire were extended far and wide. 
Throughout his long reign he never bowed to any pressure 
whatsoever. He did not spare the Muslim Sultanates of 
Ahmadnagar, Bijapur and Golkunda and abolished the special 
status which these principalities had enjoyed under his 
predecessors and brought them under the complete fold of the 
Hu^al Empire, He camped far away in Deccan for a long 
long time to crush and subdue the Marat.ha power, Hortfever* 
after his death these crushed powers raised their heads and 
reorganised. Of the three surviving sons (Mohammad ^^ara, 
Moliammad Kan Bakhsh and Mohammad Mt^zzam}^ AurangzSb had 
conferred the title of Shah 'Aiam on Mohammad Mtfeazara for his 
excellent services to his father* After the Emperor's death 
Mol^ ammad Mu'azzam ascended the throne of Delhi under the 
tltl« of Sh"Sh 'Mara Bahadur Shah after defeating his brother 
Mohammad 'Asam, 
unlilce his father the prince happened to be very kind 
and considerateV even in very in^ortant matters of adrainistra-
tiiii He was a good administrator and tried to steblise 
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the government by adopting a flexible attitude, tinfortu-
nately. This only led to Inner-fighting and group politics 
and weakening of the Central power. His rule came to an 
end in 1712 on his death. 
Shah'Alam Bahadur Shah left four sons viz, Mdizuddin 
Jahandar Shah, 'Azim-ush Shan, iOiajista AJ^tar and Jahan Sh~ah, 
On the death of their father fighting for power started 
among the brothers and ultimately Mdizuddin Jahandar Shah 
after defeating and killing his three brothers succeeded to 
the throne. He crowned himself under the title of Abul 
Path Mohammad Mo'izuddin, But Just after his accession he 
indulged in drinking, dancing and all kind of debauchery and 
violence, Lai Kunwar,a dancing girl whom he had taken as 
his concubine, was always seen in the company of the monarch 
in every place. Later on, the monarch conferred on her the 
title of Iratiaz Mahal. But with the help of Saiyid brothers 
Parrul^ Siyar (son of-'Azlraush Shan)replaced iSTahandar Shah, 
Saiyid brothers had served under Aurangzeb and later on 
under Jahandar ^hah, 
Parrukh Siyar himself was a weak and fickle-minded man 
and rendered himself to the whims of ministers. Throughout 
his reign the court of Delhi remained fraught with factions, 
plots. Intrigues and counter-intrigues. The rival groups of 
nobles and courtiers engaged themselves in destroying each 
other. Now three distinct rival groups, that Is, Turani, 
Irani and Indian, had emerged and all the groups in complete 
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neglect of the interests of the empire fought for their 
own interests. As a matter of fact, all the three rulers 
after Aurangzeb owed their crowns to the support of powerful 
nobles and courtiers. Shah'Alam Bahadur Shah was indebted 
to Muniia Khan, Jahandar Shah to Zulfiqar Khan and ParxuM^ 
Slyar to Salyld brothers for occupying the throne of Delhi, 
It can thus be rightly concluded that after the death of 
Aurangzeb to the final liquidation of Mughal Empire in 1857 
every ruler who occupied the throne of Delhi was indebted 
to some powerful noble's help in securing the throne. 
Though the process of disintegration had started 
Just after the death of the eiapQr^if Aurangzeb, it spread 
HysQ a wild fire during the twenty-eight years' of Mohammad 
Shah's reign till he died in 1748 and was succeeded by his 
son Alwnad Shah (1748-1754), The Marathas^ kept under effective 
control by erapertfcr Aurangzeb, now raised their heads and 
between 1742-1745, four Maratha invasions took place. They 
over ran the whole of the counrty except Delhi and its 
adjoining areas and played havoc with the people for quite a 
long time, -^ his reign of terror finally came to/end with 
the crushing defeat of the Marathas by Ahmad Shah ^dali 
at the battle of Panlpat in 1761. 
Mohaninad Shah ascended the throne of Delhi at the age 
of seventeen. J^ or about se-^ ren years before He occupied the 
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throne, he was confined to the palace harem and had 
neither received education nor training which could enable, 
him to effectively run the administration of the empire. 
The young emperor was extremely handsome and well-built 
and with strong and large possessed a good deal of fore-
sight. But the wazirs,, nobles and courtiers who had become 
used to displacing the hitherto ruling monarchs /practically 
crushed his urge to rule for himself. He,therefore, 
withdrew from the public business leaving all the state 
affairs to his nobes and ministers. 
Right from Babar, the founder of the Mughal Empire 
to the Emperor Aurangzeb, all the predecessors of Mohammad 
Shah were very shrev/ed bold,, strong and courageous- never 
hesitating even to risk their lives for the safety and 
solidarity of the empire« But that was not so in the case 
of Mohammad Shah. Dtiring his twenty-eight years of neign, 
he hardly went out of Delhi except for his merry-making and 
pleasure trips to the nearby town of Loni and Garhmukteshwar, 
His only two military movements include his engagements 
with Nadir Shah and-'Ali Mohammad Ruhela wherein he suffered 
disgraceful defeat. In fact, the monarch was so much 
absorbed in wine and women and took so much opixjia, charas, 
bhang and other intoxicating drugs that he burnt all his 
youthful pasr;ions and was a complete wreck at the age of 
forty. Afterwards melancholy settled upon the monarch 'and. 
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In the hope of getting some spiritual satisfaction, he 
started frequenting the socilety of'faqirs* many of whom 
received titles fran the eraperor* He used to hold long 
discourses and discussions on spiritual matters with the 
hermits* Many of his nobles and 'amirs* joined him in this 
pursuit* 
Mohairenad Shah, throughout his reign, was a p\ippet 
in the hands of his nobles and ministers who possessed 
charming manners and strength of will. He would assent to 
3very good advice of any of his favourites but could never 
have the courage to take any of his nobles or the coiirtiers 
to task. He preferred to pursue the policy of putting off 
action from day to day till the crisis precipitated and the 
things took their own turn. The ministers of the nobles 
divided the areas and political power among themselves and 
always maneured things as if no supreme head existed over 
them* 
Because of the inner fighting among the highest nobles 
of Mohammad Shah, revenues frcMn various parts of the entire 
had stopped and the salaries of the soldiers fer months and 
sometimes for years together stood in arrears . While the 
resources of the government had almost exhausted, the 
nobles had amassed immense wealth. 
» 
Mobanroad Shah was succeeded by h i s only son Ahmad Sh'Sih 
who occupied the throne of Delhi for about s i x y e a r s . But he 
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too was not given any sort of training or education which 
could enable him to take up the affairs of the government. 
He was never gent at the head of the royal army as his 
predecessor heirs used to be. Moreover, he was brought up 
in the palace harem and was totally Ignorant of administra-
tion and war alike. Simultaneously, palace eunuchs, 
nobles and'amirs'who had already seized enormous povrers of 
administration from his predeceSors, played their ovm 
destrtkctive part. This, however, could be achieved only by 
keeping the monarch busy sometel^ re else. This objective, 
they achieved by confining the young prince to his palace 
harem and keeping him busy with wine and women and all sorts 
of licentious activities. The monarbh, by and by, became 
so much absorbed in palace activities that he could hardly 
give any time to any important business with sincerity and 
devotion. 
The things came to such a pass that one eunuch Javed 
Khan, v^om the monarch had appointed as superintendent of 
the Palace harem, became In-chargo of almost every thing. 
All the matters used to be referred to him and he decided 
them in accordAnce with his own poor natural Judgement while 
the monarch enjoyed all sorts of sensuous pleasures in the 
harem cwnpletely unchecked or undistracted. The palace 
harem was full of all sorts of debased women, and men and 
Ahmad Shah practised all sorts of shameful deeds, Javed ^an, 
later on ma" ^  a separate women's preserve for the monarch in 
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an area of four square miles by excising all the males 
from It, The king used to enjoy the company of women for 
a week or month as he pleased, 
i^art from the emperor*s personal weaknesses the 
overall condition of the Court of Delhi was also deplorable. 
The monardi never showed his face at the head of his army 
even when his personal safety and imperial interest so deman-
ded. His panic fli^t from Sikandaribad abandoning all the 
women of his family to captivity and possible dishonour, at 
9 n«re demonstration by the Marathas# has branded his name witl 
infamy in Indian history for alltime. The central government 
had become almost bankrupt, the payment to soldiery was 
in arrears, the military had become impotftnt, the monarch had 
lost con^lete control over his bebles and coiittiers. He did 
not have the courage to say anything he felt ric^t in the 
face of nobles but secretly sided with some of them, Vfhile 
all the old and experienced nobles and courtiers hated eunuch 
Javid iQian, he had influenced the mind of the monarcii aisfl 
the queen-mother to such an extent that every matter was 
referred to him. Ultimately fighting broke out between 
>lmad, one of the courtiers and the ©nporor himself, I^n^ d 
after soraetin® deposed Ahaad Shah and brou^t to the throne 
of Delhi''Alajnglr XI, Explaining the condition of Alpad 
shah*s reign it is reraarkedi 
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"After Ahmad Shah*s accession in the couroe of 
• time matters came to such a pass that a descriptive list of 
all articles in the imperial stores, the arms, carpets, 
cooking utensils and dinner plate, books and band instrunents 
• . of every other kirkhana was prepared and those articles 
were sold to the shopkeepers and pefidlars and most of the 
money thus realised was spent in paying the troops. This 
opened the door to the most unseemly and unspeakable mockery 
and insult by the public, Oppulance was ttirned into 
distress. The Central Asian (vilayati) soldiers and the 
Emperor's household troops forcibly carried off the valuable 
articles of all kinds from the house of wazirs, "^ arairs,^  
sultans,traders and artisans' shops (and sold them),thus 
reducing the nobles to disgrace. The'amirs'had no help but 
to wear only the clothes they stood in and to eat off in 
earthen plate. When the Emperor ordered an enquiry,it was 
found that the soldiers saleiry was three years in arrears. 
What chance was there of anything remaining in the Breasury? 
It became a reign of petty tribal chiefs (muluk-at-tawaffK 
A brief account of some of the successors of Aurangzeb 
has been given in the preceeding pages, A summary of their 
reckless activities, sensuous pleasures and their consequent 
indifference to th3 affairs of their government have also been 
briefly narrated. But the effects of their evil-deeds were 
1 Fall of Lhc Muqhol Emoire. p. 217 
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not confined, only to thcmcelves. Gradually they filtered 
down to the miniGtcrs, nobles, 'amirs', courtiers and the 
upper Gtrata of the society and rosultod in the ultimate 
destruction of the Mughal Empire. In the follov/ing pages 
an attempt has been made to deal v/ith the general 
deterioration. 
In line v/ith their masters, the courtiers and nobles 
also absorbed themselves dn luxurious life. As these noDles 
and courtiers or factions thereof had already usurped a 
lot of pov;ers of their monarchs, they embezzled and 
misappropriated public money and tooh to bribery, '-these 
people had become so pov/or Ful and tlio monrachs so debased 
and demoralised that they never dared openly dirapprove the 
actions of any of them but secretly sided v/itn the rivail 
groups. In certain respects they had raised themselves 
almost to the status of the emperor under whom they served. 
These high officials utilised these funds in almost all 
sorts of unproductive items like marriages and other social 
gatherings. 
Music, dancing, drinking, singing and debauchery 
had become the order of the day. In the houses of the nooles, 
functions were heJd ;vhere other nobles and courtiers, their 
sons and the prin'-^  . v;ere invited along with their poloveds. 
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Revelries continued till late in the night or upto early 
hoxirs of morning. Tents were pitched and the carpets 
spread for the lovers of such gatherings. Dancing and 
drinking had become so popular that it was almost inpossible 
to hold any function.whether of a social or religious nature, 
without dancers and singers,, Many princes and sons of the 
nobles showed immense love for music and dancing. In Delhi 
alone, large number of singers and dancers had gathered and 
were Invited to ceremonial functions by the upper strata of 
the society, Muslim society had become so much corrupt 
and alarming that Shah Wall miah, the groat reforraer an' 
religious leader of that tirne^ had to iasxm a warning in the 
following words I 
"0 Amirs Do you fear God ? You have indulged in the 
transient l\ixuries of Hie vjorld. You have deserted those 
whom you were to guard so that you may. destroy 'and devour 
aon© of them. All your intellectual faculties are focussed 
on taking fihe meals andienjoy women of delicate frames. 
You do not pay heed to anything but tasteful food and big 
1 
houses. •• 
As for the development of art and literature, Urdu 
poetry made much headway. But it was highly influenced by 
the Persian poetry where the belovec was always a male. 
Because of the strict observance of'^ purdah', the poet did not 
have a reach to female. Under the circumstances, the poets 
1 Sh"]i ''ali U3 Xo Siy'si Mah buVr. t, o.6 
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always wore the v/eb of their songs around the beeurdless 
boys who were mostly of the Turkish or Mughal origin. 
Poetry was a very forceful media of communication of the 
nobles and the coxirtiers for exalting themselves. Most of 
the aristocrata and even men of lesser statue patron&sed 
poets and kept a number of handsome boys in their con^any. 
The attendance of such boys became the centre of public 
attention and a matter of pride and dignity for those who 
kept them. They had become so effem'inate that they tried 
to inculcate many feminine qualities in themselves; they 
used all sorts of cosmetics which the women did, and wore 
bracelets and ear-rings and applied'kajal. These boys did 
not practically 4o anything either for themselves or for ths 
society. They always wasted time in the company of their 
patrons in attending Musha'iras, flying kites, hawking birds 
and taking rounds of the markets, especially in the evenings, 
in the company of their patrons. 
The Q^neral economic condition of the masses had 
become very bad. Because of the bankrtg)tcy of the Imperial 
Exchequer and mis-manag«ment and misappropriation of funds 
new taxes were levied on the already hard-pressed peasantry, 
Eveft then sonetimes the salaries of the soldiery remained in 
arrears for months and sometimes for years together. Of the 
general public, the condition of the Muslims themselves was 
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worse, isiam, known for its equality, equity and justice, 
waa not practised in the real sense of the term. The high 
officials and the upper strata of -the society were very 
conscloxis of the purity of the blood and looked down upon 
the low bom. While the sons of the nobles,'amirs] sultans 
and courtiers enjoyed all the facilities of higher education 
and training in the fields of arts, literature, science, 
mathematics, astrology etc., the sons of the poor could 
only be trained in the trades and professions of their 
ancestors. This only resulted in hatred between the upper 
educated eiass and the lovier uneducated class of the Muslim 
society. 
As already pointed out, in the literary domain, the 
period was dominated by Persian which was not only the court 
language but had percolated deep into the remote corners 
of the country. Never before in the history of Islamic rule 
Persian language had become so popular and had produced 
so many books written by both Muslims and non-Muslims as it 
did in this period. Persian had become the medium of all 
kinds of writings in prose and poetry throughout the whole 
of the Northern sub-continent as well as most of the 
Southern parts. Different communities living in India, 
including the Jats, Sikhs, Marathas, wrote letters in Persian 
and considered Persian manners to be a sign, of refinement 
and nobility. Histories of several non-Muilim regiraes like 
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th© Marathas and the SiWis were written in Persian, The 
upper class imitated tine Persian style of dress and address, 
constructed the hoxises resembling Persian architecture and 
decorated their chambers with paintings of the Persian style. 
Medical prescriptions were written in Persian, official 
orders were issued in Persian and religious decrees (fatwas) 
were also circulated in Persian, In this connection, there 
is an interesting remark by a foreign critic about the Islamic 
thinkers of India which runs as follows! 
•The book of God is in the Arabic language and these 
people of God (Islamic thinkers of India) wrote and spoke 
Persian,' 
Persian language and literature occupied a central place 
in the educational system. Its knowled?^ was compulsory for 
those who v/anted to build up thir career as government 
servant or in any other capacity. In the vast countryside, 
small pockets of educated pec^le Known as •qasbas*, that is, 
small towns, had sprung upfan centres of Persian learning. 
Poetic sittings were regulajrly held in sudi places wtere 
extracts from the classics of the Persian poetry such as 
ShShnima and Slkandarnama were recited and discussions followed 
on their poetic merits. 
An important feature of this period which indirectly 
fostered Persian language, v^ as the huge expansion of different 
Sufi orders and heir growing influence on the public mind, 
3 dri_vo^ , . V'-', ^UiijD.i;! 
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There was a rapid growth in the nijmber of S\ifi'jgianqahs' 
which had fcacined a network in the length and the breadth 
of the country. Innumerable people, including the highest 
nobility and royal personages attended these 'khanqahsl 
Naturally, these people felt attracted to read the Sufi 
literatiire which was availabls in the form of Persian 
•raalfuzat* and Persian poetry. 
The period under study has been considered very 
significant in respect of Persian books written on various 
topics especially laxicography, •tadhkirahs* of poets and 
history. 
The emergence of Urdu language and literature during 
this period can also be attributed to the impact of Persian. 
Urdu poetry and its various forms are all an imitation of 
Persian Poetry, It emerged as a true successor to Persian 
and became very popular among the people. In the eighteenth 
century and onwards most of the Urdu poets were also poets 
of Persian and tried to emulate the style and contents of 
Persian poetry. It is said that the first Urdu poet named 
as Wall Dakhani took to writing *ghazals' in Urdu on the 
advice of Sadullah Gulshan (d,1727 A.D,), a Sufi poet of 
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Pers inn . riulshan gnve t h i s advice becnupe he f e l t th;''t the 
emer/5-inf Urdu lanjf^age would he a be t t e r medium of poet ic 
expression because Persian lnn;<^nge had exhausted i t s capaci ty 
of r h e t o r i c s and most of the poetic ideas had already been expre-
ssed in the centur ies-o ld s-opn of time. S t i l l the c rea t ive work 
in both the lajiguages continued simultaneously and poets of 
both the languages were considered to belong to one and the 
same t r a d i t i o n . I t w i l l not be out of place to mention here an 
anecdote descriMng a meeting between the famous Urdu poet 
Sauda (d, I78I A.D.) and Bhaildi 'Ali Hazin, Sauda had gone to 
pay h i s respects to Hazin and also get the l a t t e r ' s approbatioiSD 
for h i s Persian poetry , Sauda r ec i t ed one of h i s 'ghazals* 
beginning with the follov;ing ' m a t l ' a ' : 
Hazin, hov/ever, disappointed Sauda by h i s ac id ic and blimt 
observation af te r hearing h i s ' g h a z a l ' . He cu r t ly remarked: 
(3^(3* V / >c^'^!ry^gjv^-'> 
Objecting to the use of unnecessary v/ords, H,8zin made a 
wonderful improvement by reducing both the lines of the 
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couplet and yet retainin{r i t s f u l l meaning. The corrected 
courilet now stood as under; 
Sauda had no choice but to agree to what the proud 
I ran ian poet had commented. 
The l i t e r a r y and cu l tu ra l atmosphere of India during 
Hazin 's time was extremely favourable and f a r t i l e for the 
I ran ian immigrants although i t was a period of the decl ine 
and d i s i n t eg ra t i on of the mighty Mughal Empire. Fresh 
a r r i v a l s from I ran , whether poets or admin i s t ra to r s , were 
given a VIP treatment and accommodated a t the h ighes t l eve l 
while the I ranians t reated the Indians l i k e an i n f e r i o r 
people. That i s why Shaikh 'All Ha^.in, despi te h i s i n s u l t i n g 
remarks about the Indians , was given a v/arm welcd f^^ e wherever 
he went from Delhi to Bnnaras, In l i t e r a r y controvers ies 
a l so , v.'hen Hazin condeTrined rerouted Indian poets, most of the 
Indian Scholars not only accented h i s views biit vnr-ote 
a r t i c l e s in h is support . We can have some idea of the 
demoralisat ion o'^  Indian Scholars and c r i t i c s from the contro-
versy over '^edil 's tioetry. Ilazin made Bodi l ' s -ooetry a spec ia l 
t a rge t of h is harpb cr i t ioism and 'Pointed out many defects 
of iBmmpfTQ in i t . Ha7,ir), being an I ran ian , might have been 
r i g h t in h is adverre comments about the idiomatic usage but 
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the vei -dic t of h i s t o r y went nff^innt Hazin as Bodil i s regarded 
8 much ^ r e n t e r pop't then the I rpj i ian Hazin himpelf and h i s 
re -nu ta t ion i s even hi'-^her in P e r s i a n sneaking c o u n t r i e s , 
such a s , AffhanDstan and Cen t ra l As ia . Nov/ the p o i n t to no te 
i s t h a t Ind ian p c h o l i r s , such a s , Azrd Bil.»rami, r.Iohajrunad -Azim 
1 ..2 
Thah i t , iTnam Bakhsh Sahhai and •several o the r a u t h o r i t i e s 
sunnor ted Hazin ins iend of defending ]3~dil. I t v/os on ly iriian-l 
Arzu who chnllenp-ed Hazin pnd ju=; t i f ied the idioms and cons -
t r u c t i o n of words used by B e d i l , Anyway, bhe controvoi 'sy 
genera ted -^  l o t of t ens ion "md V/aleh Da"rirL^t~ni, ano the r I r a n i a n 
s c h o l r r and a f a s t f r i end o-*"" Hazin, hod t o admonish the l a t t e r . 
Waleh' p s t a t ement i s worth quoting^ as i t r i v e s a f a i t h f u l 
' and i m n a r t i a l d e p c r i o t i o n of the s o c i o - l i t e r n r y atmosphere of 
t h a t t ime . I t was ext remely favourab le to the I r a n i a n s . He 
' w r i t e s : 
» 
jC(V ^(O i f K u v ' ' -|?^ \ ^ ) o^^^^)j6j.j irj W - :A ^ " ' f ^^^ 
UfJJj/DfyJ C5IA^ cUAj v^y' i»]^y<j'^ ifj A>1> c/'^^h:>/ (j^^ > 
1 . Waris Kirmani, Ureoms Por/^otien, p , 36. 
2 . Sahbpi wrote •= b rco t i se e a t i t l e d ' Q a u l - i F a i s a l ' i n defence 
of Shaikli >Ali '^Fzin. 
3 . Waleh Daphi,stni i , Ried-ush Shu ' r a , Fuzam'-'iil-ullah Khan 
L i b r a r y , T^uzp- • : ! T^Tej^ gii^  Ali{'Mrh, ^lo. 278, f. 346. 
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Hazin, desriite the controversy, continued to be admired 
nnd respected by Indian scliolprB. Azed Ril??rnmi, v/hile refer-
in^ to 8 couplet by Hazin, bearinp; deropntory remnrks about 
the Indians, does not fail to defend Hazin against Khan-i 
Arzu's objections. His words are as follows: 
• i" 
M " * ^ 
Azad then .Toes on to nut dov.ai one by one K^ian-i Arzu ' s o b j e c t i o n s 
and h i s ovm r e p l i e s to those o b j e c t i o n s on behal f of Hazin . 
I 1 . Khazana-yi «'Amirah, p . 194. 
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While concluding iny comments on the s o c i o - p o l i t i c p l 
condit ions and the impact of Perripn Innpnnge and l i t e r p t u r e 
on these conditions i t would not he out of nlace to hr ing 
in my sup-oort the observations innde hy a contemporary scholar 
which sum up the e n t i r e d iscuss ion . He 'yvrites: 
1 . Pars i Zahan-o Adah, p[), 32-33 
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C H A P T E R II 
LIFE HISTORY OF SHAIKH -'ALI HAZIl 
Hazin's full name was Mohammao •'All. His fatner Abi 
TaliJD was a descendant in the 16th generation of Shaikh 
Tajuddin Ibrahim, Knovm as Zahid Gilani. The Shaikh 
received his pen-name, 'llAZIi.^' from his teacher ShailsJriKtalil 
Ullah of Taliqa'n, Shaik,h I<palil Ullah occasionallY composed 
verses and sometimes askea Hazin to recite anything that he 
had composed. Hazin stucJ; to this titJe throuqnout his life. 
One of the ShaiJsji's ancestors, Shaik|i Shihabuddln *Ali, 
naving qultLod the town Astara, took up his residence at 
Lahijan an the provice of Gxlan (bahijan was the seat of 
Government at that time. From that time onward, Lahijan 
remamea the permanent dv/elling place of the ohailm's ancestors 
Snaikh jamaluddin 'Wahdat', the great grandfather of the bhailcr 
was one of the distinguished scnolars of his time.Ahinaa Mian, 
the king of "^ ilan, out of regara for the ability of Shaikh 
Jamaluddin, honoured him in many respocts and took several 
aegroes of science at his instruction, ^haikh Jamaluddin had 
only one son, ShaiJ^ ]! Abdullah, v/ho acquired the various science 
1 Beifour,F.C, The ij fe of Shaikh Moh,ammad •'Ali Hazin,p.8. 
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from his father and was endowed with the qualities of 
piety and of abstinence from the worldly pleasures. Shaikh 
-'Abdullah was survived by his three sons namely, Shalljh -"Ata 
Ullah, Shailsh Abi Talib and Shmikh Ibrahim. Praising the 
qualities of his uncle Shai)di Ibrahim, ShaiWi Mohammad *Ali 
gasin remark^ that, "I was yet in ray childhood, when arriving 
with my father at Lahijan I haid the Jia5)piness to enjoy the 
coiopany of roy estimable uncle, and in truth, whether for 
excellence of qualities, or purity of morals, cheerfulness 
Of t^Bper, or brilliancy of conversation, I have, to the 
present day, seen few to compare with him? Ten years before 
the death of the ShaiWi's father he passed away leaving one 
son Shailch Mufid and two daughters behind him, Shail^ufid 
aXao died in his youth, 
Hazin's father Shaikh Abi TSlib received most of his 
i 
early education from Mulla Hasan, the ShaiWiul Islati of Oilin. 
When he was twenty years old he migrated to Isfahan in order 
to k e ^ c<Miipany with the learned men in Iraq, In Isfahan he 
oontinued his studies under Agha Husain KhonsSri and Rafiai 
Yezdi and became proficient in Mathematics, The Shaikhi devoted 
so deeply to reading and disputation that till the end of his 
1 Belfour, F,C. The Lifa of Shails^  Mohammad'All Hezin, p. 8, 
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life he continued steadily In the same course. A large 
number of contemporaries of the Shaikh got high degree of 
knowledge from him in many fields of study. His ability and 
knov/ledge can be imagined from the fact that he had more than 
five thousand volumes in his library. He corrected all of 
them and wrote commentaries on most of them, illustrating the 
greatest part of them v;ith marginal notes. He copied with 
his own hand about eighty volumes including such voluminous 
books as 'Tafsir-i-BaigJgwij ' Qamus-ul-Lughat j ' Sharh-i-Lum' ayt; 
The whole of 'Tahdhib-i~Hadith1 The reason for such 
straightened circumstances v/oc the celibrate atlituoe of 
Shaikh 'Abdullah towards nis son. Fearing thar Abi Talib 
might permanently settle dov/n in Isfahan, his father sent him 
no more money than was necessary tor his expenditure, and 
that too at difEcrent times, during the year. Sometimes the 
ShaiJ<ii's father did not have money even to purchase the books 
and copied many of them himself. 
lihile the Shail^ h was still getting education at Isfahan 
his father passed av;ay. After his death the ShjaildT dropped 
the idea of returning to Lahijan and, having bought a house at 
Isfahan,settled there. After sometime he set out for pertormir 
1 Beltour,F.G. The Life of ShaiJdi Moh^ ammad >Ali Hazin,p.lO 
2 A Standard work of bhias on Hadith by ""Allama Hilli. 
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riajj and,in the same journey, v i s i t e d various places in 
Syr ia . On h i s \/ay oacK he v i s i t e r baghdad and other holy 
places of Iraqo Having arr ived at Isfahan, the Shaiidi 
married the daughter of Haji Inayatul lah of the same p l ace , 
1 Hazin, according to his ov/n statement, was born 
on Monday, rhe 27th of 'iiabi-ul-A^^lchir; 1103 A.H,, t ha t i s , 
17th of January, 1692 A.D. c t rhe royal residence in Isfahan, 
Abi T a l i b ' s proge^' was l imited only to four sons, the e ldes t 
of v/hora was Hazin, One of his brothers died m T nLancy and 
the other tv;o in t h e i r youth .in 1134 A.H, tov/ards the end of 
the siege oC I s t rhan , Th^ ^ Shaik^h does not mention the names 
of h is brothers in the Tari]:h-i Ahv;al \;a Tadhlra-yi Ijalo 
Hazin, in fact , bolonjod to the family of learned 
scholars , Sufis and p o e t ' , A reference has already been made 
to the depth of learnina of h i s fa ther , Shail'h Abi Ta l ib , 
He v/rote many books v;hich hc_ve been mentioned by Sheil^h 
rioJiamiTiad'All Hazin in h i s 'Ris^ la dar F i h r i s t - i - A s a t i d h a - o -
Ta^nifat-i-Khud! They deal \/ith d i f f e ren t subjects including 
theology and l i t e r a t u r e aad spe ak of the wide knovdedge and 
v e r s a t i l e nature of b is f a t h e r ' s pe r sona l i t y . I t can not be 
claimed \;itb ce r t a in ty th t h] s books are s t i l l preserved 
somewhere. Their study \;ould have been very useful for the 
modern scholar in ur ers tanding d i f fe ren t sciences of the 
medieval t imes. 
1 Tar ikh- i /^w"! wa Tadhkira-yj Hal, p.10 
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HazJn's uncles, granclfathor, great grand-father and 
so on were all distinguished scholars in one field or the 
other. For exampJc, Shaikh •'Ata Ullah, the eldest son of 
>Abdullah and uncle of Hazin, was famous for his knowledge 
of 'Fiqh' and 'HadithJ He was also known for his ascetism 
and died at an advanced age v/ithout leaving any issue. 
Shaikh Ibranim, another uncle of Si-iaik]:i''Ali Hazin, 
was also a famous calligraphist and well-versed in epistolary 
composition and belles-letters. Shaikn Ibrahim died in 
1707 A.Do and v;as ouried at Lahijan, He was survived by one 
son. Shaikh i-iutid and two daughters. But Shaikh imEid, as 
already mentioned,passeo away in the prime of his youth. 
Likewise, Snaikh-'Aii, the great grandfather of Shaikh 
Mohammad'Ali hazm, v/as a teacher of Khan Ahmad Khan, the 
King of Gilan. The king \jas very much influenced Dy Shaikh 
-'All's literary attainments and had a great regard tor him, 
Shaikn'All is tne author of the commentary entitled 'Snarn-i-
Haditn-i-Mi 'raj! ihe commentary was written at the reqijBSt 
of xhan Ahmad Khan. The Shaikh also wrote another extensive 
commentary entitled Risdla-i-Jaall-ibhubhat-i-Jadhr-i-Asamm 
- _ 1 
on the Fusus of Farabi. He also wrote another treatise 
1 The Fusus of Faraoi is Jcnown as the Risalat~al-Fusus til 
Hikmat. 
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knov;n as Rlsala-i-Itiib5t-i-Maii.b, in addition to composing 
a 'diwan' consisting of 2000 verses. His pen-name or 
•ta]^ ,allus,' as already mentioned, was 'Wahdatl 
It may be mentioned at this stage that tJazin is called 
by many names such as, Hazin Lahiji, Lahijani, Zahidi, Jilani, 
1 
and Banarasi etc. As a matter of fact, Hazin*s family 
originally lived at ^stara till Shailsh Shihabudciin ^ Ali, 
one of his ancestors, left Astara and took up his residence 
at Lahijan. i'rom that time onward Lahijan remained the house 
of Hazin's ancestors. 
When Hazin was only four years old, ho v/as placed for 
instruction under Mulla Shah wohaiamoct Shirazi. In about two 
years* time he wcs capable of reading and writing. He took 
so much interest in his .•:t\jdies that no occupation v/as more 
dear to him than to read and v/rite and he perused a number 
of Persian oooks, both in prose and verse, IJazin mentions 
the names of his teachers in his Risala dar Fihrist-i-Asatidha-
o-Ta^nifat-i-Khua as v/oll as in the Tarikh-i Ahwal wa 
Tadhkira-yi Hal. At the age of eight, his father directed 
him to improve his 'Qirut' under Maulana Malik Husain Qari. 
In addition to Ifvirni ng Grammer and etimology, Hazin took 
particular interest in the study of logic and attracted nis 
teachers attentio i .-Jtill more.. 
1 Nigaristan-i-i'~rs,p. 226. 
5. 
When Hazin was ten years old, his father himself became 
'his teacher. Hazin's father taught him many books on different 
1 
subjects. The Shaikh read many books from his father when he 
accompanied him to Lahijan in 1113 A.H. and stayed there for 
one year till his return to Isfahan. While on their way tor 
Gilan, according to Hazin's own statement, 'at every stage, 
wherever we alighted, I read with my father the Theological 
2 
Part of Sharji-i Tajrid and the Zubdat-ul Ugul. This indicates 
the sincerity and exceptional devotion of Shaikh Mohammad *Ali 
Hazin for his literary attainments. He rightly remarks that, 
'what I did not learn at lectures I read in private, and committ-
ing it to my memory I used to ask my father the difficult 
passages. But few indeed of the most studious scholars have 
found the means of perusing the quantity of various books 
and treatises of fixed science, which in a short space of time 
3 
passed under my v i e w ' , 
1 . J a m i ' s Sharh- i Kafiya, Kiziam's Sharh- i Shaf iya , Tahdhib wa 
Shar]3-i I s a g h u j i , Sharh- i Sharasiya, Sha rh - i M u t a l ' e dar 
Mantiq, Sha rh - i Hidaya, Hitonat-ul 'Ain, Mukhtasar T a l k h i s , 
the whole of Mutawwal, Wughni-ul Labib , the J a ' f a r i y a , 
Mukhtasar M u ' a l l i m - u l Usui and many o t h e r t r e a t i s e s . Per 
f u r t h e r d e t a i l s see T a r i k h - i Ahwal wa Tadhk i ra -y i Hal , p . 11 
2 . T a r i k h - i Ahwal wa Tadhki ra -y i Hal, p . 23 & P.O. Be l four , p . 5C 
3 . Belfour P.O. The Li^^e of Shaildi Moham.raad'Ali Hazin, p . 23 
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Shaikh Mohammad'Ali Hazin's ancestoral property was 
in Lahijan, Shaikh's father had gone to Lahijan to look after 
his property and took Hasin also with him. Both the persons 
stayed at Lahijan for about one year. During this stay^ 
Hazin learnt many books from his father. while coming back 
from Lahijan, Hazin studied from his father Tashrij^-ulAflak 
on the way. Again, at i^fanan, the Shaikh came anto contact 
with the following learned persons: 
1. Mirza Kamaluddin of Fasa 
2. Haji Mohammad Tahir of Isfahan 
3. Shail^ Inayat-ullah of Gilan. He was a disciple 
of iahaikh yawam and a friend of Shaikh's father, 
4. Amir Syed Hasan of Taliqan. 
5. Agha jamaiuddin Mohammad PChonsari, the eldest son 
of Agna idusain Khonsari. 
6. Aknund waul a I'loijammad 'Sirab' of Gil an. rie v;as 
one of the I'lujcahids. 
7. Mirza Masih. 
8. Mirza Mohammad Tiihir, son of Mirza-*Abu± Hasan 
of gayin. 
The above account of Snaij^ h's meo-cing v/ith ioarned 
persons goes to show his abundant love for knowledge. 
Whether he wds staying somewhere or travelling, Hazin never 
mis:-:ed an opportunity to learn. He developed this habit 
5G 
rignb in his childhood and remained busy vjith the 
procesG of learning and teaching throughout n1s life. 
As Shaikh's father himself was a very learned and 
pious man and was held m high esteem tor his abilities 
among his contemporaries, he alv^ ays conducted his son to 
the company of learned and pious people. Consequently, 
Shaikh Hazin came into contact v;ith a large number of 
eminent persons while still young. A sumiiaary of the persons 
whom the Shaikh contacted with rhe intention of learning 
is as follows: 
1. Maulana Mohammad Baqar Ilajlisi of Isfahan. He was one of 
the most famous 'theolo'Jans and the Shi'a lawyers and the 
Shaikii-ul-Islam of Isfahan. He died at an advanced age of 
72 years. Sni'as call h.im Qiatim-ul-Huhaddithin. He has 
written a large number of books on different aspects of 
Shi'a religion. 
2. Mirza'Ala^uddin MohaiTunad knov/n by the surname of Gulsirani, 
3. Snaikh Ja'far Qazi. H' was the disciple of Agha Husain 
Khonsari and later on DGcame the Shaikh-ul-Islam and the 
Grand Vazir, 
4. Shaikh 'All/ the youncter brother of Shaikh Ja'far Qazi. 
5. i^ aulana Haji Abu Turab, He v/as the friend of Maulana 
Mohammad i3aq-r r.jjlisi and v/as famous for his Jcnowleage 
in matters o\ lav;. His legal fjf^cj sions are supposed to 
be authoritative. 
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6, AJ^und Maslhal 'Shahldj Son-in-law of Agha liusain Khwansari 
7, Haji Abu Tal ib , son of Haji Abu Tuxab. 
8, Agha Razi-uddin Mohammad, son of Agha Husaln Khonsari, 
9 , Mlrza Baqar Qazi Zadsih. 
10* Haulana Sharasuddin Mohammad, son of Maulana Mohammad Sa>id 
of Gilan. 
1 1 • Agha Mehdl* 
12. Maulana Hajl rtohammad of Gllan. 
13, Maulana Mohammad Baqar of Khurasan. He was a Mujtahid* 
v^ ihile going to the province of Gilan in th© company 
of his father to see his family members, the shaikh cam© into 
contact with the following personsi 
1. Mlrza Hasan, son of Maulana-'Abdur-Razsaq, The ShaiWi met 
him at Qum« 
2. Haji Mohammad Sharif. 
3. Mir Mohannnad Ibrahim of Oazvin. 
4. Mlrza Qawanuddin Mohammad of Salf (Near Qazvin). 
5. Shaikh Ibrahim (Hazin's uncle)• The Shail^ studied from him 
Khulasat-ul- Hisab, a work of ShaiWi Jalll Baha»uddin 
of Araul* 
During their stay for one year at L'ahijah, Hazin 
visited his uncle and many other man of learning belonging to 
that place. Hazin's irather engaged himself in conferences and 
disputations and ^ azin attenHed his classes as one o£ his pupils. 
r3 8 
At his father's direction, Hazin studied the treatise 
called Khula$at-ul-|iisab under his uncle. Amongst other 
teachers, Flavin road the greatest portion of the book 
called Tandhib-ul-AV}kam of Snailch Tusi in the Academy 
of Agha Ha'di. -e'or about three years Hazin studied under 
i>haikn Khalil-Ullah, vrho gave nim the ' "ipen-name' "Hazin" 
On his death, Hazin studied a number of boo.cs of eminent 
scholars on various aspects of religion as v^ ell as other 
fields of study like Matnanatics, Medicine, Algeora, 
Astronomy, Law, Logic ere. Among his teachers on different 
fielas of study, mention may be maae of Snaikh liaha-uddin 
Gilani, Mirza Kamaiudc=in oF ^asa Shaikn Inayatullah Gilani 
Akhund Masihai, Mulla Mohsin,Maulana Lutf-ullah Lihirazi, 
Maulana Abul Karim and Maulana Mohammad Sadiq ArdictaFii. 
Soon afterx-/ards Herein decided to have a comparative 
study of religions and .1 nvestigate questions and truths 
concerning the followers of different sects. He came into 
contact with one ChristJan named ICialifa Awanus, -a man of 
profound learning, Hazin studied from him the Gospel, and 
2 
having obtained a commentary on it, he read a large number 
of their books and fully iavestigated the articles of their 
1 Tarikh-i Ahwal v:a Tadhkira-yi hal,pp. 28-29 
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faith and principleG of their religion. Similarly Hazin 
became impressed by one ncned Shu'ab, a Jev7ish inhabitant 
of Isfahan, and took him to his house. The jev/ taught 
Bible to Hazin and also v/rote an interpretation of the same 
book for him. As for the Islamic beliefs, Hazin made an 
extensive study of all of them and the^ put them into 
practice. He gave careful consideration to the books of each 
sect and tested them on the basis of reasoning and tatJonality, 
nazin also mentions his peeting v/ith a Dastoor of 
Magi at Beida from whom he Iv^ arnt aJl that the Dastoor knevr 
concerning the principles/ doctrines and hxstory of his sect. 
There are a fev; compositions of Hazin \/hich deal with the 
religion and beliefs of the Magians v/ith whom he cane'*'close 
contact for quite some time. 
It has already been point' d out that Hazin learnt 
reading and writing within a short span of tv;o years. 
Simultaneously he developed deep interest in composing verses 
alsoo His aptitude in this bronch went on increasing but 
he kept nis verses secret trom his teacher and fatner for 
quite some time. 
1 Tarikh-i Ahwal v;a 'J ..cthkira-yi Hal,p. 29 
GO 
One day in ADi lalib's houGO/ some intellectuals 
were present and Hazin also was called to join them. During 
the course of their discussion on various topics, one of them 
recited the following couplet of Mulla Mohtashim Kashanj. 
when some of the company expressed tneir approval, 
Snaikn Aoi Taliu said rhat he nad seen the Diwan of Mohtshim. 
m the recited couplet, the second hemistich v;as right and the 
first was not conformaole to nature and gave reasons therefor. 
The company acicnowledged what he said as true. Thereupon, 
turning ro his son. Shaikh hoi 'I'alib said, "I know that you 
have not yet abandoned poetry. If you can compose a couplet 
in the same ode, do so" Hazin instantly produced the following 
'matl'a (Opening couplet): 
2. y .VcwS^ J f^c;/^ (./ 
1 Tari] 'J)-i Ahwal v.a Tadhlcira-yj H a l , p , 15 
2 I b i d . p . 15 
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The company burst into applause. V^ Jhile they vjere 
still enjoying the 'matl'a' another couplet came to Hazin's 
mind, and he repeated: 
Upon this couplet Shaikh Abi Talib also praised his 
son saying that v/hat was missing in the verse of Mulla 
Mohtashim, v;as found in Kazin's couplet. Hasin recited yet 
another: 
I.) .-i d^ / ^ ^ ' '^ ^ 
In the s.me v;ay, aLter a little pause, Hazin composed 
another couplet and went on till he had recited a complete 
ode. Shaikh Abi Talib who v/as very much against his son's 
habit of composing poetry gave him permission for it and 
presented his ov/n pencase to Hazin to v/rite down that ode. 
Shortly after this event, Hazin's right hand fractured 
and it took about a year to heal up. During this period 
Hazin took pen Jn his left hand and composed a number of verses, 
1 Tarikh-i Ahw"Ll >-a Tadhkira-yi LL J p. 16 
2 Ibid, p. 16. 
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As pointed out earlier^ Hazin kept his verses 
secret both' from his tather as well as from his teacher 
because, in the beginning/ both of tnem were against Hazin's 
becoming a poet, H_azin v;rites: 
He also alJudes to the same aamonition in one 
couplet: 
... / - .^t 
Z^y^ 
I t v/as only h X s X n s tructor/ ShaiJ-ch Kiialil-uilah 
Taliqlni v/no addeo fuel to the t i re of Saaikh Hazin's strong 
inclination for poetryc 
It i s , ho\;ever., amazing to note that H_azin ha(- no 
teacner in poetry as sucho He himself does not mention 
anyv/here in nis v/ri tings the name of any of ni s instructors 
from whom he learnt the art of versificationo In spite of 
al l th.i s Hazin wac considered as an expert of poetryo v^ hen 
he was only twenty-nine years of age, the tollov/ing interesting 
1 Tirikh-i Ah\/~1 wa Tadhkira-yi Hal,p. 11 
2 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 245 
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event took place. 
There existed a controversy regarding the poetry of 
Jamaluddin 'Abdur Hazzaq Ir.fahani and his son Kamal-uddin 
* 
Ismail as to whose composition of the two held a superior 
place. People of the field were taking sides with both 
of them but agreed to the decision of i>haikh Hazin. Abu 
Talib Shulisfani v;rote a letter to Hazin to express his 
1 
judgement on the matter. Hazin sent a versified reply to this 
letter and expressed his opinion in favour of the son. 
Another importanb o.spect of Hazin's artistic attain-
ments is that he was well-versed in different types of v/riting, 
Hazin might have learnt the different styles of penmanship 
from his uncle Shaikh Ibrahim v/hose \;ritings served as 
models. Shaikh Ibrahim could v/rite in seven forms of penman-
ship. He used to copy v/ith such a nicety that it v7as ' 
difficult to distinguish between the original and a copy 
thereof, Hazin is particularly knovm tor his i^ 'hikasta.His 
extant v/ritings are in that style, 
Hazin has also given an account of his love affair. 
In his youth Hazin was attracted by the beauty and allurement 
of an accomplished lady which drove his heart to distraction. 
1 Safina-ya Shaikh *Ali Hazin, p,8 
G4 
One ot his verses a±ludes to the intensify of his love: 
y 
In prose he also refers to this event in strongest 
term:-
"An undesirable perplexity tell amidst the inmost 
recesses, and secret feolings, of my nervous frame, and from 
my unsettled heart tumult and disturoance arose. The most 
extraordinary circumstance was, that the vanquished and down 
fallen at the teot of that princes of the fair, exceeded 
all number and aoscription; and i v/as ever repeating this 
couplet 1' 
JU^I rf^. or 'rC-^^i^^ 
(Sv;eet rose] not alone am I an oJoject of v/onder to the gazing 
crowd. Hundreds of thy oistractea lovers gatner crowas oy 
their frantic gestures) 
3 
This reminds us of a beautiful couplet from Hafiz 
1 Bel four, j;'.C, Tno Life of ShaiMn I jnammad'Ali Hazin, p.65 
2 Ibid. 65-69 
3 Div/Qn-i Hariz, p d l S 
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Sometime aftcrwarus a severe affliction uefell 
Hazin and many doctors trieo to cure him through Chinese 
medicines. But uhe severity of Rheumatism or pain Jn the 
joints v/as so much that it affected different parts of 
Hazin's body and he could hardly move them. None of rhe 
doctors treating Hazin through Chinese wood or root succeeded. 
One Mirza Sharif undertook to treat gazin through a different 
process and v/as successful, Bv and by Hazin fully recovered 
but the physician himself v;as seized with the same complaint 
and became bed-ridden^ 
On this occasion Hazin composed an ode beginning 
with the following couplet: • y ^ 
^ 
^ • 
inirza Sharif expired after sometime. 
Ijazin, wa- a Shi'r. by birth and faith. It is a 
matter v;here reason^ appeal, knowledge or conviction does 
not worl; at all, " man of Hazin's calibre and learning v/ho 
thoroughly studied Islam and its various sects and had the 
full knowledge of the principles, practices and faith of 
other religions also remained Shi'a pecause he was born in an 
1 Bel four, J;'. C, ::he Life of Shaildi Mohammad'Ali Hazin, p.69. 
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Orthodox Shi'a family. J^ven today we find learned 
persons and many noble prize winners not changing their 
religion simply because it is a religion of their fore-
fathers. Conversion of weaker groups of the people to a 
particular faith is either jjecause they did not profess 
any religion or if they followed one, the other community 
ill-treatea them to such an extent that they changed it 
out of natred. 
True to his raith in Shia'ism^ Hazin, in his fourth 
•diwan', nas v/ritten many 'qasidas' in praise of Hadrat'Ali, 
and ohter Imoins. The construction of his house,mosque^, 
grave and garden at Fatiman m Benares also lend support to 
his faith in iihia-ism. uespite all -chis, Hazin was not at 
all a narrov7-minded person, wot even a single v;ord is to bo 
touno in nis v/ritings against Hadrat Abu BaKr, Haarat • umar, 
Hadrat Uthman, the first three caliphs not accepted by his 
sect» Hazin did not limit this broad-mindedness only to 
Islam but he extended it to all the religions and different 
sects thereof. Above all, wazin has nothing to say against 
Hinduism which he btudiod at length during his more tnan 
thirty years of sray in the country —especially in the sacred 
city of Benares. TnJs fact as umes special significance in 
the face of Hazin's ;iypercriticism of India and the Indian 
people —writinc, mnny satires on then. 
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The reason seems to be the fact that in Hazin's 
time India v/as generally represented ioy Muslims because 
they were not only the rulers but were also in the forefront 
in literatures^ sciences and administration. In feudal tmmes/ 
there were only tv/o claspes, the educated upper class and the 
illiterate downtrodden class, Hazin had to deal v;ith the 
former class v/hich was mostly' Muslim. V^atever complaints 
or grievances he had v/ere actually against that class. 
Accord! ngly^ v;hen Hazin rorers to India or Indian, he-means 
that clas'i which consisted oE Muslims, As for the Indian soil, 
its ancient religion and its toiling illiterate Hindu mas5e3 
are concerned, Hazin not only had no grievances against them 
but had a soft corner in respect of them because they did not 
clash vjith him in any fieldo Being fea up v/ith the sophisti-
cated and intellectual atmosphere of Delhi arid other centres 
of urban society, Hazin ultimately took refuge in Benaros, 
thc/sacred city of Hindus and found solace there. He not only 
chose to pass the rest of his life there but also decided to 
have his eternal sleep in its soil. He composed a special 
couplet to be engraved on his tomb at BenSres which runs 
as follows: , .-^ • ,, ,_/ . \. .. ^ 
1. ^J^JLP^'!Ci^/^^^^r-y-
1 Saflna-yi Sha i l^ 'Al i Hazin, p,54 
G-8 
Vie find yet another couplet in his v/ritings v/hich explicitly 
mentions his preference for that city and glorifies its 
religious nature., 
Due to i:he circumstances of his life anO his rather 
tense personality, yazin '.'as misfit in the contemporary 
society. He may be called a misunderstood and solitary figure 
and that explains his coldness towards the Indian poets and 
scholars and has overall disgust against India, ue is reported 
to have turned do\/n several offers of patronage and financial 
help by kings and nobles of njs timco Being an Iraaian as 
v/ell as a learned man and poet ne became a narsh critic of 
Indian-Dorn poe-cs of Persian who had no living contact v/ith the 
current language and v/rotc aeaa and sometime out of oa-ce idiom.s. 
Un the other hanc Branmans and Hindu scholars had nothing to 
do with this rivalry and their natural way of life and 
secularism impressed Hazin and made him their admirer. 
As a Muslim^ Hazin lead a life of Sufi. In fact, he 
belonged to the family ofbufis. But he was very ass^ 3luous 
m the repetition of all appointed invocations and took 
exceptional delJght m the worship and service of the 
Almighty. His perfect piety, his disaain of all v/orldly gains 
1. Safina-yi Sharrch Ali Hnzin, p. 54. 
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glories, his iuli surcenclor to God's v/ill and extreme 
contentment V7ith whatever accrued to him in the natviral 
course of life all go to show his simplicity in life,, 
Though Hazin had almost withdrawn from the v/orld, his 
critics did not spare him. Fie v/as accused of believing in 
Wahadat-ul-Wujud or Pantheism and giving up praying also. 
Some people have also alleged Hazin to be a non-believer in 
resurrection in spite of the fact that in his v/ritings Shaikh 
has explained it quite clearly and exhaustively. We should 
not give much important to such allegations as this has 
happened with many scholar and persons of upright character. 
They have bec-n made a target by the mediocres simply out of 
jealousy and Hazjn could not be an exception. 
The nature of Shaikh Mohammad 'Ali Hazin has been describee 
by Qifferent ways. Those who liked the Shaikh have descrioed 
him as a man of delicate nature and refined manners v/hile others 
have complained against his harsh temperament, lit treatment 
and bad behaviour. 
Hazin, indeed, belonged to the family of scholar-cum-
Sufis which, fortunately enjoyed the patronage of the ruling 
ijafavid dynasty of Iran, Besides, the Shailch's family had accent 
income rrom their property in Lahijan. Quite care-free from the 
pecunary problems, Hazin spent hJs boyhood in search of knowledge. 
uuring his early life, Hazin was as happy a man as could be 
expected of anybody. Then che vicissitudes of time took turn 
and Hazin's glee was turned into gloom. 
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In 1127 A.H,, when Hazin was hardly twenty-five 
years of age, his father passed away. Two years later his 
mother also died, HazinVs two brothers also passed away in 
t^e prime of their youth. On the death of his uncle, the 
property income from I^ijan also came to an end because of the 
mis-management of the servants and so on. Then came the seige 
of Isfahan by the Afghans wherein his library and all other 
possessions were plundered. One of Hazin*s Diwins* entitled 
a© *Muddat-ul-Umr%for v;hich IJazin lamented throughout his life, 
was also lost. After the Afghans* take-over of Isfahan, his 
birth-place, Hazin had to say good-bye to it. The Shaikh had 
to travel for about ten years in search of peace which he could 
not find. Of the places which the Shaikh visited during this 
period, mention may be made of Khiurram-'abad, Hamdan, Nihavand, 
Dezful, Shuster, Kirmanshah# Baghdad, Karbala, Najaf, Kazraain, 
Mashhad, Kxirdistan, A. zerbaijan, Gilan, Mecca and Bahrain. It 
is to be noted that during the seige of Isfahan, the Shaild} was 
seriously ill and in the same condition he had to leave his 
beloved Isfahan. During these travels, the Shaikh t had to suffer 
a lot of mental and physical afflictions and tortures because 
of the vageries of weather, difficulties of the unfamiliar ways 
and the chaotic conditions prevalent in Iran due to the 
invasions of Afghans, Turks and the Russians*. Moreover, under 
the new regime of Nadir Shah, the Shaikh was charged with h i ^ 
1 Safina-yi Sh--ald3-"Mi Brzin, p. 13. 
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treason and for the safety of his life, Hasln had to leave 
his motherland wlilch ha loved so much* 
Compelled by the aforesaid circiimstances and bearing 
a lot of sufferings en route, the ShaiWi came to India* gazin 
entered Delhi in about 1146 A.H* in the hope of high hospitality 
and warm welcome but received only disappointnrant* Further* 
the people of Delhi did not like tM Shai3di# as a result of which 
he decided, despite the risk of his life to leave Delhi for 
KhurasSn only after one year. But circumstances and fate would 
not have it so and the ShaiWi had to stay all along his remaining 
life in a country which he did not like* Due to scxne r©asons# 
explained elsewhere, the ShaiWi also lost the sympathies of the 
king, the courtiers, court-poets, the people of the country in 
general and those of the Kashmir and Delhi in particular* 
Ultimately, it became difficult for Hazin to live in Delhi and 
in 1161 A*H* he left this city for Benares* The above-mentioned 
circumstances made Hazin an irritable end rash person* 
Hazin was a man of hyper-sensitive and benevolent 
nature* Self-respect was most dear to him* These characterstics 
never allowed him to court the patronage of the kings or their 
courtiers* commenting on his own nature, he writesi-
»As to myself, I had no cfisposition or ability for the acqui-
sition of worldly riches; nor have I nowi and to have reco^se 
• 
to any person, and, displaying to him my wants, to accept his 
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favoiir and generosity, however many sincere friends I miv, 
have among the exalted sovereigns and the most beneficient 
princes of mankind, to me, with ray nice sense of honoiir and 
delicate high mindedness, would be impossible. My inclination is* 
to confer benefits, and to spread gifts among the whole htunan 
race, with such a propensity, to live empty-handed and shorn 
of ability to the extent of my wish, is the most disagreable 
and vexatious of all things, and the hardest of misfortunesl 
That Hazin had love and sympathy for the whole 
humanity is evident from the following quotation»-
•For myself, my nature is so framed that I cannot countenance 
any folly or injury, and for cruelty and oppresssion have no 
endurance. To succour the afflicted, to relieve the oppressed, 
and to protect the weak, I am irrestibly in^elled, and sshould 
I be unable to the performance, rest to me is impossible and life 
2 
is a prohibitiont A anilar Instance of Hazin*s benevolence 
is recorded when he was still in Iran, After the blockade of 
Isfahan, Hazin escaped and spent two years in Khurram-abad• 
The population of Khxirram-abad had fled the twon because of the 
fear of invasion of Turks* Sn that occasion, Hazin went to 
Handin, already conquered by the Turks, The Shail^ cam© to know 
of a lot of sufferings and atrocities there, Hazin coui'ageously 
talked to the ^ urkish officials pleading the cases of innocents 
1 Belfour, ^.G, The Life of Shaildi Mohan^ mad ^ li Hosin, p. 113. 
2 Ibid p, 225. 
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and got a huge group~^f prisoners freed. Likev/ise, to 
quote Hazin's ov/n words^ 'In the province of Punjab, 
especially in the city of Lahore, a terror like that of tne 
resurrection arose. Seized v/ith a violenr illness I was 
confined to my oed in that tovm; and as I knev; well the 
people of India, and their character, I burnt with grief at 
the condition of the v/eak and the depressed subjects I 
The above discussion brings us to the conclusion that 
Hazin v;as a tender-hearted, high-minded and brave man. He had 
delicate temperament and v/os soft-spoken. In his explanations, 
the Shailch used to introduce elegance and eloquence and talked 
in a low voice. 
Despite the aforesaid qualities it has to be admitced 
that Hazin was somev/hat arrogant and proud of his knov/ledge 
and poetry. He never considered any country of the world 
better than Iran nor did he recognise anybody superior to him 
in matters of knov/ledge and versification. In his autobiography 
Hazin praises his Qir'at, his Saqi-Nama, his first Div/an, his 
Kharabat etc. Self-praise is always bad but the way Hazin 
justifies it makes it still worse: 
1 SafTna-yi Shaikh-'A] ! Hazin, Op, Cit. p,13 
2 Belfour,F„C. The Life""of Shailai'Mohammad'Ali Haz.in,po291 
3 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.,909 
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Had Hazin confined himself only to self-praise^ 
perhaps Is arned people of the aqe v;ould have pardoned him. 
But Hazin crossed his limits by criticising not only his 
distinguisted Indian contemporaries but also their country 
and its people at large. For example about India and its 
people in general, he rcmarJcs . 
(^ ) ^he climpte of India is vpry bpd. 
(b) The conduct pnd mannerp of its inhabitants are even worse. 
They are selfish and lack coin^onsense, Disloj'-alit^ '' is 
is rooted in their being. 
(c) Its economy is in bad shape and life is extremely difficult 
and that nobody can live without plenty of money, pov/er 
Rnd citi?;enship. i>%en after taking these things granted life 
there is not pleasant. 
(d) Even the barest necessities of life are not available 
without struggle and patience, 
(e) No good personal attendants are available. 
(f) Servants are lazy and inefficient and ten of them cannot 
do the work equal to that of a single person of any other 
country. The more you increase the number of servants, the 
worse is the productivity. 
(g) All the highways of this country are always unsafe and 
dangerous, 
(h) The country is so bad and desolate that no one from Iran 
and Rome at least would like to settle down in India, 
except when there is no other alternative place to live 
as narrated by Tusi in his 'Garshasp Kama'. 
1. Safina-yi Shaikh All Hazin, p. 32. 
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As a macter of fact/ v/hen Hazin came to India, the 
ruling Mughal dynasty was on rapid decline. The centuries-long 
rule of the Safavid dynasty of Iran had already been put 
to an end by Nadir Shah. During the days of Mohammad Sh^ ah 
though/ the conditions for grov/th and development of art, 
poetry and other literacy activities were not as conducive 
as during the periods of his predecessors viz./ Akbar, the 
great/ Jahangir and Shah jahan/ there remained a good number 
of learned scholars and poets-both Indian and of Iranian origin 
in the court of Delhi itself. For example, in addition to 
Vialeh Daghistani, Shohrot Shirazi, Mohammad Raza Qizilbash 
Khan Ummid etc. who originally came from Iran, there was quite 
a sizeable number of Indian poets of distinction such as, 
'Umdat-ul-Mulk Amir Khan Anjam, Nizam-ul-Mulk Asif Jah I, 
the founder of the former Hyderabad State^Mirza 'Abdul Qadir 
Beidil, -'Abdul Jalil Bilgraini/ Azad Bilgrami, Mirza Mazhar 
Janjana, Wahshat Thanesari, Mohammad Faqih, Darmand, Shaikh 
Kamal-uddrn Haqir, Mir MoharniTiad/Azim Thabat, Mir Mohammad 
Afzal Thabit, Arnanat Rai Amanat, Siraj-uddin »Ali Khan Arzu, 
Mir'Ali Naqi Eiiad^ Mir Az:matullah Bekhabar Bilgrami and 
Kishan Chand Il-.hlan, author of Hamesha Bahar. It is true 
that many of them had died at the time of Hazin's coming 
1 
over to India but majority of them were living at that time. 
1 Safina-yi Sha-^ kh'Ali Hazin/ pi-.36-37 
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Hazin speat most of his life in and around the 
courts and in the company of kings and nobles but he alv/ays 
remained a man of independent nature, Hazin never v;rote 
verses 'or qasidas' in praise of kings and the courtiers. 
Indeed, he hated court panegyrics and considered himself 
superior to Zahir, Faryabi/ Salman and Khaqani because they 
v/ere qasida-writers. 
In view of his learning and noble birth,people 
advised Hazin to take to court life but he refused to oblige 
his counsellors. The follo\/ing verses are worth quoting in 
this respect. , ^ ^, ^ 
1/ 
I . / T ^ ^ J K ; / ^ ^ ^ / ^ / / / - J^^j'^ui^^'jjisr^/^d-ij^ 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin,pp. 191-92. 
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In the seventh century A.H. Shaikh Sa'di was also 
advised to take the same course as is evident from the 
following qit'a: ^ 
Reference has already been made to the proud nature 
and arrogance of Shaikh >Ali Hazin. But this treatment he 
used to give to the people in pov/er or to the courtiers and 
that too according to their positions. He respected the 
religious people like anything^ l>Jhen Shuja'-uddaula^prior 
to the battle of Balcsar in 1764 A.D,^ came to see Hazin/ he 
did not pay him more than half a bow and said,' a whole bow 
is meant for the kings and escorting is reserved for the 
*Mujtahids'and the 'Ulemasi Similarly, Hazin had a great respect 
for Haji Baha~uddin for v;hom he used to say: the whole of 
'Azimaabad on the one hand is equal to Haji Baha-uddin on the 
other! One day when Baha-uddin v;as returning to his native place 
from Benares v/here ho had gone to see Hazin/ the Shaikh escorted 
him upto the aate at the time ol" seeing Baha-uddin off .A similar 
1 Kulliyat-i Shaikh Sa'di/pp.830-31 
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Incident Is narrated by Shah Hidayat-ullah Wahdat Kabull. 
In 1150 A.H, ha had come to Shahjehan-abad from Axirangabad 
Deccan for sane work. When he went to see Shaikh 'All Hazin, 
first he did not even stand from his seat to receive him. 
But when he aaid that Maulvi Mohammad Baqar Shahid. * had said 
Salara to you, the Shaikh stood up and embraced Shah Hidayat-ullah 
Wahdat Kabuli and took his meal with him. The Shaikh further 
astod if Baqar Shahid still continued to write poetry and if 
so, to quote any of his couplets whereupon Shah Hidayat-ullah 
recited the following couplet of Maulvi Mohammad Baqari 
•^  
'>^^J SJ^>Xh>9j6/y'' y- /ic/J ^ O'^S^^^'' 
After the meeting when Shah Hidayat-ullah took leave, 
a 
the Shall* stood up and saw him off, 
Hazin came frcwn a family which, in one way or the 
other, remained attached to the Safavid irulers of Iran for 
more than two centuries and enjoyed patronage and privileges. 
1 Maulvi Mohammad Baqar Shahid is one of ths predecessors had 
migrated from Iran and set up his residence in Ahmadabid 
(Gujrit). At the time of HajJ. he met ShaiW) Hazin at Tatta. 
H© was so much Influenced by the Shalkji that he became disciple 
and'Murid'of tha ShaiWi. In hia youth he had migrated from 
Gujrit to Auran^Sbad Deccan. 
2 Safina^i ShaiWi-'Ali Ha'zin, ^ p, 30~31 
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Hazin himself v^as very much attached to Sultan Husain 
Safavi and his son Shah Tahmasp(after Mahmood dethroned 
Sultan Husain and put him under house-arrest) and their 
courtiers. He v;as involved in many political decisions 
also. But he never accepted any position. Hfwas very 
straighr-forward and very much against false praise of 
anybody. He was repeatedly solicited by the emperor 
Mohanunad ShSh(through the intercession of ' Uradat-ul-Mulk 
and other courtiers)/ to take charge of the post of Prime 
Ministership, but on each occasion Hazin declined the offer 
by saying that he did not v;ant to involve himself in 
politics. 
Despite Hazin* s love-affairs \/ith an accomplished 
lady mentioned earlier, he remained a bachelor throughout. 
In his youth, yazin's parents and others persuaded him to 
marry but he did not give his consent because of his 
excessive love for learning and teaching. It has happened 
in the lives of many devotees that they could not keep a 
balance bet\;een family life and their devotion or dedication. 
Although Islam lays great emphasis on a balanced life and 
recommends full discharge of responsibilities towards family^ 
it is surprising that Hazin preferred to live unmarried. 
This is yet another f :ct which made the Shaikh short-tempered 
in his later life, it also resulted in the extiction of a 
^0 
branch of illustrious scholars decended from Shailch Zahid-i-
GilSni through I4asin's great grandfather. Shaikh'Ali bin 
Mta Ullah. Hazin's death as bachelor proved the truth of his 
father's desire so propheticelly forecast and so pathetically 
pronounced on the morning of his death in the following words; 
1. ^^^k<A:^i<'::u^^^'j^^i;^,^;;y[^s^,j 
In his autobiography, tarikh-i Ahvfal wa tadhkira-yi Hal, 
as well as in his letters, Hasin complains of his illness. 
Space does not allow to derail the duration of his illness 
at different times and places. Right from his early thirties, 
Hazin, more often than not, due to compelling circumstances, 
started undertaking travels and was exposed to the vagaries 
of v;eather v;hich adversely affected his health. His abstinence 
only v/orsened it resulting in permanent impairment. m India, 
« scrutiny of his letters shov/s that Hasin* s health i-zas bad 
right trom his youth. He had developed a sort of gout and 
often suffered from fever. But it is also a well known fact 
that intellectuals and learned scholars seldom have sound health 
and athletic oodles and as such, Hazin was no exception to this 
general rule. 
\ TarTkh-i Ahvjal \-ja Tadhkirai-yilial, p.9 
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Towards the end of his life Hazin retired to 
Benares with fev; necessities of life. Mow he was no more 
capable of any actiono He constructed a tomb for himself 
and used to go and pray there on Thursdays and distribute 
alms. In Benares, Hazin passed life in seclusion. He had 
completely stopped paying visit to any one rich or poor. 
He did not receive anything from anybody, rather he frequently 
gave money to the poor as far as his means permitted. Here, 
he had given up any hope of returning to his motherland and 
cherished no desire except his union with the Almighty. He 
was convinced of passing his last days in India and die in 
India as he himself says: 
In his own v/ords, 'My elemental frame, crushed by the 
assemblage of grief and diseases, and the poxvers of my soul, 
flagged and fallen av;ay to indolence and neglect, have sunk 
the head within the breast fold of lowliness. Now, weak and 
2 
helpless, I sit listening for the note of departure. ^ 
T^P/^  ^ '^^ '^ '^  ^ ^>^^ ui 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 313. 
2 Belfour,F.C. The life of Shail^ h Mohammad*Ali Ha.zin, p.307, 
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C H A P T E R -III 
CRITICAL EVALUATION OF HAZ;iN'S POETRY 
The statraent of Shaikh-Aii Hazin.as given in his 
Taahkiratul Ahwal shows that he had compiled four 
collections of his poetry. Writing in his autobiography 
he declares:-
/' -;->^ /v L/\Jf (J\ t ^fl^Cfh ('^ y^ fcf^ yiii/iJ^ /^ O h>Jy\^)9 
"l collected the verses written during this period which forms 
W 1 
the fourth 'Diwan' of this himble servant. 
While giving this information Hazin must have been 
less than tifty-two years of age because he had stopped writing 
his autobiography-after that ageo But the Shaikh lived on upto 
seventy-seven years of age. The intervening period of 
twenty-five yearS/ although marked by ill-health/ must have 
produced some poetry which we ar_e u_nable to s^_aj)artj^ His 
present 'Kulliyat' printed at the Newal Kishore Press,Lucknow 
comprises 'Qasidas','Ghazalsj 'Qit, ats* and 'Mathnavisi The 
'Qasidas* number about forty, A cursory glance at them 
establishes the fact that no 'qasida' is written in praise 
of any node or king. Instead, they are exclusively 
1 KulHvat-1 HaT-in 0.80 
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devoted to the praise of Hazrat'Ali and other Imamsi 
The poet himself points out to nis indifference towards 
the wealthy and authoritative people. Relevant couplets 
pertaining to this claim are given below: 
There can be little douot in the trutn of this claim 
made oy Hazin because he was really averse to the material 
wealth and worldly power. He kept himself so persistantly 
away from these things that his seclusion as well as delicate 
temperament became well-known among the people, ShaiKh was a 
learned poet which is reflected very we±l in his 'qasidaJS* 
Out nis learning and erudition, in sharp contrast to 'Khaqani/' 
the giant 'qasida'-writer of Iran, has not eclipsed his 
heart-felt emotions and his spiritual ideas. Hazin, to be 
short and precise, is not pedantic. Casting aside his 
knowledge and learning, he prays before Almighty God in the 
right earnest and with a humility and pathetic note that can 
move the stones, WhSle praising the divine qualities such as 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 190 
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munificence, love and ali-pervading splendour, he disdaintuily 
looks at the worldly show of wealth and power* He does not 
recognise anybody except the Almighty God as his Protector 
and Patron, The base of Hazin's poetry is love not knowledge 
but he embraces real knowledge and reaches the stage of gnostics 
where conventional religion disappears and the boundaries of 
'Kaoa' and Idol-house do not remain an obstacle. He declares: 
f^"^^^ i C/^ ojJ^'!^^ ley J' 
Hazin describes the world as wilderness or, at best, 
a place of ambition and sensuousness. He rejects both and 
exhorts his readers to concentrate on the Cilissfulness of 
spiritual lite and get rid of distractions resulting from the 
material life. He thinks the combination of the material and 
spiritual tendencies to be destriictiye__and opposed_to each 
other ana hence, unable to co-exist in one heart. 
2, h '(^jd>ii^(^.A^jOiy^oi^i ^iu^iu:^l/>}A^i/lz^^ 
As has Deen stated earlier, the Shaikh, inspite of his 
disdainful attitude to India and her Persian poetry, continued 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.1^4^ 
2 Ibid p.154 
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to follow the style of Persian poetry known as 'SaDk-i-Hindi', 
In 'qasidas' also a similar position can oe noticed. Instead 
of imitating the great 'qasida'-writers of the Ghazanvid 
and the Seljuq periods, he seems to De rather influenced t»y 
'Urfi although temperamentally he was different from the 
latter. The above-mentioned verses of Hazin have been taken 
from a 'qa^ida' written in praise of the Prophet which has the 
same rhyme and metre as found in the renowned 'qasida* of 
' Urfi writ-cen m praise of the PropTiet beginning with the 
following couplet: 
J. // ^ JD r^-y//z^, fy ^  vt/f^ >l'p^ 'jL3' 
This,however, cannot be taken as full proof of Hazin being 
influenced by 'Urfi, more so, because several other writers 
including the great Anwari had also composed his famous 
•qasida' in the same scheme of rhyme and metre which begins 
with the following line: 
.- \j fJ ? C^y:6'A"CS)o^\j(£i 
But the matter does not rest there. It is not only 
the'scheme of rhyme and metre which reminds one of 'Urfi's 
influence on Hazin, The latter's impact on Hazin can Jae noticed 
much deeper both in style and attitude. The following extract 
1 Qas\d -i*Urti p. 
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from Hazin's 'qasida' amply reflects the forceful expression 
and egotistic nature of 'Urfi 
Apart from this 'qaslda' Hazin has imitated 'Urfi in 
many other 'qasidas' also. Himself a good poet and critic^ 
Hazin was able to pick up the best 'qasidas' ofUrfi for 
imitation as for instance the one beginning with the following 
couplets 
'Urfi's 'qaslda* in this scheme of rhyme and metre is supposed 
to be one of his fiaest poetic works and^ joy virtue of its 
hi'gh-thinklng sublimity and chiselled diction may be included 
among the greatest 'qasidas' of the Persian language. It 
begins with the following couplets 
3. (s^k(S^^:u^J^j6\^\/0\f (^dbfi^^M($'^y,o^^Ab 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin pel53 
2 Ibid pol93 
3 Qasaid-i-^urfi p. 
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There is one more 'qasida' of Hazin wortn mentioning which 
was written in imitation o£ "Urfi's well-known 'qasida' 
beginning with the following couplet: 
'Urfi's' 'qasida* begins with the following couplet: 
We can go on citing many other examples in this regard but 
they now seem to be unnecessary because of the paucity of 
time and space. The common trends between Doth the poets 
can be identified in their flights of imagination/ ego, disdain 
for the worldly life, self-glorification at the cost of 
other poets and what is more important, an untlincning devotion 
and love for the fourth Caliph/ Hazrat^Ali. 
It iS/however/ difficult to place Hazin among the great 
'qasida' writers of Persian. Rather/ we. are afraid he may 
not be included among the second oest line of 'qasida"-writers. 
Still, there is some element of sincere feeling and,of course, 
craftsmansnip too, which attracts the attention of readers. 
The nistory of Persian 'qasida',especially in the classical 
period, is a glorious chapter illuminated and "brigntenea up 
by tne genius of such writers as Mmuchehri, Farrukni, ^ unsuri, 
the poet laureate of Mahmood, Khaqani arj,d Anwari, But since 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.195 
2 Qasaid-1 Urfi p. 
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we are attempting at a general survey of Hazln's poetic 
contribution we had to take this genre also into consideration. 
A similar position exists in Hazin's 'mathnawis' also. 
They cannot be regarded as very good poetry, or tor that matter, 
his own best performance which undoubtedly is found in his 
Ghazals. As 'Mathnawl' oelongs to narrative poetry we will 
content ourselves t>y giving summaries of some and making short 
comments on them. There are six 'mathnawis' in his Kulliyat' 
under the following headings: 
1, Saf l r - i - i>i l 
2, Chaman-o-Anjuman 
3 , Knarabat 
4 , Dibacha-i-Maf^mahul Anzar 
b, Farhang wama 
6, Tadhkirat-ul-^Ashiqin 
The first 'mathnawi* entitled Safir-i-Dil begins with 
the traditional verses of 'Hamd* and'N 'at*. Its"Verses laclc" 
the pathetic note and high quality of the great 'mathnawi'-
writers such as Firdausi, Nizami and Skdi and it would not oe 
fair to Hazin to make an assessment of his contribution to 
'matnnawi' while keeping these great poets in mind. One 
important thing to oe noted about Hazin is this that he has 
not only praised 'Al-i-Rasool'(Members of the house of the 
Prophet) but he has also extolled the virtues of the companions 
o£ the Prophet which of course includes such companions also 
who are condemned by most of the people belonging to his sect. 
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Two couiUets ore mentioned here by wpy of evidence: 
e ther verses of t h i s 'mathnawi' describe mireculous events 
9S ere v^ell-''a:iov/n among the people. For ins tance , he ^'irrites 
thot the upner port ion of NGUshSrwan's pnlace trembled nnd 
f e l l (lovm nt the tiioe of the Prophet ' s b i r t h . S imi lar ly , he 
iTientionr the frmous miracle of the Prophet ns a r e s u l t of which 
the moon wps s r ) l i t in to two nn r t s . So fnr as poet ic qua l i t y i s 
concerned i1 hns already been mentioned tha t I t i s not upto the 
mark. After the verses deolin,"- with 'Hamd' and ' K ' a t ' Ha^in 
pays h i s t r i b u t e to the human facul ty of sneech. He declares 
t ha t the nua l i ty v/hich d i s t i n ^ i g h e s i human being from animal 
i s h i s r)ower of speech, IXie to t h i s qua l i t y a person ' s name 
continues even a f te r h i s death . A poet, according t4 him, i s 
the kin^ of the world and i s gifted v/ith "lajny v i r t u e s . But, 
a t the same ti-ne lla^in a t t acks the so-cal led poets of bis time 
v/ho pre, according to him, p re tenders . They have converted 
t h i s world in to a f r igh t fu l p lace . Hazin expresses h i s d isgus t 
on such fa lse poets but consoles himself with the idea tha t 
t h i s world i s an admixture of good and bad elements. I t i s . 
a world where the Proohet of Islam i s confronted with Abu J e h l , 
Imam Hueain i s beheaded by a so ld ier of Yazid'a 
1 . " ' u l l i ya t - i Hazin p. 796 
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amy and so on and so forth, Man should not, therefore, 
become upset with these confrontations. Hazin then goes on 
to pay tribute to love and declares himself to be a slave of 
love . According to his thinking a man's ultimate worth is 
determinea by love. If the spark of love is in his heart the 
man, although a drop, can assume the dimensions of an ocean. 
Love can dispel darkness. Love is responsible tor sunshine, 
and the pious heart remains alive because of love, Hazin 
then narrates an anecdote in this connection. It is said that 
an insightful saint once narrating the story of Zulekha to a 
miserable and poor man pointed out that the said lady was 
deprived of her all beauty and charm in her old age. Consequently, 
people tried to avoid her and the whole group of her lovers 
and admlrc-rs disappeared, Inspite of her old age, however, 
Zuiekha possessed the spark of love in her heatt which helped 
her to regain her beloved Hazrat Yusuf, This re-union 
subsequently blessed Zulekha and she became young once again. 
The poor man was so much impressed by this story that ne also 
developed iove in his heart and ne achieved gnosticism. His 
nouse Decame a place of pilgrimage tor the mankind and he lived 
a happy and blissful life thereafter. After narrating this 
story nazin re~affirms to cultivate love in his heart and to 
propound it through his poetryo Reminding himself of the 
powerful pen of 'S'aai, he resolves to wield the same pen with 
renewed vigour. He declares Nizami Ganjavi to pe his guide 
in poetry and seeKs his Dleesings. 
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A cornmendaD±e part of this'mathaawi' consists of 
verses which Hazin nas written in praise of his father. We 
really become impressed dy the tenaer feelings of love and 
respect expressed in these verses by the poet for his father. 
Generally , a person is attracted by the urges of his flesh 
and olood and his ambitionsor sensuous desires. We find poets 
yearning to gain favour of kings, nobles and courtiers,of 
singing about the the physical charm of a beloved. Even the 
love of one's wife and children may be attributed to his sensual 
desires, Tne love of parents however is above the carnal 
desires and is essentially pious and sublime. Islamic religion 
ha(S, by the same reason, graded this love with divine love and 
worship and is supposed to oe a means of deliverence in the 
hereafter. Shaikh Ali Hazin's temperament was basically pious 
and spiritual instead of being inclined towards carna± desires. 
The verses written in praise of his fath^ r^ provide irrefutable 
proof of this fact about Hazin, While writing about his father 
he grows eloquent and his poetry reaches unprecedented heights 
oecause it nad the support of his nature and instinct, Some of 
these verses are quoted below to speaK for themselves: 
1 Kui 1 iyat-i Hazin p, 802 °" 
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Hpzin was fully conscious of this fact and has specifically 
znentioned that had I praised the kings and rulers I could have 
acoumulnted freat wealth but I have rejected it scornfully. I 
feel that hy praising my father and ancestors I am only discharg-
Inr the duty of my faith. This statement proves that Hazin gave 
greater importance to his faith than to the material wealth. Here 
are some of his verses explainin^ '^  this point of view: 
f^^;j\^ 
r ^ . 
V/e now come across some verses deal ing v/ith 'munajat ' v/hich 
r o f l e c t Ha^'.in's niety, modesty, humil i ty and re l ig ioun 
1. Tuli iy-^t-i ^'""'.in, "nn. 804-5 
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mindedness. The aiction is soft and simple, the feelings 
bincere ana tne woras melodious. They go home into the heart. 
Incidentally, the 'munajat' literature in the Persian language 
is so rich and high that it is difficult to find a better 
'munajat' poetry in other languages. The 'munajat' poems 
composed Dy S'adi, Rumi, Nizamj, and jami can be included in the 
classics of world literature. It is simply because of this 
context that the 'munajat' poetry of Hazin remains subdued. 
They fail to make much impact on the minds of those who are 
used to the high standard set by the above-mentioned stalwarts. 
One cannot/ however, ignore their beauty and poetic worth in his 
independent judgment. Some verses are given below in evidence: 
I' 0:> C/y (Jy 01/_>:^J;' 
Later on Hazin gives tiis comments on the importance 
of 'dhikr-i-Ilahii His conviction is that one should keep 
one's tongue always busy in praise of Almighty God. 'ihis is 
very rewarding. Exhorting his reader to counting of beads 
and other similar practices pertaining to •dhikr-i-Ilahi', 
Hazin also lays great emphasis on propagation of faith and 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.805 
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and gives convincing reasons tor that in the following 
verses: 
The 'mathnawi' further on becomes didactic perhaps in an 
unsuccesstul attempt of imitating S'adi, The poet starts 
preaching to the kings. The verses written on this topic 
are hacxneyed and stale and bear no comparison with the edifying 
and sublimating poetry of S'adi, Even after the the lapse of 
seven centuries S'adi remains as fresh and inspiring as he 
was in his own times. It will not be out of place to quote 
a few couplets of S'adi on this occasion for comparison. 
Addressing the ruling monarch of his time Sfeidl declares: 
1 Kulllyat-i Hazin p.806 
•o 7"TI1'1 i v p t - i S h n i k h S n ' d i . Tpb^r- ' r i . I ^^P i o! ,.Mrnn-i . -n. PPA 
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We are also putting down some verses trom Hazin's 'mathnawi' 
to enaDle the reader to compare both: 
What is more disappointing is the nigh sounding title which 
Hazin gives to these poor verses. The title is as follows: 
This makes the matter worse and leaves an impression on the 
reader which is just the reverse of what Hazin expects, 'ihe 
remaining part of the 'mathnawi' under review mostly consists 
of anecdotes. They also seem to have been written in imitation 
of S'adi in which they miserably tail. The anecaotes narrated 
oy hazin are boring and dull, in the first anecdote a muscle 
man is descrioed m a very weax and pitiaole condition. Hazin 
asKs him "what has happened to you now? You were at one time 
strong enough to overpower the lions, and the whole world was 
screaming under your teetV The man replies, "Perhaps you are 
not aware of the ways of this world. That was the time of 
my youth and now my hair have become gray due to old age" 
1 Kulliyat-i riazin p.807 
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The next anecdote aescrioes a wealthy man to have 
gone to sleep in a drunken state. Towards the end of the 
night the roof fell on him causing his instantaneous death. 
A begger sleeping in the open remarked after hearing about 
this tragedy, "Thanks God I sleep under the sky and feel 
safe from such calamity. One can only fear of sun and shower 
trom the sky. This can never break one's bones as do the 
bricks and stones coming trom the roof" 
The third anecdote tells us that the Iranian king 
Faridun once developed pain in his ear. He told his courtiers 
that I am sure some oppressed person must have wept to which 
my ears dia not listen,, The present pain in my ear nas come 
as punishment of the same negligence on my part. 
The fourtn anecdote snows an oppressor in bondage 
who cries out to the poet and asks for his nelp. The poet is 
moved at the oppressor's pitiaole condition who was surrounaea 
by a hostile mob. but soon after the poet realises the fact 
that this man nas been an oppressor and if let loose, ne may 
again revert back to his old practice. The poet then admonisnes 
him and asks hira to repent so that the Almighty God may nave 
mercy on him. 
In the fifth anecdote a bau character and drunkard 
aaoptea an orphan as nis son in order to get his property. 
He Drought him up till he became young. Unfortunately, this 
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adopted son came out to be a big rascal and started 
squandering the wealth of his father. Not content with this, 
he also plundered the house of his new father and converted 
his wife into a slave. The new father had now become old 
and tired of his life. He had developed an aversion against 
material wealth and other ambitions of Ixfe partly Decause 
of his adopted son's behaviour. One day he called his son 
and told him thus "Now you are my "pir" (mentor) and I am your 
"murid" (disciple). You deserve this distinction because of 
brigtfang this change in me. Even a "pir" having the attricutes 
of Jesus Christ could not have succeeded in turning my heart 
away from the worldly attractions as has done your evil 
behaviourV i'his anecdote seems to be a poor version of the 
famous anecdote of the 'Gulistan-i-S'adi' in which S'adi's 
teacher used to forbid his illustrious ptipil against listening 
to music. But S'adi would not listen to him. One day he was 
invited to a musical sitting where he had to listen to a 
musician whose voice was intoleraDly harsho S'adi was so 
disgusted by this experience that he vowed to never listen 
to music in future. 
Most of the anecdotes of Hazin are not really anecdotes. 
They are more like sermons illustrating moral precepts. For 
instance, the sixth anecdote comprising only four couplets 
shows two men preparing ro fight each other. One of them, while 
putting on helmet and armour, is summoned oy his father. The 
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father then counsels his son in these words, "If you are 
really a wise man then put on the armour of peaca and wage 
a war against your 'nafs'. 
The seventh anecdote depicts Hazin's picture when he 
was young and restless. In his amoition to conquer the whole 
world, Hazin wandered throughout the Islamic lands" and gained 
considerable experience in travelling. He met 'Sufis', saints 
and scholars, entered into discussions and discourses with 
them but was not satisfied. To his surprise an old Magian 
happened to meet him during this period and gave him consolation 
and peace of mind by his counselling. The verses of this 
anecaote are very nelpful in understanding the natxire and 
temperament of Hazin, Some verse are quoted here by way of 
illustration: 
(J Ir^ur^ ^ / ^ ^ (^^A ^/[ <^^^'^ 
1 Xulliyat-i Hazin p,812 
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Similarly, on the one occasion Hazin reminds a proud 
and powertul man of his weak origin and mortal nature and 
aavises nim to function liJce a shady tree under which others 
may rest. He should be prepared to help the needy and the 
poor and refrain from creating obstacles m others* path oy 
his show of strength. 
The eighth anecdote gives an account of Naushirwan, 
the famous tJasflinld emperor. Tne said emperor resolved to do 
tull justice to his people as soon as he ascended the throne. 
He engaged himself with the worK of public welfare and gave 
up his own liixurious way of life. On being enquired by 
somebody as to why he had given so much importance to justice, 
especially when no other king of the past had done so, Nausherv;an 
replied "once in my childhood I was accompanying ray father on a 
hunting expedition, I saw that a man broke the toot of a dog 
and the dog became restless in pain. It was not much later that 
a horse kicked the same man and broke his leg. Soon after 
curing the same hunting the horse^ s foot sank in the earth and 
his leg could not pe pulled out without a fracture in his leg, 
I saw a special connection among these events which showed that 
an oppressor definitely and quickly gets punishment for his 
evil deed. The fact fepened ray eyes and I mafilsup my mind 
never to oppress anybody in my life. 
In the ninth anecdote Hazin accompanies some friends 
on a journey and together they reach a city whose ruler was a 
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great tyrant and the Inhabitants of that city were groaning 
under his oppression. Incidentally, the ruler of the city 
got a toothache, 'x'he pain was so intense that the tootn had 
to be taken out. Still the pain did not subside, rather, 
it became shooting. Subsequently, ail his teeth were removed. 
The mnabitants of the city were highly pleased at his affliction. 
One of Hazin's fellow-travelleri? was greatly astonished at this 
puDlic rejoicing and narrated the following story to his 
friends in that connectionj 
"In the lands of Rum there was a nice old man of gentle 
nature and compassionate heart. He too dropped a tooth which 
wqs picked up by his slave and buried somewhere under the earth. 
The people around the country raised a mausoleum over that 
iDuried tooth which cecame a place of pilgrimage for the people. 
Throughout the whole night food used to be cooked in oig 
utensils. Heaps of tlowers were presented at the piace and the 
mausoleum was kept illuminated, ihis was in sharp contrast to 
v\rhat had happened to the tyrant mentioned aoove on whose suffering 
people had rejoJcedS The treatment of both the teeth at the 
hands of the public should serve as an eye-opener to all. 
In the tenth anecdote, an old miser had accumulated 
great wealth. At the time of his death somebody came to him and 
said, "You had collected thidwealth tor nothing. You did act 
give even a loaf of bread to the hungry. You did not pay to 
10 
the labourer. You did not eat yourself and did not allow 
anybody else to eat either. You kept the whole wealth locked. 
Now you are going away leaving your whole wealth tor others, 
I am really astonished at your performance that the only part 
of the wealth you kept for yourself is the shroud while all 
yoQr wealth would go to others I' 
The famous Sufi saint named M'aruf-i-Karkhi is described 
in the eleventh anecdote. Somebody advised him to seal off 
the stock of his grains in order to save it from insects' 
eating. The saint got angry over the advice and pointed out 
that it is very unfair and cruel to deprive the ants and other 
insects from their food because they are so weak and small. 
Only a wicked man would perpetuate cruelty over the weaker 
ones. Moreover, one should also keep in mind that one day one 
I 
may become the food of these ants and insects. 
In the twelfth anecdote Hazin comes across a saint in 
night. His face was so radiant: that the place surrounding him 
I 
was overflowing with light,, Hazin was amazed to see this 
unusual phenomenon, - He askea the saint to explain sahy there 
was so much light around him although the night was dark? The 
saint replied that you are surprised at the light while I am 
surprised at the darkness, I teel that the whole world is a 
i 
manifestation of God's lignt and therefore, there should not 
be aarkness anywhere. To be frank I am neither a saint nor a 
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man possessing any miraculous power. I am just an ordinary 
man. It so nappened with me that once i earned two coins as my 
wages which I spent in Kindling a lamp on the grave of somepody. 
From that date onward my dark nights Pecame bright with light 
and wher'^ 'ever I go a light tollows me. 
The thirteenth anecdote describes riazin paying visit to 
the tomo ot the tamous Sufi poet ^ Attar while the fourteenth 
anecdote narrates the story of a wicxed person who had spit at 
the face of a saintly man. Instead of being angry the saint 
became very happy. He rubbed the spittum on his fore head and 
prostrated on the ground to express thankfulness to God, Afterwarc 
he aeciared that the spittum of a'Musalraan'was a decoration of 
my tace. I take it as an honour and hope that Almighty God will 
exonerate me on the day of Judgment. 
The fifteenth anecdote also describes a similar story of 
another wicked person who used to abuse a pious and God fearing 
man. The pious man when abused^thanked God, He pointed out 
that he was a worthless slave of God and as such felt happy 
over the fact that there was still somebody who could carry his 
name on the lips. 
The 'mathnawi' Ghaman-o-Anjumant The 'mathnawi' entitled 
'Chaman-o-Anjxiraan' comprising only sixteen pages of his 
•Kulliyat' gives a lengthy introduction with only the last two 
pages describing the poet's romance. The beginning of the 
1Q3 
•mathnawi', as usual, gives verses describing the glory of 
God 'Hamal The second part of it» based on 'munajatj has 
really some good verses with a personal note. They are 
touching and rull of devotion and give expression to the poet's 
sorrows and sufferings and sincere prayers. Since the verses 
form the best part of this 'mathnawi' they are quotea as under: 
« 
1 Kulliyst-i Hazin p.824-25 
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One cannot, however, help feeling that Hazln, when 
at nis Dest, falls short of the high standard of 'munajat' 
poetry set by not only the great Iranian masters l;Lke S'adl 
and wizarai out also the Indian Dorn poets like Khusrau and 
Ghalib. It would oe worthwnile to quote a part of Ghalib*s 
verses on the same theme as they not only estaoiish his poetic 
excellence but also the difference in the attitude of Doth 
the poets towaras God, Ghalib's verses are decidedly more sharp, 
a 
modern and assertive as/result of the Impact of the western 
ideas and the changed social climate of his time. The verses 
are given as under? 
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> l ^ ^ ^ y ^ 
^ 
« 
^ ^ ; / c / r i f ^ ( ^ cfC u^-y'Jyi:clf 
- — / 
o ^ \^\ytr^^'/(^- {P fp (y^-f^j CfV 
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Lr^jl:>^;^^y^^ ,^<-0* l'/(^^t> ._/;t r^ 
'' ^}^'J) ?^ObJj _,yj/^ J^ cT^ 'o '/u \;^^ 
h OA^rJy jl^ObJ (^hcZ/Jy^ l-^ciU 
^> V cA</ f^-J-l 6 ^ J ^^ / c^-/V^y^ < > ci^  £ 
^ , ^ V J ^ 
After • munijat' Hazin comes to 'n'at' and 'raanqiiDat' 
and devotes four chapters praising the Prophet of Islam and 
Hazrat'Aii, the fosrtn Caiiph. H^zin grows eloquent m 
1 KulIiyat-1 Ghalib p 416-17 
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praise of the latter as he felt special love and devotion 
for him. Naturally, we feel more warmth of emotion and flow 
in these verses. This is followed by two poems in glorification 
of Wshq' and praise of young age. The first of these poems 
describes a strange experience of the poet. He begins the 
poem by expressing his sense of admiration tor 'dil' or heart. 
According to the poet, heart is the seat of God's splendour 
and a source of poetic and spiritual experiences. Then he 
describes his meeting with a saintly person who was by all 
means a gnostic. The gnostic tells Hazin about his dream which 
is aa follows: 
"One day while meditating on the divine oeauty and 
feeling intoxicated oy the wine of love I sanX deeper and deeper 
till I went to sleep. Then I saw several gnostics and saints 
in my dream. They had assembled together discussing mystical 
doctrines. In the meantime one of them became ecstatic and 
started singing verses of high esccellence. Being amazed at the 
sublimity and spiritual overtones of the verses I asked about 
their author. The saint replied that he was singing the verses 
of Shaikh-'Ali Hazinf 
Hazin felt so elevated and inspired by this story that 
he made up his mind to compose a poem which could reach the 
level of the verses described oy the saint. The 'mathnawi' 
'^ Chaman-o-Anjuman'' is a result o£ the same impulse. He describes 
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his own state of mind in the following verses: 
J" 
./- cr^/y../ X.o£(s{ (/'j/'cr'i/j.^uk^c/^c/ 
The last part of this •mathnawi* intcoduces the 
story which deals with Hazin's early life and his love affair. 
After lavishing praise on love Kazin says that in the oeginning 
of my youth I fell in love with a iaeautiful damsel who was not 
only possessed with physical charm but was also an educated 
person and could talx about many intellectual matters. The 
•mathnawi' Chaman-o-AnJuman comes to an end at this point. 
The 'mathnawl' Kharabat? Hazin composed this 'mathnawi' in 
'faahr-i-mutaqariD', the famous 'bahr' or metre in which most 
1 Kuiliylt-i Hazin pp 833-34 
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important Persian 'raathnawis* such as Shahnama-i-Firdausi, 
t>iKanciarnama-yi~Nizami and Bustan-1-S'adi were composea. 
Tills 'mathnawi* has also observed the traditional rule of 
addressing the cup-bearer in the opening verses, Hazm has, 
thus, proved that he is tollowing the tradition of'Saqinama 
as laid down oy the great master wizami Ganjavi, Beginning 
the 'mathnawi' with the tollowing couplet: 
^ ' ^ :Ji.(<ii>y^^;(_l.^-si</ U-i^L'>/t-,.=^tal>" 
ne goes on to address the cup-bearer 'saqi' in the typical 
style of Nizami 
J . JUL i^>(C/\/, (^ A'JJ:^ .Z^MQL-U 
7- Crd^A^bo^^.}^/, (X'ol^ )^.^:>(i/\j^ 
He then exhorts himself to writing poetry and describes the 
importance and greatness of this creative art. The next poem 
1 'Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 840 
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of this 'mathnawl' is actually something like 'shahr ashob' 
in which the poet has criticised the moral and spiritual 
deterioration of his time. Firstly, he condemns the material 
world and reminds the reader of its transitory nature. 
Whatever one sees heri^  is not real and dependaole according to 
Hazin, Inspite of this false appearance the poet is shocked 
to find people indulging in criiaes and sins. More surprising 
is the tact that those who claim to be the custodians of 
morality and pious conduct are themselves involved in committing 
all Kinds of misdeeds. Consequently, neither the Shaikh's 
•raasjid' nor the Suti's 'Khanqah' is safe. The poet then turns 
his attention to his own conduct and counsels himself to reform 
himself rather than finding fault with others, 
i'urther on he becomes nostalgic and remembers his 
teachers, friends and great persons whom he had seen in his 
chlldnood. He becomes sad by thinking that most of those 
people have vanisned v;ith the passage of time and he is left 
alone to brood. He concludes the poem with a request to the 
'saqi' to offer him a cup of wine so that he may be relieved 
of'the painful memories of the past. In the next poen Hazin 
describes the advice of his teacher to try to become a 
selt-made man. The teacher is reported to nave pointed out 
to Hazin that one should not boast of the past glory of one's 
ancestors but should make an etfort to earn fame and glory jf^ y^  
I l l 
oneselt. A man can become great only by his personal 
qualities and not by what his ancestors had done. 
In the next poem Hazin tries to become a self-styled 
teacher or preacher of the ruling monarchs of his time. The 
advices and counsels which he has recorded in the poem are 
the same as repeated time and again by many other poets before 
him. There is nothing new in his approach nor he seems to 
possess the dignity of style and peauty of diction found in the 
earlier masterso The poem,nevertheless, is significant as 
certain scholars nave attributed it to have been addressed to 
1 
Shah Tahmasp of Iran. Of the many advices, one is of paying 
special attention to learned scholars and keeping away from the 
ignorant. The relevant verses are as follows: 
z' 
1 Satina-yi Shaikh Ali Hazin, Po 15 
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^/J>',IU:>/ ^^'^^///f w3xr Z/hJ AZ/l /(jy. 
The 'mathnawi' comprises a tew anecdotes also alongwith 
the aldactic parts. One of the anecdotes describes Hazin's 
journey in winter night. It was a terrible experience, Hazin 
had to traverse his path through wilderness under heavy snow 
and citing cold. The country was unknown and Hazin did not 
'know where to take shelter. Feeling his life in danger due to 
severe cold Hazin went into a wjne shop to take shelter. The 
1 kulliyat-i Hazin pp.845-46 
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shop keeper was a rude man and embarrassed Hazin Jay his 
unfriendly behaviour. Hazin made no reply to his blunt 
questions and sat quietly near the fire-place. In the 
meantine another young man came running into the shop and 
asked for shelter. The new comer was being chased by some 
police officer and was trembling with tear of him, Hazin gave 
consolation to the new arrival v/ith the remark that instead 
of tearing the police officer he should have actually feared 
God. The man got satisfaction and contentment by this advice 
and nis fear of the police offi(f:er disappeared. 
Another anecdote gives an account of the mule on which 
Jesus Christ used to ride. This mule was very lazy and could 
not cover even two 'farasang' in the whole day. In the nignt 
Jesus Christ gave nim fodder and water and tried to make nim 
fully comfortable. But the mule aid not drink water due to some 
reasons, Christ had to bring water to his mule again and 
again as a result of which he could not sleep. One person who 
was watcning this exercise askea Christ as to why he was 
offering water to the oeast again and again, Jesus pointed out 
that as the beast was unable to communicate, it was all the 
more necessary to take care of his needs. Since I am the 
custodian of this poor animal God Almighty will never approvemy 
carelessness or indifference to the poor animal. 
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The next poem is regarding greed. The poet has used 
the tigure of personification in the poem. He describes greed 
as a person who is ugly and evil-natured. He asks greed 
personified to tell him about his lather. Greed replies that 
doubt in destinity is my father. His habit is to turn away 
from God who is really source of all profit and loss. The poet 
further asks him to inform him about his business. Greed says 
that my business is misdeed and disgracefulness, 'What is the 
outcome of all this* the poet further wants to Know, Greed 
replies 'frustration and disappointment'. 
We, then, come across another anecaote related to the 
famous Sassanian king named Bahram Gur, During his reign once 
there occured a big famine on account of arought. Innumerable 
people faced starvation which could have resulted in mass 
deaths. The king rose to the occasion and made such an excellent 
arrangement that noDody could suffer any inconvenience. He 
ordered all the means of transport to be deployed tor bringing 
grains from Cnina, Bulgaria and other adjoining countries, 
Inciaentally, a traveller died on the way oecause he could not 
get food in the wilderness. The king was so much purturbed by 
this news that be wept for forty days and prayed to God to 
forgive him for his death by starvation. 
The nesit poem tells us about a unique tradition set by 
the earliest kings, to wit Sheesh, Keumarth and Jamsheed, 
1 1 J 3 
When they became angry with some wise man they would make 
him sit among the ignorants. They would also imprison him 
with some toollsh man. This was, according to Hazin, the 
most severe punishment because the wiseman would prefer death 
to keeping the company of a fool. That is why the Prophet 
(Peace be upon him) had said that a wiseman who became the 
laughing stock of the fools and ignorants and the wealthy man 
who voluntarily deprived himself of comforts deserve . 
sympathies of all mankind. 
The next anecdote describes the poet's meeting with 
the Prophet Khidhr when the former was on the verge of death 
because of extreme thurst. The Prophet came to him and gave 
a cup of water which had a divine taste. 
The next poem is a composition of a famous story about 
the great Sassanian emperor Nausherwan. The said emperor saw 
an old man with grey hair and wrinkled face planting a tree. 
Being amazed at the old man's planning for future, the emperor 
enquired thus;- ''How long will it take for the tree to give 
fruit"? The old man replied that it might take a very long 
time. The emperor then put a further question, "Do you 
expect to live on for such a long time to enable you to taste 
the fruit?" The old man smiled and said, "Your wajesty, I am 
not a greedy man and I am not doing it out of any lust but just 
for the sake of enjoyment which I get by working. Moreover, 
liG 
there^ is another point also. I have been eating fru.its of 
trees I had never sown, Wny should I not now sow/for others 
to eat. The King was extremely pleasea by this reply and 
rewarded him with an elepnant's load of money. The old man 
a^ faJn smiled and submitted! 'Have your Majesty seen any tree 
which can give fruits so instantaneously as you have done? 
The King was again very much pleased and impressed by the 
intelligence and honest nature of the old man and gave him in 
reward twice the money he had given earlier. 
The next anecdote is aoout Yahya tiarmaki, the famous 
vazir of the Aobasid Caliph, While inspecting the imperial 
army the vazir noticed a young solaJer who was placing a lion's 
sKln on the saddle of his horse, 'fhe vazir did not. like this 
talse show and told the young soldier that it was better to 
prefer Kernel to sKin, What is there in the skin of a lion. 
One should try to get a heart of lion. The 'mathnawi' ends 
with verses written m the glory of God and invoking his favour. 
'Mathnawi' Dibacha-i-Mathmahul An?art The 'mathnawi', as its 
title showS/ is just a preface. The opening verses are written 
in self-praise. The poet extols his own virtues and boasts 
of his poetic excellence in an exaggerated manner. Although 
he is reminding himself of his glorious performance in the past 
just to get the inspiration in the present moment, the element 
of egotism is too pronouncea to be overlookea. Here are some 
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couplettS in evideace: 
>-^  y (SI ':/;L{yu^(j yM y ^ / y ^ ^ e ^ . 
The poet then proceeds to compose verses on the traditional 
themes 'Tauhid', 'N'at' and Manqibatl This is tolloxved by a 
description of the effort and exhausting struggle which 
preceaes the composition of poetry. According to Hazin no 
poetry of a high order can be created without deep introspection 
and sincerety of emotion. The 'mathnawi' ends with certain 
observations on sufi-ism with special reference to the philosophy 
of 'Wandat-ul Wujudl The poet also divides the scnolars into 
three categories. He condemns the third category. The relevant 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 863 
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verses^are quoted beiow to explain the three categories: 
Farnangnama: The 'wathnawi* entitled Farnangn'ama written 
in Banr-i-MutaqariJD seems to be conceived and executed xn the 
traditional line set by the gteat master of Persian 'matnnawi* 
that IS Nizami Ganjavi, The opening part of it is unmistakably 
under the influence of Nizami, Tt is written in praise of 
* 
God 'Hamd' and follows the same line of thinking as that of 
Nizami in Sikandarnama, The main thrust of the poerviis on the 
incomprehensive nature of God and His ways of working. 
1 KulliySt-i Hazin p. 869 
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jj=^Li>;w t cr*' izyjjr/i u^iyA-J^l^^s^iS^ 
\0H 
This reminds one of the excellent verses of Nizami 
written in praise of God 
^ ^ / / cjljs yL\ JLt/js LJ 
> • • • • -
. ; 2 . 
Islamic religion, and tor that matter perhaps other religions 
also, advise human beings not to prooe much into the existence 
of God. Islam has generally prohiDlted man from this kind of 
intellectual exercise. Instead, the Muslims are airected to 
confine themselves to what the Prophet of Islam has told them 
1 Kulljyat-i Hazin pp.871-7f2 
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and to hold tast to the way of life recommended by hira. 
Hazin# accordingly, concludes his 'Haind' on the following note 
The poet then turns towards the praise of Propnet^'N'at 
and glorification of the fourth Caliph, Hazrat • Ali_j'Manqibat' 
paying triDut;:es to their greatness and expressing gratetuiness 
and devotion of the poet. After praising God, the Propnet and 
Hazrat ' .Aii, it is significant that the praise of the art of 
poetry comes fourth in order of merit, hazin grows eloquent 
in describing the excellence and unique power of this great 
art which ne terras as 'Sataish-i-Knciqan-i-Sukhanl He compares 
poetry to elixir of life and to eternal wealtho The poet 
accoraing to him, is the master of the whole world. It is the 
crown at the nead of the firmament. It is the treasure of 
heart without which the latter is no more than a hanaful of dust. 
Human heart is like a cloua while poetry is like a pearl, Man 
can be aistinguished from the animals only because of his 
power of speech. However, not every human oelng, can ao justice 
with this celestial gift and nence silence is better for such 
persons than to make a speecn. Only seiectea persons are 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.872 
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capable :x>f expressing the excellence and hidden qualities of 
speech. These selected persons are no other than the poets, 
Hazin's verses, in praise of poetry astonishingly bear 
resemblance to those written by Ghalib, Relevant extracts from 
both the poets are reproduced below for the purposes of 
comparison: 
Hazin 
•/. 
Ghalib 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.874 
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Haf'.in then composes some verses by way of in t roduc t ion 
to ^ i s own poetry which i s devoted to the pra ise of beauty, 
sword, horse and b a t t l e - f i e l d , jb c lear influence of Nizami's 
Sikandernajiia i s v i s i b l e in these ve r se s . Hazin descr ibes 
the f i fh t i ng in a ba±±le-field vdth the same vigour and 
force as v/e r ind in aikandornama, Hazin wTites: 
/ 
^y^Oby^^^A^ 
/ 
V^>'X^^(:rJ> 
)0^-^ 
I 
u -y 
oy^j'^j^)CJ^'^'^-^-'^ 
A l - , uiobj><J^y 
/ 
/ 
Cr<^ ^ >^  j ^ ( j W - ^ > j?^ 
/ : 
1 . T-Tulliyp't-i Ilazin pp. 875-76 
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And again, a scene depicting hand-to-hand fight: 
A few verses of Sikandarnama are quoted below to prove the 
resemblance of ooth: 
As usual, a chapter of this 'mathnawi' is set apart 
on the unfaithfulness of the world, and some on preaching 
emJDodied in didactical poetry, Hazin warns his readers not to 
fall a prey to the temptations of v/orldly life. The more one 
cares aDout physical comfort the greater he suffers on the 
spiritual side. One should, therefore, refrain from ambitious 
and lustful activities. It is advxsabxe to pass life.in . . 
seclusion instead of mixing up with characterless and ignorant 
1 Kulliyat-i Hnzin, p. '76. 
2 Sikandernnma, p. 
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people,,. Hazin warns that the span of life is short and one 
should take care of the eternal life which is lying ahead 
after death. He warns to be more cautious against such friends 
who are basically your enemies out have put on a friendly 
//re 
appearance. If, however, you cannot/without company you should 
at least chose a person who could lead you on the correct line. 
That is to say that you can have a friend only on the condition 
that he is the oetter of you. Claiming nimself to Pe an 
experienced and elderly man he regards himself tit tor giving 
useful advices to the reader. One such advice which he so ^  
importantly advances, is the ott-repeated observation about the 
helplessness of man at the hands of destiny. He warns that even 
if you ransacK heavens and eartn in your effort you cannot 
get a particle more than v;hat nas Deen reserved for you by the 
aestiny. He also reminds that God likes those persons who 
keep content with their lot. 
The next poem gives a political adrice to the King 
advising him to accept reconciliation without delay as the 
opportunity may not be available in future. Secondly, he tells 
the king to xeep the door open for friendship with the enemy 
even though he might have inflictea heavy loss on him. Thirdly, 
when an enemy is at your mercy give him the full benefit and 
do not oe hard on him, The poet draws the attention of the king 
to the fact that a weak ant can sometimes kill a lion and an 
orr 12b 
elephanl:.. Some observations maae by Hazin on war and peace 
are amazingly modern in outlook, ij'or instance^ he points out 
that waging a war is aimed at providing comfort and relief to 
the world. It is not based on enmity against the people. War 
is justitied only as a reformative measure. It can be compared 
to an operation or amputation of any part of oody when it 
oecomes useless or danger ous for the rest of the boay. This, 
according to Hazin, is the pniiosopny oehind all punishments and 
violent measures, he exhorts the King to serve the larger 
public interests as oest as he can. If he cannot fulfil this 
obligation he should give up his crown and throne. Ruling a 
country, as the poet rightly remarKs, is not an easy job, Ix. 
is full of hard work, risks, adventures and ceaseless etforts. 
In this connection Hazin narrates an anecdote by way of illustra-
tion which is as tollowsj 
Once, -^ Abbfts, the Great, the emperor of Iran, was passing 
through the country-side to crush some rebellion. He was lit 
the head of a large army fully equipped and in battle array. 
Suddenly, his eyes tell upon a farmer who was sleeping under 
the sbade of a tree, being awakened by the tumultuous noise 
of the army the tarmer was immediately on nis teet and paid 
respects to the king and prayed tor his long life and prosperity. 
Being pleased joy this ioehaviour ^ADhas the Great summoned the 
farmer berore nim and tolo him rhat he felt envious of his 
peace and comfort, Tne king informeu the farmer that the latter 
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was more^.fortunate as he enjoyed a carefree life while 
emperor Abbas himself felt that he was over-burdened with all 
kinds of worries and unable to steal even a short time for 
rest. The farmer replied that my comfort and peacefulness are 
a result of the emperor's care and vigilence. He should not, 
therefore/ be sorry for his troublesome life as it is aimed 
at providing prosperity to the mankind and hence he shall be 
rewarded for this in the life hereafter, 
a,' 
The 'mathnawi' comes to/close with laudatory verses 
about Iran and Isfahano He compares the world with a shell 
and Iran with a pearl. Its land is blessed by. raining clouds, 
and the dust particles of its wilderness are like pearls. 
Rather, its dust itself is like Jesus Christ who gives new soul 
to the aead body. Every brick of this country has the light of 
faith in it. Great emperors like Farldun, Kaous and Kai Khusro 
hafl adorned its throne and its canals are full of milk instead 
of water. As for Isfahan, the capital of Iran in Hazin'a time^ 
it had enjoyed tremendous reputation in the later middle ages 
and many poets lauded its beauty and spejlndour. It has been 
declared, as the proverb says, 'Isfahan nist Jahanl Another 
poet goes even further in exaggerating its praise in the 
following words: 
1. Spfinp-yi Hhpikh All Hazin, p. 4. 
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The famous poet Hakim Shifai had even composed a full 
•mathnawi' in praise of that city. Three verses of that 
•mathnawi* are quoted here: 
Hazin was perhaps a greater lover of Isfahan than other 
poets^more specially so because circumstances of his life had 
forced him to leave his native town and live in forced exile 
outside his motherland. He joins these poets in paying tributes 
to his home town in a moving and pathetic language. According 
to him Isfahan occupies the same place in world as the human 
heart in the body. Its land is paradise and its smell 
exhilarating, Alexandar and Khidhr would not have turned 
towards the elixir of life 'AD-i-Hayat', had they tasted the 
water of Isfahan, Sitting thousands of miles away from his dear 
country, Hazin visualises the flowers, trees like 'chunar' and 
' shainshadj its fruits and water ways, f"^d c>ecomes ecstatic and 
lavishes praises on them. Of special importance is his reference 
to the wisdom and learning of the Iranian scholars and men of 
letters whom he aeciares to be the kings of the v;hole wortd. 
The concluding poem of the 'mathnawi' is composed on the 
1 Snfina-yi ahaikh 'Ali Hazin, p. 4. 
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advantages of silence, Hazm deems it proper to keep silent 
if one nas not got the talent of speech or oratory. The second 
point to which he draws our attention is that even though one 
is a good poet and does not have the right audience and proper 
atmosphere to respond^one should not recite poetry, Hazin 
himself teels a victim of this situation complaining that the 
world is full of ignorant people and those who had the real 
taste for poetry had passed away. Consequently, he advises 
himself to seal off his lips and not to utter a single word 
of his poetry. His own statement is as follows: 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 8R7 
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' Mathnawi ' Tadhklrat-ul •'Ashlqin.; It is a short 'mathnawi' 
comprising the introduction, N'at, Manqibat, an allegory and 
concluding verses. The best and the longest part of the 
'mathnawi' is introduction. It has been composed after the 
manner of Nizami with repeated addresses to the cup-bearer or 
'saqil From the poetic point of view, the introduction is 
really superb, Hazin soars high to catch the lyrical spirit 
ana the romantic style tor which Nizami is tamous. Feeling 
depressed and down-trodden in the real lite, Hazin escapes into 
the worla of imagination and conjures up a fantastic assemoly of 
musicJan and cup bearer. He invokes their spirit to relieve 
him from the worlaly sufferings by the power of music and wine. 
He yearns tor that company in order to get rid of both the 
worlds. His sole object is to get the union of his belovea and 
also to make up for wnatever loss ne has sutfered in the past. 
The poem has definitely a mystical overtone as the poet 
admits his disillusionment with both the mosque ana the iaol-house. 
In other words, he is rejecting the conventional religion and 
yet he wants to nold tast to the true religion which can lead 
to the Belovea without the involvement of the Shaikh and 
idranman. He openly declares: 
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Making himselt still more clear, he abks the musician 
to strike one oi two sutistic notes and help him to get out of 
the first person and the second person 'man-o-tul The spirit 
of singing^ dancing and drinking so well-expressed in lyrical 
verses of this poem transforms it into transcendental love 
almost overlapping with the philosophy of 'Wahdat-ul VJujudl 
The following couplets deserve v/ell to be cited as iJ lustration 
of Hazin's poetic attitude: 
a.-
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.891 
2 Ibid. p.892 
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In fact this poem retlects the deeper strands of the 
poet's personality and reveals the conflicting urges of a 
colourful life on the one hand and the disappointment and 
sufferings which Hazin experienced in the course of his 
struggle tor such life, on the other. He gives a beautiful 
description of the spring season with its flowers and nightingales, 
the musical and poetic sittings of young age which have become 
a nostalgia in his declining years of exile. He, theretore, 
ardently requests the musician and the cup bearer to give him 
back the same entertainment and hot le'ave him in the^grip of 
the present day life which is depressing and griet-sticken. 
This unhappy experience leads him to revolt both against 
religion and atheism. He wants to drown his miseries in wine 
and poetry as life has become not only meaningless but full of 
torture. Addressing the cup-bearer, he aeclares in the 
concluding versesj 
/' 
1 KulliYdt-i-Hazin p,893' 
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There is nothing of special significance in the 
following poems of 'Hamd', •N'at' and 'Manqii^ at' as the 
poet repeats the same ideas as expressed in the earlier poems 
on the same subject. An allegorical poem following the 
'manqibat* Is worth mentioning as this device was not very 
common in oriental poetry although many stories both in prose 
and poetry may be interpreted as allegory in general terms. 
In English literature, allegory has oeen given an independent 
status and has become much popular-because-of-Jono^-Banyan* s -
allegory 'The Pilgrims Progress! Hazin's allegorical story, in 
sharp contrast to his English counterpart, is not tense and 
religious m nature. On the contrary, it is practical, 
realistic and worldly wise. The allegorical story goes like 
this, 
A goat owned dy a farmer once managed to escape and 
went up on the terrace of nis house. The animal was moving 
on the roof from one side to the other and looKing dov;n on the 
street below. Incidentally, a wolf was passing that way. It 
looked up at the goat with a greeding smile. Feeling itself 
safe and secure on the roof, the goat started taunting and 
aDusing the wo.lf^  The wolf felt great insult and remarked 
thus, '0 insolent fellow your rudeness and hurtful attitude 
is not from your tongue. Actually the terrace of this house 
is responsible for your abusing language and insulting 
oehaviour1 
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Hazin then observes that conditions similar to this 
story are prevailing in the present times. Lots of monkeys 
and goats and other animals are raising their heads from all 
sides and making life a hell tor the high-porn and the well 
bred. How long can one stand such provocations and live 
in sheer humiliation.-' 
FRAGMENTS 
The last part of the 'Kulliyat' comprises fragments on 
ditferent themes related to the poet's life, borne of them are 
of didactic nature while others have been written in condem-
nation of India and its people. The first two fragments^ 
as usual, are dedicated to the praise of the Prophet and the 
fourth Calipho The poetry written under this caption is 
important and helpful in understanding Hazin's nature and the 
circumstances in which he passed the latter part of his life 
m India, They give a wealth of information regarding many 
events of his life and the literary controversies in which the 
poet was invoived. Of special interest in this connection is 
a fragment written as an apology, Tnis seems to have oeen 
written in the context of a controversy which was goii^ g on 
oetween Hazin and the famous Indian scholar, Sirajuddin •'All 
Khan oetter known as 'Khan-i-Ar^zui It had started as a 
result of Hazin's derogatory remarxs aJDout Bedil's poetry. 
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Hazin is reported to have remarked that beail's 'ghazal ' 
is a riadle for an average Iranian and if it is recxted in 
Israhan it will only provoke laughter among the audience, 
NOW Beclil was a great poet, indeed greater than Hazin and 
was hela in high esteem in India and in Afghanistan_where he ^. 
had stayea for sometime with his friend Nawab tihukrullah 
Khan. Indian scholars took it as an insult not only for Beail 
out for all the Indo-Persian poers, Khan-i-Arzu spearheaded 
this resentment and wrote article exposing many verses of 
Hazin which were gramatically wrong and a repetition of what 
other poets had composed. Hazin found himself caught in a 
trap because Khan~i-Arzu had quoted specific examples to prove 
his point of view, Hazin had no way out but to write this 
fragment to clarify his position. While admitting the 
repe tition of theme, he points out that after all he is a 
great poet and above such shortcomings as have been levelled 
against him. He expects the people to take into consideration 
his outstanding contribution to poetry and brush aside such 
minor errors as it js part of human nature. He then gives a 
lengthy discourse in poetry on his poetic ei^cellence and declares 
that hadmy critics experienced my painful creative process 
and were aware of its subtle nature they would never have 
objectea to my shortcomings. Here are some of his versesi 
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^^^A, iS/ -^  J 1/^  ^  
^ 
1. (J^^,J ^^/^^(Jl/^U-
./U-I-* 
- > ^ j>>/y o^U(jjy^' 
J 
iinziii i:- ve ry fond of exnlcbitinfi the v i r t u e s of h i s 
oral p o e t r y . V/liile pdinittinf^ i t to be tlie common wenlmeSvS of 
most of the noets who hpvo -^lorifjcd themselves , Ifnzjn 
•snne-~rs to s u f f e r i'rom t h i s v^enlmess more thnn o t h e r p o e t s . 
Tn nrpi;riu'- h i s poetry , he does no t rnnintnin P sense of pro-
p o r t i o n raul whpt i s worse i s t hn t he pr^-^ises h imse l f pnd h i s 
')ootrv MI, tj](^  CO!', (, oC o t h e r s . V/e h;!ve r l r e n d y Aivcn sono SDPcin-
rnen of Vnis 'cind of rioetry e s r l i e r in order to m^ove o)ir 
'^oint of view, i lere , the rrr;"ppr}ts under review nre very s t p r i n f 
1 . TPalLJypt-i l ipzin, p. 907. 
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example of self-praise. Some of the fragments have laeen 
written just for the sake of self-praise and nothing more. 
They are lengthy poems exaggerating the merits of his poetry 
upto a point when one feelfe loosing his patience. If there 
is any diversion -from this praise it is for condemning the 
general reading public including nis fellow poets also. I 
qfuote here two tull fragments to prove this allegation: 
s ** 
m 
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^x^Jc/h^^^^^/:" '^ V -^^ 'trc^ /fc>^>! 
"' jlpS^ly^Jj CJ^ -^^ Li> 
2 
1 
OU:>^J 
y . / . . \s> / ^ A ^ / ^ 
• •<•• 
^<y^y O^/^ 
/ 
L. I ' l i l l i y ' t - i llfiv-in, p . 909. 
'^. Tbid p . 909. 
i:\s 
Another teature of these tragments is the pathetic 
note giving expression to Hazin's grief-stiOcen life and 
nis ftome-sickness. This trend can oe noticed m almost the 
whole of his poetic output. The tragment written in reply 
to the invitation of bhah Tahma'sp II as well as the beautiful 
tragment composea as an elegy on his ~f ather • s" Tleath~"may be "^ 
taken to be the offshoot of the same tendency. One can only 
praise the noble and gentle feelings which Hazin has expressed 
m nis poecry regarding his motherland, his family and the 
Iranian people at large, Vie are moved by the extreme love of 
all that was Iranian and the poet 's yearning for the soil of 
his motherland, its birds and tlowers fauna and flora and its 
ancient culture. It is unfortunate that patriotism today has 
become a political concept dividing mankind into hostile if not 
warring groups. As a matter of fact, most of the vices of modern 
political system can be traced to this distorted concept of 
patriotism. It is in this context that Hazin's patriotism, 
pure, simple and innocent assumes great significance for us. 
If one can be a patriot like Hazin, many dangers looming large 
on our world and threatening its annihilation can be dispellea. 
But while having such esteemea patriotism, Hazin is not free 
from certain blemishes and shortcomings. He seems to be 
stronger in condemning other countries and peoples than loving 
and praising his own country and people and of course extolling 
his own virtues as a scholar. I'he following verses ao not 
i:^9 
elevate Hazin in our estimate despite his high-sounding 
claims for himself. They appear ludicrous to a serious-minded 
readers 
Hazin* however haa a great respect tor learning and 
scholarship which is oorne out by the fragments written on pen 
and wisaom or 'Hikmat'. h^ was equally respectful to poets and 
writers but condemned such poets wno borrowed their themes 
from others. We have an interesting fragment on page 913 of 
the Kulliyat in which he has comparea such poets to those 
hens who hatch the eggs of the aucks, buiDsequently, the 
chickens coming out of the eggs leave the mother-hen and go 
into the v/ater to swim with the ducxs. The hen is left only 
with the crackeu shells of the eggs. 
1 Kuiliyat-i Hazin p.917 
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C H A P T E R - IV 
HAZIN AS A 'GHAZAL'-WRITER 
While commenting on !|azin*jg ^ ghazal one feels that 
this beautiful genre of poetry has failed to give fuller 
expression to the poet's emotions and feelings. It appears 
as If the intensity of feeling, although on the bursting 
point, could only communicate a faint vibration through its 
couplets. One such couplet quoted below is significant as 
it sums up this comment* 
This suppression may be largely due to the poetic trend 
that was prevailing during Hazln's time. It has been 
mentioned earlier that Hazin was a product of a period when 
*sabk-i-Hindi' (Indian style of Persian) not only in India 
but in Iran also. It was an artificial style which laid 
more enphasis on rhetorical devices and ornamentation rather 
than heart-felt experiences and emotions. In an atmosphere 
so surcharged with artificiality, the poet like Hazin had 
to sail up the current. The result was that he felt tired 
and exhausted. Hazin can be compared with Qray,, the English 
poet of the eighteenth centxiry,who wanted to write romantic 
1 KulliySt-i Hazin p.313 
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poetry at a time when classicism was approved by all. 
In his effort for expression he received a setback and as 
Mathew Arnold has rightly observed, could never speak out. 
Hazin was undergoing a similar expeuience in India which is 
evident from the couplet mentioned above. When we take 
into consideration Hazin's life, his learning and his 
high-mindedness we feel that he attempted to make bis 
poetry a medium of self-expression and not justaraean' of 
recreation and enjoyment. Pew poets could have read so many 
books and enjoyed the company of so many learned scholars 
as gazin did. This had made him a serious-minded thinker 
inclined towards moral and religious philosophies._ Moreover, 
he was suffering from the feeling of home-sickness. The 
last thirty-four years of his life were spent in India whose 
people and climate were not very conducive to him. He 
passed his life in worrying and grianbling. H© lived like 
a bird in cage who was looking out to get freedom any mcanent 
and this state of affairs continued till he breathed his 
last. He made an unsuccessful attempt to reach home but 
could not go beyond Lahore because of the bad waather 
conditions and insecurity of the Journey. The following 
couplet gives a pathetic description of his state of raindt 
I Kulliyat-i Hazin p.454 
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In prose also he has expressed similar feelings. Writing in 
his autobiography, he makes the following observationi 
This feeling of loneliness as well as home-sickness 
is of basic importance in Haasin's 'ghazal*. Time is supposed 
to be a great healer but in Hazin's case it was Just the 
reverse. With the passage of time the poet*s pessimism went 
on increasing and ultimately, it turned into a hatred against 
India and anything belonging to India. There is no dearth of 
suchverses in his 'Kulliyat* which express his longing for Iran 
and Isfahan as well as his repulsion against India. Some 
couplets are quoted here by way of evidencei 
1 Kulliyat-i Kazin p.143 
2 Ibid p.313 " 
3 Ibid p,536 
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Hasin had a tormented soul which demanded full expression 
but the poetic trend of that time did not permit freedom of 
expression and recommended only traditional and formal type 
of poetry. Composition of 'ghaaal' was supposed to be a 
highly sophisticated art in which the poets displayed their 
craftsmanship and novelty of ideas. This excerclse was 
highly appreciated and commended at that time. It has been 
associated with the 'school of Fughani', the famous fifteenth 
century Persian poet. Hazln himself alludes to this: 
As a consequence Hazin's 'ghazal* had to entertain many 
traditional ideas which had no relationship with real feelings. 
It exhibits exngc'oi-pfAoii, unrestrained flights of imagination, 
allegorical devices, alliterations and several other rhetorical 
performances. Some couplets are quoted below: 
Rhetorical devices (Mixa'tun-Nazir) 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p,489 
2 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.415 
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! r i . 
2 C^p\y''j\^j>Vop'0\> 
r'ub~li"-hy 
3, jJ\^\}o^^'^^WjA/, 
' r ' ' " r . i A f r i n i ' 
\ 4 
If ^ 
t^>'''d>;0!i'iJ)v^; 
OT I'-^ .^p^cJ^ y^^Cf^J} 
/ 
p;»!y00yr'/OU^''^l>*C5a; 
-'fy ^j>o^^ic^boh;:X'}A 
1 . M i l l i y - t - l ^•^'^in, n . 5 9 9 . 5 . "''•ill ' y ? t - i Mn'^in, TH-) .38O--8I 
? . Thid n . 356"* 6 . Tbid p . ^ PO 
3 . TMd p . 472 7 . J hid p . 430 
4 . ^h id m. ^56 8 . TM d p . 4^^ 
14u 
Cruelty of the beloved; 
Word PIayI 
Generally speaking the above-mentioned couplets 
represent the overall style of Hazln's 'ghazalj /^parently 
this style seems to be the same as was prevalent among the 
Persian poets of the Mughal period. But this is not the 
whole tnuth. Hazin's 'ghazal*, if studied in depth, reveals 
certain original and thought-provoking qualities. His real 
poetry can be identified in such couplets. It bears the 
essence of his poetic experiences and inner feelings of his 
heart. Such verses, though less in number, than the 
traditional verses, nevertheless, enhance the value of 
Hazin's poetry and make him immortal. They prove the fact 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 
2 Ibid p. 389 
3 Ibid B 337 
4 Ibid p. 472 
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that despite unhealthy and arltificial trends of his time, 
Hazin was able to keep the emotional spark alive. His 
ultimate worth as a poet and his artistic temperament shall 
have to be determined with .. reference to this short but 
pov;erful output. There must be a large number of such 
poets in Persian as well as in other languages who are buried 
under a big mass of traditional and stereotyped poetry. 
This mass of poetry has over-shadowed their qualitative 
contribution which can only be brought to light by a careful 
selection. 
The first notable feature of Hazin's poetry is its 
lyrical quality. Rising above the existing artificial trends, 
it reaches new heights reminiscent of Hafiz, Rural and Sinai, 
Hazin was a learned scholar and a genuine poet. He had 
studied thocroughly the poets of the golden period of the 
Persian poetry and had imbibed their richness end variety. 
Many verses of Hazin can be quoted to prove this, Hazin seems 
to be specially influenced by Hafiz and RGni, The latter 
poet is well known because of his famed 'raathnawil Yet his 
•ghazal' is also considered to be of high quality. The 
collection of his 'ghazals* known as 'Diwan-e-Shams Tabriz' 
is regarded as one of the finest collections of Persian 
•ghazalsS Ruml's importance as a 'ghazal'-writer can be 
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1 
ascertained from the following story. It Is said that 
once the prince of Shlraz asked Ss&l to recommend the best 
Persian 'ghazal' for him to read. S'adl., the father of 
Persian•ghazal• chose one from 'Dfwan-i Shams Tabrlzl There 
is no doubt that in addition to the thought content and 
intell ectual insight Rami's 'ghazal* displays a special kind 
of ecstacy and lyricism. This ecstacy and lyricism reappear 
in Hafiz vjith a heightened intensity. Hazin's 'ghazal' 
frequently reflects this quality. Moreover, there are couplets 
in which Hazin has mentioned Riini again and again as his 
mentor. Relevant couplets are quoted belowi 
1 Browne, E.G., Literary History of Persia Vol.II p. 523 
2 Kulliyat-i Hazin p.465 
3 Ibid p.445 
4 Ibid p.471 
5 Ibid p.508 
6 Ibid p.534 
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Similarly, Hazin has imitated many *gha2al5*of Haflz 
and referred to his name repeatedly. There is a famous 
'ghazal* of Haflz beginning with the following coupleti 
Hazin, while writing his own 'ghazal' in the same rhyme and 
metre has paid tribute to Haflz in the last couplet which is 
as follows: 
In another 'ghazal* Haflz comes agalni 
In yet another 'ghazal* he has not only imitated 
Haflz but also included one of his lines in the 'raaqt'a' 
which is as followst 
1 Diwan~4 Haflz p,183 
2 Kulliyat-1 Hazin p.413 
3 Ibid p.517 
4 Ibid p. 579 
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There are many 'ghaaais'of Hafia and Hassin having 
ccanmon schemes of rhyme and refrain. Only the opening 
couplets of both are given below to avoid unnecessary details* 
J23W 
6- j:7y^^i:>d^j^V'^(y' ^ ^vPfev^^^^rj^ 
1 Diwan-l HSfiz p,201 
2 Ibid p.148 
3 Ibid p.134 
4 Kulliyat-i Hazin p,461 
5 Ibid p.470 
6 Ibid D.49S 
J 50 
^. 
9. 
"U.-r 1 
7. a^/y<^//^/y^;7/i^^ 3. crf^is^ij^ijy'itj^:)^> 
(^utilcih.Cf-^cs,; dfu./>^y;/^d^..y. 
(y u.\^i(S\^Jii'hpj if. (f.L^\i^^jhJj->^^c/S 
Hazin respectfully mentions the names of many great 
masters of Persian poetry which shows that he had studied the 
classics and had assimrallated the spirit of eminent Persian 
poets. While writing a 'ghazal* in Imitation of Iraqi's 
famous 'ghazal' Hazin acknovledges his Influence modestly 
and open heartedlyi 
1 Diwan-i gSflz p, 135 
2 Ibid p,254 
3 Ibid p* 281 
4 Ibid p. 313 
5 KulUyat-1 Hazin p.500 
6 Ibid p, 506" 
7 Ibid p.526 
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Thfe great Sufi poet Sinai was also a favourite of 
Hftzin arid has found place in the latter*s references. 
One e^ aiAple is given belowi 
Hazin's melodious style, lyrical expressions and 
> 
ecstatic outbursts are reminiscent of the great masters of 
'ghazaK whose influence he has imbibed. A few *ghazals' and 
some scattered verses are quoted below by way of illustrations 
6 j>yj> O/^jiu (jij j9jU^j\<cyy 
l/ti^:>^^ifl/j.lj>^y^^Gi^J 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin p. 437 
2 Ibid pp. 259 - 60 
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Who will not feel the simplicity and emotional 
fervour of Hafiz and other earlier masters in the above-quoted 
•ghazall It would be unfair to attribute it to the artificial 
school of Pughani. 
One more 'ghazal' notable for its originality and 
sharpness is given for the reader to judge by himselft 
I 
The above-quoted *gha2al* is conspicuous for its 
personal touch and individualised expEFience, The love 
affair which has been described in successive verses is by 
no means a traditional matter, it is something real and 
factual which has happened in the life of the poel:." This 
continuity of theme and description of factual love was not 
1 Kulliyat-1 Hazin pp, 422 - 23 
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in practice in Hassin's time. The poets of that time 
usually expressed poetic ideas which were collectively 
approved and appreciated. This »ghazai; therefore, represents 
a ranantic subjectivity in an age which was used to classical 
poetry. It proves further that Hazin was not an artificial 
lover like Nasir •'Ali, Wariif and Qatll but that he had 
experienced real love and had tasted both the pangs of 
separation as well as the Joy of the union. That he had a 
confidence in his personality as a lover is well-illustrated 
in the following coiipletj 
Side by side with this full-blooded love and its 
seriousness and intensity there is an element of wit and 
htimour also which makes his poetry all the more impressive. 
If Hazin had been just an epicurean type of man and a slave 
of passion, his wit and humour would not have appeared so 
impressive, Hazin was a serious-minded scholar, a staunch 
follower of his religion and a man who had suffered a lot 
during his life time. It is in this background that we cannot 
help praising his amazing capacity of wit and htimour. Two 
couplets are given below in illustration of this qualltyi 
5- ^:^^^'/>j>^i^^/^(^ M"! cfuj/^;' iki;(}')/cfc^ 
X Kulliyat-i Hazin p 430 
2 Ibid p.571 
3 Ibid p. 382 
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A highly learned man like Hazin, generally becomes 
dry in temperament and remains serious because he understands 
the ultimate end of human life and its mortal natxire. He 
starts thinking in terms of human destiny in this short-lived 
world and becomes a victim of philosophical speculation. 
Vihether a scholar or a Sufi or a poet^the more he thinks on 
such matters the greater is the damaging effect of it on the 
mind and body. That is what the great Rural tells ust 
In such state of mind^man becomes totally unable to 
enjoy life or appreciate wit and humour. If poets, their 
writings become surcharged with high seriousness, A number 
of poets like Milton, Wordsworth, Ruml, 'Attar and Jami can 
be cited in example. They remained high but tense in their 
poetry. Still, higher and more lovable have been such poets 
who were both serious-minded and capable of making witty and 
humourous observations. They not only depicted life as a 
tragedy but also saw its comic aspect and hence were able to 
laugh at their own misfortunes and sufferings. Shakespeare, 
Hafiz and Ghalib come under this category. 
In Shakespeare we find comtc characters like Fals^ -taf 
side by side with Hamlet and Brutus, the great tiragic heroes. 
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Hafiz despite his Sufi-ism and deeply contemplative mind 
retains a sense of wit and hianour. An specimen is given 
as under1 
Ghalib's sense of humour even goes beyond normal limits 
to maXe fun of the Shai^ sb and other clergymen i 
To be frank, liazin's witP and humour is more refined 
and siibdued as compared to that of Ohallb. He exercises 
restraint in his humourous remafeks and instead of laughing 
at his objects he keeps content with just a meaningful smile. 
This only shows his fine taste and cultivated mannerism, when 
we look at the sufferings and the tragic events of Hazin's 
life, his wit and humour which never lacks a sense of 
proportions, shoots forth like a meteor in darkness. This 
leads us to another aspect of gazin's personality and also 
character. He never gave too much importance, atleast in the 
realm of poetry, to his personal misfortunes and grief. Had 
there been any other person in his place he would have perhaps 
not been able to surtive the vissititudes and misfortunes 
for such a long time. He was a high-minded person who could 
1 Diwan»i HSfiz p. 483 
2 Kulliyat-i d&ialib p. 45 
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rise above personal sufferings and transform them Into a 
broad and universal outlook. Instead of worrying over his 
own private afftlra, he shared the sufferiiigs of the whole 
raankindo The following couplet is a clear testimony to 
this factI 
/, ^y.c//y/;j/r^^c;i/V^ X^c/7c/'^ 6'^ ^^<:.3^> 
LiKQ all noble persons, Haain was always prepared to 
suffer and sacrifice for others but himself never expected 
outside help from any person except the Almighty God, His 
own xirge to serve others v/aa the result of his unique way of 
perception. To him the world and its people appeared to be 
innocent like ang©ls and,therefore, entitled to sympathy. 
But when Hazin was himself in trouble which needed other 
peoples* help and sympathy the whole world appeared to him to 
he a wildness and its inhabitants of no use, H© bad experienced 
great hardships aijd suffered a lot at the hands of selfish 
people but it could not diminish his generosity and sympathetic 
nature. He was always prepared to extend a helping hand to 
those who needed it without expecting any reward or recognition 
for it. The following couplet depicts very well this saintly 
attitude of our poeti 
X Kulliyat-i Hazin p» 421 
2 Kulliyat-i liaBin p. 403 
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The iclen boliind tJilR counlet i s in shprp con t r a s t to 
the trpGLtioiipl poetry of Hazin';; time which wps mostly an 
exerc ise in r h e t o r i c s with nothing; ser ious to comjnunicate. 
'' 'his cnunlPt expresses n great personal experience of a noble 
sou l . I t also revea ls n unique tTnit in liuman psychology v/hich 
app l ies to lapny people. We come across many verses in Hazin's 
noetry vhich r e f l e c t very de l i ca te and sens i t ive experiences 
of l i f e . Such versos e s t a b l i s h th'-^t I lazin 's poei^ry, far from 
hejng a r t i f i c i - ^ l , h'-is a s t rong r e l a t i o n s h i p with the r e a l 
l i f e . I t would he unfair to say that Ilazin did not compose 
verses having a r t i f i c i a l themes but what I am s t rugg l ing to 
e s t a b l i s h i s tlie fac t tha t Hazin has not over-looked or 
ii^nored tlie ser ious and thought-provoking aspect of l i f e . 
His observation has never f a i l ed to record the r e a l experiences 
of p r ac t i c a l l i f e . This q u a l i t y i s found only in g rea t poets., 
Hazin has not infrequent ly produced such verses and has 
t r i e d to keep a balance betv/een the l y r i c a l and thesharply 
i n t e l l e c t u a l poetry. 
The above-quoted verse points out to the fac t tha t 
f a l s e and m.otivated praise i s more damaging than the c r i t i c i sm 
and taunt ing from the enemy because the derogatory remarks 
of an enemy are generally a t t r i bu t ed to h i s malice and are , 
therefore , ignored. But when somebody showers f a l se p ra i ses 
to f l a t t e r somebody e l se , the c reden t i a l s of both of them 
become doubtful . 
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On another occasion, Hazin puts forth a point of view 
which may be taken to be Just the rei?erse of the earlier 
couplet. This only shows the diversity of his obsearvationt 
Here the context has altogether changed as a result 
of which the same thing which he had condemned earlier is 
justified on this occasion. This proves that Hazin never 
followed a set line of thinking but modified it as and when 
the occasion so demanded. We are reminded of the great 
poet Hafiz who had declared! 
And again, the famous Urdu poet Anis warns his reader 
in respect of the same experience which {lazin has expressed, 
Hazin has actually composed the above-mentioned couplet 
keeping in mind the nature and psychology of his own class 
that is the poets who scarcely acknowledge the merit of other 
fellow-poets on account of professional rivalries, Hazin's 
discerning eye does not fail to note this weakness of his 
1 Kulliy5t-i Hazin p, 430 
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own class. He, therefore, reconunenoLs that a poet should 
not forget praising himself because his fellow professionals 
will never give him his due. He thinks that modesty in this 
respect is no less than folly. 
An important aspect of Hazin's 'ghazal' is its 
tolerance and broad mlndedness„ This trend is generally found 
in many Sufi poets because it is the corner stone of 
*tasawwuf{ In Hazin, however, this broad ralndedness emanates 
from his erudition and gentle nature as other 'Sufi* themes 
are not found in abundance in his poetry. By his prolonged 
thinking and contemplation Hazin had reachedthe conclusion 
that gnosticism is not the monopoly of any particular religious 
community. Anybody who devotes himself sincerely and meditates 
continuously can achieve spiritual satisfaction and contentment. 
It is not dependent on any special place of worship or any 
particular way of prayer. He evenly declarest 
Evolving out of centuries old practice and devotion, 
•Sufifflij' has de^ reloped Innumerable themes which have been 
incorporated in the voluminous output of 'Sufi' poets, Hazln 
does not attempt on such stei^ igo typed topics. His poetry 
1 Kulllyit-i Hazin p, 355 
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leads us to spiritual contentment without involving in 
sectarian conflicts. The Indian leader M.K, Gandhi used to 
preach tbat coramunion with God is necessary to get peace of 
mind. But what Icind of God 7 There are different concepts 
of God as given in different scriptures. Again, there is the 
question of adopting some path to reach God, Islam, Christianity, 
Judaism, Budhdhisra and Brahmanism have identified their own 
ways of reaching God which are different fron each other. 
Rather, soraetirr.js they are contradictory to each other. 
Consequently, if a man wants to reach God by treading the path 
of a particular religion he is obsessed by the feeling that 
he might be walking on a path misleading from the point of 
view of the other religion. Many persons are lost and docaned 
in this confusions. That is why Gandhi had emphasised that one 
should adopt the ancestoral religion and worship God fearlessly. 
He will certainly be rewarded with salvation. The famous Urdu 
poet Ghalib had already made a similar observation in his 
famed coupleti 
Needless to say that an unflinching faith and conviction is 
a pre-requisite to this. Shaikh'All Hazin see«s to support 
the same line of thinldng when he declares;} 
1 Ku|liyat-1 Hazin p. 355 
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There is no deatth of such poets who have confined 
their poetry to merely eaqpressing sensuousness of adolescent 
period. Even when they get out*^ it and attain ripe age they 
continue to write about wine, nicfhtingales and feminine charm. 
The following couplet of Shaikh S'adl applies well on these 
poets I 
There is no do\ibt that such poets do write SC»B@ good 
poetry which is based on their personal experience of young 
age but when they cross this period and still go on writing 
about matters which they no more experience they become 
artificial, stale and hackneyed. Their poetry becomes out of 
date and turns into an exercise in rhetorics. What distinguishes 
a great poet from these mediocres is that with the passage 
of time and advancing age they gain on the side of intellectual 
development. That is what Mir Ania tells us in the following 
couplett 
This change in mental outlook brings about an insight 
which is dt once spiritual and mundane. This insight is of 
far greater value than the urges of flesh and blood pertaining 
to the period of immaturity, Hazin too, like all other 
great poets transcends the limitations of immature thinking 
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and sets before himself a high ideal of poetxy. The 
following couplet indicates this changei 
y 
In Hazin's poetry the concept of love •Ishq-i-raajazi» 
itself is quite high. He does not adopt cheap methods to 
achieve the union of his beloved. Rather, he is prepared 
glady to suffer all the hardships which come in his path. 
That is why Hafia had declared long before Hazini 
Sjike a valiant lover Fjazin can go through all the 
ordeals for the sake of his beloved without the slightest 
hesitation. Indeed, he feels pleasure in such ordeals. One 
entire 'ghazal' of Hazln reflects this attitude and is soaked 
in the ecstacy of lovet 
He regards love and worldly life to be two different things 
©pposed to each other and recommends t'.^e sacrifice of the 
1 Kulliyat-ilfazinaei P. 
2 Ibid p . 600 
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latter to achieve the formeri 
The frenzy of lova does not remain confined to the 
traditional love of the nightingale or the moth but is of much 
higher intensity and appears to be burning like a flamei 
The burning passion for the beloved, according to 
Haaln, can give eternal life to the lover. The fire of love 
is comparable to the elixir of llfei 
5- (i/^j^<^'-'if^^,rc-^c oyiiy'u^e^^Jjfci^ycP X ) 
The climax of the situation is that the union of the 
beloved itself becomes & fire for the lover. Being consumed 
in its flames, the lover cries outt 
^. (/^;^l>? cnr-'O^ y'^^urp ^ ^ u^lPJU f/L. 
^j 
But this Is not the whole story, Hazln Is capable of 
deriving physical pleasure also frc»n his love* In one of his 
beautiful 'ghazals* he reminds his bel-^ ved of the good old days 
— • • ' • ' • • I mmmimnmitm mm«m\« mtt% \\ > i» • • P . M M I I I ^ I I I — i i - w i m r • i. n — . . . t i . I N — • M i . m i i • « • • • IIMI • ••• 
1 Kulllyat-i aazln p, 600 
2 Ibid // 
3 Ibid // 
4 Ibid // 
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wjion rhe v/;.?; lir>rr,plf mnd in lovo f i r Kn^.in. Tnstond of 
exnrP'-'ain^- conventional idens phout love ,Hozin has denjcted 
p r o a l i f ' i c i)ict:ui"e of hi,s 1 ovp-rirfrdrR. Thp rpfcrencos 
,^ :lvGn in il,r vorsfj; pre a t ojico fncijupl and fu l l of a e s t h e t i c 
s e n s i b i l i t y and iioetic emotions. IXp i^n reminds h i s "beloved 
of the time when she was madly in love with him and yearned 
_for p fpvnur'T'jle response to her emotions. Love-affair 
however, was not a one-way t r a f i c as ha?,in too f e l t a t t r a c t e d 
to her beauty but exercised r e s t r a i n t . The misfortune which 
' l a t e r on befe l l Ha^.in was, according to him, due to sheer 
bad luck. His mis t ress was not a t f a u l t and she remained 
f a i t hf u 1 t hr ou £^h ou t . 
By reading t h i s ','-',hnzal' we come to another 
'conclurdon that Hrzin was not j u s t a l ove r . His person-^lity 
and aanearance had cer ta in aua l ih ies which a t t r ac t ed the 
beloved - I s o . His poetry ?ind ae s the t i c t a s t e had added 
glamour to i t . This is t e s t i f i e d by h i s another couplet 
meniioned below: 
2 • - ^  - . . y 
1. Sec Vha?:al' on page 13 or t l i is chapter . 
2. Ku l l i ya t - i Hazin p . 430 
(> r" loo 
The reason for this attraction and popularity lies 
in the fact that in addition to being an scholar and a learned 
man he could also be a high spirited and optimistic man. 
This quality sustained him for such a long time in a foreign 
country and alien surroundingsi 
A A^^ IM. oy//^ck^\y ^^^ ld:>u^'C(tj^yyj 
One more •ghazal* is being mentioned on this occasion 
which is notable for its bachchalanian and sensuous naturei 
iy^^jf^(:>SJ^,(:%tf.^9, Cr^ J^ Ci \^/ji(Js fj'^,cS^^1 
0 / 
1 Kulliyat»i Hazin p. 438 
2 Ibid p. 527 
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As mentioned earlier, Haain was at times a high 
spirited man. Basically, however, xve have to admit, despite 
several of his couplets to the contrary, that Hazin was an 
optimistic and forv/ard-looking man.He had tremendous faith in 
a bright future and always hoped for the best. 
Two more couplets of the same 'ghazal' are worth 
mentioning as they can be included in the finest selection of 
Persian poetryi 
j ^ / i^' r-yy (^^j df^ ? ^ / - ( ^ / ^ i ^ e / ^ id^ 
2 yy/l>ij^(^^ul^c^j o1c?y Ay?f^^^cji^^y(^l> ^ > 
One can detect the influence of gafiz in the •ghaaal3» 
of Haain, He too* tike HSfia, believes in deriving utmost 
pleasure of life. He argues that life is short and the 
days at our disposal are numbered* We can either pass this 
time joyfully or make it a hell« This philosophy has a 
psychological truth. Vie all know that one's happiness 
1 KUlliyit-i Ifasin p. 438 
2 Zbld „ 
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does not entirely depend on one's material condition, 
A rich man can be sad and miserable while a poor one can be 
happy. It is mostly a stabjective matter. The glorification 
of wine and the praise of cup-bearer 'saqi* appears in the 
same context in Ha2in*a •ghazall Drinking helps a man to 
overcome the sufferings of life. The beauty and attraction 
of the cup-bearer creates an urge to live on. People gathering 
at the wine shop are sincere and friendly. Priests and ascetics 
who give a show of piety, are at bottom hypocrites. It is much 
better in Hasin'a view to drink than to worship in hypocraey. 
He openly gives his verdict in this connectioni 
/- >/o)?'[/^(^^jiij:^i>\jf!>Lr ^ ^ c^j\Mo\sJj^/y}j. u 
The dimensions of this liberality go much wider taking 
into its orbit religious tolixance, search for truth and 
sincorety of purpose, Belfour's statement, though contestable, 
is nevertheless near the truth. He writest 
*His (Hazin) liberality in religions opinions 
(although he seems sincere in his attachment to the religion 
he professed ) exceeds that of any Musalmin writer with whcan 
I am acquatntedi and Is eminently conspicuous in the praises 
1 Kulllyat-1 Haaln p, 399 
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he bestows on soma learned and amiable Magians whom he met 
within Yezd and other towns of Persia; his tribute of 
approabation was never withheld from any who could justly 
claim it, of whatever sect or nations 
One must, however, be cautious in accepting this verdict. 
Although it is further supported by the view of another famous 
Orientalist Sir William Ousley who saysi 'that of many hundred 
Musalman authors whose work I have perused, he is one of the 
few (Five or perhaps Six) entitled to the epithet 'LibralJ 
I say one should be cautious regarding such sweeping 
remakks because there have appeared among the 'Musalman* 
community not only five or six but hundreds of such authors 
in Persian, Arabic Turkish, Urdu and several other languages 
who were not only more libral tha^n Hazln but they could be 
included among the most libral thinkers and writers belonging 
to all mankind. Confining ourself to only such ^MusalmSns' who 
wrote about India we come across such lismlnaries as for 
instance Alberuni, Amir Khusro, Emperor Babar, Abdl FadI 
Faldl and Ghalib etc* 
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C H A P T E R -V 
HAZIN'S STYLE AND DICTION 
WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO S&BK-I HIKDI 
To determine and evaluate a particular style, be it 
prose or poetry, one has to search for its roots and origins 
decades before it finally emerged forth and took on a definite 
shap© and formal nascm. No doubt there exists a link between 
all the literary styles, from th© olden times to the modern 
age, and we cannot examine any of them in isolation from 
others. Every style is product of the long-toawn process 
of evolution of language and literature and owes its 
existence to innumerable social, cultural, intellectual, 
political and literary change. It would be wrong to imagine 
that any particular style just springs forth all of a sudden 
without having any links whatsoever with the earlier modes 
of expression and thought. 
Cxiriously enough, a number of our literary historians 
and critics, while examining and analysing the comparatively 
new literary phenomenon of "Sabk-i Hindi" have overlooked 
this fundamental of literary criticism. Some confusion 
seems to prevail in their minds regarding the origin of this 
much -maligned still-admired 'Sabk' or style. They tend to 
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think thot t h i s i s a s ty l e which pad.''enly rppred i t s head 
in thelndian si^h-continent durin^^ the s ix teenth century 
end flouriFihed . thr renf tor . Thir i s nctu-^lly not t r u e . 
The Doint which need?' stre&ninf? i s thnt the o r i^ inn tor 
oL" thic 'SPDIC' or s ty lo IE-. ne i ther lfn?;iri, nor Zuhuri, 
nor ?Bidi , nor any other ooet of the sixteejith century 
e i t h e r of India or I r an . I t h 'S older and much more 
reopectahle creden 1;LP1S; for i t s inceijtion can be traced 
hack to the t h i r t e e n t h century ( Eifhth century of Hijra ) 
and to Khusrau's 'd iwan ' , No douht, i t was then hut in a 
rudimentary and undeveloped stage; yet the embryo was 
' there and i t only needed time to ^OVJ up in to a f u l l 
organism. Zayn-ul Mhidin Jlotajnin, expresses the same view 
in the following words: 
1 , Notamin, Zayn-ul >Abidin, Tahaw.oil-i S h e ' r - i Fars i 
pi). 32-33 , 
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A fpw v r r s o s fi'oin Kl^ i^ '^^ 'f^ i^* e '^Cli ly^di'yini^ some Bpeclpl 
rncl wpll-laiown f o p t u r e of ' Sphk-i HirnU' v.dll s u f f i c e to 
prove the ];^oint: 
S i w i l e — with q blpncl of the r e p l rnd the f a n c i f u l : 
Si-iile-— e n t i r o l y -^ nd w i l d l y fF.nciful : 
ovc/^ >^ j ^ ^) ^ > V ro>^ >'^  
Elep;pr.ce of d i c t i o n : 
oimulnted Ppthop: 
1 . Div/pn-i Sljusrau Behlovi , p . 186 
2 . Thid p . 140 
3 . I b i d p . 140 
4 . Ibid p . 140 
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Uiirieloilious '.Vord Gollpcticn; ^ 
Sa ' i b , the gi-ent promo-'-er of ' Sp'bk-i Hindi' ssys 
t h a t the people are ottTactecl to his poetry "because i t re-
minds them of Hafiz: 
^c^y^c/O^^f ^t^.j^. 
After Kliusrau piid Hafiz, poets l i k e Kamcl-i Khujendi 
took up the spme s t r a in and th io general t r a d i t i o n , from 
Rim^le to the ornnte, became the new s t y l e of the poetry 
throughout I ran, espec ia l ly in the Herat Court.' Kamal-i 
K/iujandi says ahout the noA'-elty of thouflit and expression 
ip h i s Doetry: 
1. Dlwan~i KhuFsrau Dehlnvi, p . 13. 
2 . v-ui i iynt- i S; ' ' ih, Tehran, 1^36 Hhamid., p . 603. 
i 
Sijjjii-^rlj , , Amir Shahi ( d . 857 J l l j ra ) Sfiys: 
/ . . 
As i r Gvideni" fi-^ om ""'le nbov<^ exann le s , t h i s p o e t r y i s 
much clc^.er to 'Sp"bk-i Hindi* thnn lo ihP more clr^sr-iical 
s t y l e s so niuch so i h n t sometime"^ we come a c r o s s coumlets 
r ^ f l e c t i n p q l l t he f l ^ r y of ' Spbk - i Ilindj ' nnd reminding' u s 
of S a ' i b and Kalim. For exai iple, a coup le t by M i r •'Ali Sher 
Ilawai i n p r p i s e of Jami i s as f o l l ows ; 
Af^ain, Jami h imse l f says? 
- » - ' . , 
/ 
J^'ji^^^Ur^^OJ'fjT^^O ^ -'^  
3 f . . ' 
A_ 
1 . Di^vpn-i ICaFiil Jami , GMpkbana-j?i P i r o z , 1341, p . 303. 
2 I b i d p . 456. 
j . Tbid r,, 726. 
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The above-quoted verses are fine amalgamation of 
»SeJ3k-l Iraqi* and 'Sabk-l Hindi' 
Jaial's emphaiSis on diction and artistic devices at 
the cost of thought-content made an iwgpact on the following 
generations and led th®a to indttlga in artificial poetry 
of the genre um described as *S«j3k*i Hindi I 
•Sabk-i Hindi* which had already taken root in Iran 
with th® eiraergenca of th© Herat School* established itself 
in India and consequently in neighbouring Persian speaking 
dountries, as the literary vehicle of lOie court poets and 
the pros© writers, Evan while in Iran* *Sabk-i Hindi* 
had embodied a particular way of feeling and a heightened 
imagination* ttoval to Iranian poetry. In India* its con^ ilex 
texture gained new heights, and new metaphors and phrases* 
studded with rhetorical devices were introduced to give 
expression to quaint ideas and exaggerated emotions* 
Every Persian scholar is wall acquainted with the 
traditional style of the old masters of *Qhaasals« like 
Sa*dia It represented the perfection and consummation of 
th© same symphony which RSdakl played so softly and so 
sweetly in his 'Yad^i yar»i Mehrban*. with the eiaergenc® 
of *Sabk-.i Hindi*, t^is soft and dulcet tone of the Persian 
*ihasal» was changed. Its diction becam® mere ornate and 
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i t l o s t the echo of the wist ful yearnings of a lover for h is 
beloved. Instead i t acquired a cer ta in freshness of expression 
nnd a novelty of the mode of p resen ta t ion . The debut of t h i s 
a r t of poet ic ornamentation i s the chief (eiiaracterstics which 
d is t inguished 'Sabk~i h ind i ' from the old s ty l e s and gives the 
most d i s t i n c t i v e qua l i ty to the Persian 'ghaza l ' of tha t period, 
For exainple, Sa 'd i exriresses himself simply and e f fec t ive ly in 
tlip follov/ing couplet : 
§ a ' i b v e r s i f i e s the same idea but , of course,, in a 
d i f f e r e n t s t y l e , in the following couplet: 
Again, a comparison of tiic followinf^ two couplets of 
Hafi?, and Sa ' ib wi l l be of much heln in t h i s respec t : 
1 . Kul l Jya t - i Shaikh Sa 'd i , ^I'ehran, 1338 ahamsi, p . 806 
2. Div;an~i Kolina-A/i ijafif;, Tehran, 1348 yhnmsi, p, 265 
3 . ' a a i i y a t - i Sa ' i b , 'Tehran, 1336 JJiajnsi, n. ?48 
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T'he hrutli of the matter was thpt the ' ghaza l ' -wr i t e r s 
of the period were conscious of the monotony of the sub jec t -
matter of 'ghap'.al'— love and love alone— and t r i e d to 
compensate for i t by the novel ty of t h e i r expression and "by 
makinp- t h e i r , iove s tory d i f f e r from the others in i t s minute 
d e t a i l s . Ideas end events th-dt hpd heen expressed a thousand 
times hefore gained r new chrrm under t h e i r f a n t a e t i c imagi-
n-ition and fanciful Inngua^^e; and tJie ?ve-oid s to ry of love 
acquired a new fresliness to i t , --ps-tlie r^^^at iGve-^poPt of-
3hi raz , Hafiz, remarks in the couplet quoted below: 
This fami l ia r 'Qisna-yi gham-i ' i s h q ' , v^hen expressed 
in n s^-mboiic way with the help of the o r ig ina l and i n t r i c a t e 
r in i i les and metaphors i s t o t a l l y metamorphosed; and as an 
ordinary face looks p re t ty and exci t ing behind a flimsy v e i l , 
s i m i l a r l y an old idea when seen through the magical mist of 
imagination, appears new and s t r i k i n g . In the following 
counlots the same old dish has been served but with a new 
1. Diwan-i IlafiK, C-^lcutta, l-'^ Bl A, I), p . I 3 . 
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dress ing, the ef fec t I s not only palntoble , i t i s d e l i g h t f u l : 
^/oj J) M^yt j^^^ CT-^ -" 
I, • 
- • • • / " 
Be i t an effected and a r t i f i c i a l way of exriression, 
"but the t o t a l effect i s d e f i n i t e l y charismatic and mystifying 
and offers grea ter sa t i a fnc t ion to the highly soohis t ica ted 
i n t e l l e c t of today. At t]ie same time, and even i f we are 
•narticular to the more ornate form of expression, we n t i l l 
have to admit t ha t sometimes t h i s a r t of words does degenerate 
i n to word-play and is, car r ied a b i t too f a r . Unfortunately, 
the followers of 'Sabk-i Hindi ' r)iry t h i s game in every f i e ld , 
whether i t be prose or poetry, a l y r i c or ppincgyi^ic, a moral 
1 . i^'sili haravi , ps ci ted in Dreams Porp-otten, Delhj 
19^4, p . 153.__ 
? . l<'ulliyat-i C'halib, Luclqiov, 1968, n. 51. 
3 . Ibid p . 115. 
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, e x h o r t i c n or on elef:y, a tT lk of i-om'-^nce or h i s t o r i c a l 
'raathnawi'. This zepl fo r p o e t i c n r t Icpven them wi th the 
r e a u l t t hp t Bonetimer i t beco:7ies r i d i c u l n u R l y a r t i f i c i a l 
-»n(i Fiprp i;he whole o fpec t . 
Fot o n l y ' d i d the v c r h a l exnrcn^ncn urvlcr^o a ch-^ng-e 
Hrb t h e r p vv-as a to t - t l tran'=!ror'^a hi on of frhe whole t h o u r h t -
c o n t a n t . "Tihe n i rp t^rs of Ihi.'^i nt.vle vio c found o"f' a lay ing 
\'ih]i fniaini; j loan a" Ealir i h i n - n i p rayg i\) the follovanp; 
c o i i ' i l a t : 
Aa'ain, a coniD'-'riFiO]"; of the follov/inf; c o u p l a t s of 
irallm and S a ' i h v / i l l go a lonf, way in m o v i n g the p o i n t 
"f^urther: . 
1 L iwan- i Kamil Kashani ,1362 Shamai, Tehran,-0.86 
2 I h i d . p . 1 3 1 . 
3 Dlwan-i S a ' i b , ed . /inTr T:ohl, 1345 Sl iarasi ,Tehran,p»447. 
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Th6 rren'ect c o n t r i b u t i o n of 'Sp-lDk-i Hind i ' to P e r s i a n 
' phrzRl* vi^"^ ±h; \. 2'.'• f ollov/orp, r r o ' t ' i?:hnznl.'_-\'/r.it^rs lijce^ 
dp' b , K-^li-'^, '"'^fiil, pini GlinMb, frf ^^ J i'ho 'i"-ha7Pl' fro-^ i t r 
customary Rliackles of love ,"nd ^^rvr- i t (--ncirply new d imens ions . 
From tlK^ time of I'Lulr'^ri to tbo r.^ '-o of S ' M b , ' r h o z n l ' wrr, 
e s p f n t i n l l y not mere than a l y r i c —a love-sonf; exrirf^sping 
the lonnli]5^ oi t he l o v e r for tlie holovedj the i n d i f f e r e n c e of 
l i s loved-onr to\vards him and the mnrvol lous beauty of h i s 
d a r l i n . c . S a ' d i t r i o ' i to broaden the hor izon by includinf^ moral 
themes in the t o n i c s . Hafi?- f u r t h e r imnroved unon i t anci m.ade 
' ^diazal' vn e x n r c s r i o n of S u f i r t i c * and mys t i c t h o u g h t s . 
"'iut i t was ' yabk- i Hind i ' v/hich r^-'ve a new dimension to 
' H n z a l ' by wide]]' n"' i t s soone to embrace such o b j e c t i v e s and 
n h i l o p o ^ h i c r l tliemea MR piiof'tioism, d i d a c t i c s , s o c i a l t -^r ture 
ol' hu'T'n l i l ' e o i c . In t h i s son:;e, ' ,'"''hazrils' oi" i:his noriod 
\u C't'ie an Lim Lti'd in Dieii* i'an.''c anti v ^ r i e t y foi ' they n e a r l y 
'touched a l l a s p e c t s of human o roo r ionc rp , from those which a '^e 
'^oat narr-ov/Ly iivii v^'^u'll io timr-e 'vh ah involve l;he b r o a d e s t 
ini;'"^rpr;ta of I'lie wholo lium-ni i t;y. 'TriO fol I owinf^ c o u p l e r s of 
K'^lin and S a ' i b nay r-ptly be ec'duca ' in ev idence : 
1 r u l l i y * t - i S " ' i b , Tehran,133(^ Shamsi, p . 1 0 4 . 
2 J i w " n - i b a ' i h , ed . Amir Ivohi, 1345 ahamsi, Tehran, n . i g i 
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CXl 'r^JGh^ 6y iT Ji S-^^^ 
For a Tiroper under?fcnndinf oiT IJnzin's s ty le and d ic t ion 
in poetry i t ia imnortant to keep in rnind t h i s l i t e r s x y 
bnckpround and a lso to nake i t s h i p t o r i c a l survey. Broadly 
si-ionking, we can f ix the f i f t e en th century of the GhrixStian 
Era as a l i n e of demarcation for the l i t e r a r y background of 
Hazin 's poetry. This period in general ly regarded as a period! 
of 'Sehk-i Hindi ' in Persian poetry and i f v/e t r ace the or ig in 
and devnlopment of t h i s general s ty le we sha l l have to take a 
s t n r t from t h i s rjoint in h i s t o r y . 'Sabk-i Hindi ' , of v/hich 
Harin was a tyjiical noet, has somGtlmea boon mis-understood to 
s1-nd for the whole of the Persian Tioeiry •nroduced in India , 
Tuts would be a vTong nsaumntlon. In broad terius, Pers ian 
noetry has been divided in to throe main s ty l e s v,'hich are more 
h I s t o r J c a l .thrm geoPT' nhical in nn l:ure. In other wordr-, they 
'H •-' the nroduct of a special time in }iistory although they might 
liavc been re la tod to some geo'raoirJ cal areas also, . To begin 
with then, the f i r s t s ty le of Persian noetry has been named as 
' S ibk-i Khurasani' because ifc was pract iced at the beginning of 
1 . Diwan-i Knlim, Chan Arf^liang, 1362 aiiamsi, p . l 8 l 
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the Persian poetry which originated and spread in Khurasan, 
that is, the present-day Afghanistan and Oentral Asia, 
Later on, the centre of Persian poetry shifted to Central and 
Southern Iran as a result of the Mongol onslaught. Great 
poets like S'adi and KSfiz flourished during this period. 
Hence, the style of Persian poetry at that time came to be 
regarded as Sabk-i-Shirazi or Sabk-i-lraqi, We can also call 
it Sabk~i-Irani as it emanated from Shiraz and the adjoining 
areas which formed the heart-land of Iran, But the historical 
process is never static or confined to a particular place. 
Towards the beginning of the Sixteenth centxiry, the centre of 
Persian poetry once again shifted, this time, to India, Persian 
poetry written thereafter came to be termed as 'Sabk-i-Hindil 
With the advent of the Mughal rule, Persian poetry received a 
great impetus and a large number of poets, writers and scholars 
migrated from Iran to India resulting actually in a dearth 
of Persian wtiters in Iran and other Persian speaking countries. 
Malikush-SHusura Bahar, an eminent Persian authority of modern 
times testifies to this fact. Writing in his book Sabk Shinasi 
he declares that Delhi and Agra in India had become greater 
centres of Persian poetry and places of patronage for it than 
even Isfahan and Shiraz, 
1 Malikush Sh«i/ara Bahar, Sabk Shinasi, Vol.Ill,- p,257. 
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It follov/s from the above discussion that Sabk-i«Hindi 
cannot exclusively be attributed to the whole of Ind(b-Persian 
poetry because this poetry had begun as early as the eleventh 
century in India and the earliest poets such as, Abul Faraj-i-
Runi and Mas'ud S'ad-i-Salinan wrote in a simple style quite 
different from £.abk~i-Hindi, Moreover, during the Mughal period 
v;hich forms the background of Hazin's poetry Sabk-i-Hlndi was 
not only practised in India but was in full Swing in almost 
all the Persian speaking countries. This is established by Abul 
Fadl who gives a long list of immigrant poets from Iran and 
Khurasan all of whom wrote in the popular style termed as 
Sabk-i-Hindi. This position continued till the time of Shaikh 
'Ali Hazin and even afterwards, Sabk-i-Hindi can, therefore, 
be regarded as a style of Persian writing which embraced the 
whole of the Persian speaking world as well as non-Persian 
speaking countries like India and Turkey and was in full swing 
for about four centuries continuously. 
Having determined the natiire and dimensions of Sabk-i-
Hindi \m now come to determine its distinguishing features 
which gave it a distinct colour and identification. Persian 
scholars have noted that fifteenth century poets like Jarai and 
Fughani displayed certain characterstics which can be regarded 
1 Abul Padl, Ain-i Akbari,pp. 168-83. 
as the beginning of this style."'• They wrote under the 
influence of what has been termed as 'Hirat School* existing 
in the later Timurid period and enjoying the patronage of 
the adventurous, jxjbilant and artistic minded princes of that 
dynasty. The poets of that period^in sharp contrast to the 
declining §ufi trend of their time^were high-spirited and 
composed 'ghazals' expressing their aesthetic outlook and 
pleasure-seeking mood. "They wrote about flowers and nighting-
ales, enjoyed feasting and drinking and depicted the colourful 
2 
assembly of the belo^di' with the change of this outlook ^  
the style and diction of their poetry also changed. The poets 
concentrated on saying scsnething in a new idiom and fresh 
metaphor. The poetry written hitherto was single and powerful 
and expressed heart-felt emotions. The new poetry which was 
later to be termed as Sabk-i-Hindi rejected the simplicity of 
style in the first .?J»ase. The earlier masters who compared 
the face of their beloved to the moon or a flower had now 
become stale and incapable of entertaining the lovers of poetry. 
The new poets, therefore, made an attempt to introduce novelty 
of ideas in their poetry to attract mors and more attention. 
This natutrally Implied uncommon simil^es and quaint metaphors 
as well as an inflated imagination. Exaggeration and over-
statement of facts became the dominant quality. The poetic 
1 Malikish Shu*ara Bahar, Sabk Shinasl, Vol.Ill, p.227, 
2 VJaris Kirraani, Draams Forgotten p. 12. 
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diction subsequently became artificial and ornate. The 
cruelty of the beloved and the oppressed and helpless plight 
of the lover v/ere highlighted beyond proportions. Such 
peculiarities were baffling for those who were used to plain 
and direct expression in poetry and were not familiar with 
the social and political conditions obtaining in India that 
went into the formation of the Indo-Persian tradition. One 
reason for this complexity and indirect way of writ ing poetry, 
especially the 'ghazal' was that the Indian sub-continent was 
a vast mass of land inhabited by various communities having 
different religions and culture. On the sociological plain we 
find different kinds of currents and croas-currents simmering 
beneath the surface and influencing the political set-up 
of the country. It was not like Iran, Afghanistan and other 
Central Asian countries where mostly Muslims lived and shared 
common religion and culture. The Mughal Empire in India was 
confronted by complex situation and the administration had to 
evolve a philosophy which could satisfy various communities and 
integrate the different textures into a colourful design. The 
centre of government in Delhi and Agra tried to achieve this 
objective through vafious means which,to a very large extent, 
included literature. The court-poets of Akbar,therefore, tried 
under the leadership of Abul Fadl and Paidi to Introduce a new 
school of poets which could suit the contemporary requirements 
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of their time, 'Abdul Baqi Nihiwandi, the famous biographer 
of 'Abdur-Rahim Khan-i-Khanan has referred to the ne\v school 
of poetry founded by Hakim Abul Fat^, a distinguished noble 
1 
and patron of Akbar's period. This school of academy 
encouraged the poets to secularism and free thinking in 
defiance of the orthodox and reactionary ideas and values which 
were followed'by the earlier poets. Obviously, it was a 
hazard^ous task and had to be implemented cautiously under the 
cover of metaphorical language capable of being interpreted in 
more than one May. 
This can be the main reason and the basic motive which 
resulted in the complicated and artificial style of Persian 
•ghazal' labelled as Sabk-i-Hindi. The poets of this period 
had built up artificial dykes of poetic diction to keep away th« 
critics and opponents and to protect themselves frcm the ortho-
dox Mullas*who dominated in the administration and held 
important posts. Even prose which is supposed to be a direct 
and plain medium of canraunication, could not remain free from 
this veiled expression. Abul Fadl's prose bears testimony to 
this fact. Some scholars have noted that he wrote in an evasiv< 
manner and could be fully understood only by those whom he 
wanted to understand it. 
1 Maris Kirmani, Evaluation of Qhalib's Persian Poetry,p.17, 
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IJif . oVF'-roi ' i r u i P . ' ' o r ' i - 1 nii'l ( J 1 !,' c I COl'j'i 1 u i o n . s h.'ui i t s 
.•evor-^l nri i i rr^- ' ; ;nn- ' . "lie riool,^ oP »,Sii)k-i Hind i ' Ir'irl 
oxpnf. pn'")h-"''is oil 'tn?;n -'Tvi^ '^^ o' • r ' ii if-(' t o i n t roduce oj^?)or 
e.' tliomon 0'' to «\-"T iin fvov'' "OM i oii v'?i- I" tljo e n r l i e r m i r t e r p 
.v^d w r i t t e n , '"jrin r-ttoiiint fo r novr L by of rxnrcRsion rsoinetiFies 
m ; u l t e d in f " ' n t -T t i c , queer nnd l u d i c r o u r o u t p u t , Tt n l s o 
nivuluced rionntrour. exnp'f'erp l i o n . Poetr.y hops alwnys pnnroved 
o-:-'•><-ei'ption >,ut not I'.o tH- t; OXI/X'OIHG wliich cTne t o be v i t n e s p e d 
iiL tiii'^ 'lerLod. Pcrr i j -n 'Qfiridna' invo rlwiVB heen ff-^ raouR for 
rii{^htR of ijn-f^-inpti on in prr isin^' tlie I'-iiiP-c nnd o t h e r p a t r o n s , 
"u t th- ' t v^n;- roT r^-1 bin;'- vhi cli '^T^ie'-'lpd ovf>n to tlie innrt 
-r-ri o\i^-TiridPd r e ^ c o r . 'Unpur i , for in^-i,--.nee, v/rifp'R phout 
; . 1 P 'T^tron ''in'"'- Sul^nn T'/ih^'ud: 
'^{j^v;?^!r J > 
"/iio ' " ion M.' (M-i i i ( " ) ' , i o i ! i ' f l l i i p k i n d oL' 
1 I f'O " 1 ! i n u " ! i ^ i f ' c l l ; ' ; lO M " i i " M L J iOt ho i ^ r u o . ' ^hc 
^r}! c l ' i"" 111 t 'o.i ji, r; M'v . ' r • i i.wo i i ' l . n , Hio - tonj^u--^ ,'ind 
1 . iJlv.'pn-L ' U n ' - u i ' i , L341 a i i r r i r i , ^^dn-nn, p . 6 4 . 
the heart, the former I have reserved for the king and 
the latter for my beloved. Now the 'qafida' in Sabk-i-Hlndi 
v;ould go beyond all proportions in praising any object. 
Two couplets of a 'qasida' by'Urfi Shirazi are given below 
in evidence. 
M I 
1 'y/^^--A_>y;/^/v/ b}>jK^/M<y,^^y 
To givo an identical example I am reproducing a full 
•ghazal* by Na?ir •'Ali Sirhindi^ a near conten^orary of Shaikh 
'Ali Hazin^which represents Sabk-i-Hindi in its various aspects 
1 • Qasaid-i-^Urfi,p.3 
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/y>^ yyA>>^ ^^  h^^ 013/^, ^>/>y>/60iy>^-^-A 
Most of Its couplets are far from reality and exhibit an 
attempt to go beyond normal thinking. For instance, the third 
couplet describing the physical weakness of the lover,says that 
he cannot walk even one step and intends to reach the heavens 
through his sighs. The sixth couplet shows the poet*s preference 
of the strongest type of wine which can only be distilled from 
the fire of hell. Naturally, this kind of poetry was confounding 
to those who lived outside India and were not acquainted with the 
poetic trends then existing inthis country, A number of instances 
can be cited like this but we would devote oxirselves to the 
positive elements of Sabk-i-Hindi poetry which have either been 
ignored or played down, A significant quality of Sabk-i*Hindl 
,poe,try can be a noticed in the pshycholAgical treatment of its 
characters. The personality of the beloved in the Sabk-i-Hindi 
•ghazal' is more refined,mature and intelligent than that of the 
earlier beloveds who used to be simple, innocent and open-hearted. 
1 Diwan-i Nasir >Ali, p.74 
IPA) 
The new beloved not only attracted lots of people of all 
kind but also held regular assemblies of her lovers and knew 
how to deal with such private gatherings and handle rival 
lovers v/ith caution and care. She could forward suitable 
excuses and explanations to an aggrieved party. In this 
connection the following couplets are worth mentioning! 
/-^; -^ 1- L>/.>///^^vDj/.^t cf'^di'OiUjydd^O^ 
As a whole Sabk-1-Hindl poetry may be called sophisti-
cated because it had become a favorite pastime of the Mughal 
royalty and their nobles. It was s cane thing supposed to give 
a drawing room pleasure. The poetry in Sabk-i-Hindi, accordingly 
lost the pathetic note and sincere feelings of the earlier 
1 This Ghazal is generally attributed to Qatll but latest 
researches have found only the'raaqtd!' in Qatll'e Diwan, 
The second couplet belongs to Pakhir MakXn while the.third 
one^with slight variation in words ,1s found in the dlwan 
of Maili Haravi. See Waris Kirmani, Dream's Forgotten , 
pp. 158,383, 391. 
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masters but it gained on the intellectual side and made 
improvement over the heritage of earlier poets. We have 
already pointed out to the introduction of psychological 
element in the 'ghazal' poetry. Yet another element of far 
greater importance -was the contribution to Sufi thinXing. 
Previously, Sufi poetry in 'ghazal ' was mostly confined either 
to transcendental love or to neo-Platonic philosophy or to the 
concept of 'Wahdat-ul Wujud* as propounded by Ibn-i •>Arabi. 
With the spread of Sabk-i Hindi, Sufi thinking became more 
complicated and can be identified in two different courses 
simultaneously running among the 'ghazal'-writers. The first 
course rejected the pessimistic and helpless attitude of 
•tasawivuf* and introduced a dynamic and self-assertive element. 
This can be especially noticed in the sixteenth century poetry 
v/hen the Mugahl Empire was in its full bloom. The poets of 
this period, especially Faidi,'Urfi and Nau'i challenged the 
age-old hackneyed ideas about human destiny and huanan effort, 
yurfif for instance, attacked the fanaticism of Mullas in the 
following couplett 
1. j^/A>iA^'^<,>j>^^1v <^j^J';^iry^T/y>^ 
1 Diwan-i*Urfi, Kanpur, 1915, p , 50 
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And again 
'Urfi also laid emphasis on human dignity and preached 
self-respect. He does not believe in getting Paradise either 
through begging or through business. He declaresi 
2. _ 
y - - L • / - ' ^ 
3- <-^-^UJIb/y j»,:,o>/j^ d^dA>> ^^>'f(^y 
Again^Faidi proudly declaress 
r . ^ 4- ^z-^oy^o^J'0^o< ^jiy/^Ct'Po^.^/i 
This trend gave a new direction to the old Sufi 
thinking. It may be related to tl^ ideology of Jalaluddin R\5mi, 
1 Qafa'ifi-i/Urfi, K§nptir,l872,p.76 
2 Ib id . p.70 
3 Dlwan-i ' 'Urfi ,p. l5 
4 Kulliyat-i Paidi, p.27 
5 Ibid, p.27 
Vd2 
the crowning Sufi poet of the thirteenth century, who was 
a great champion of htman effort and initiative. The second 
important Sufi trend, as reflected in the Indo-Persian 
•ghazal*, can be noticed in Bedil, the great poet-philosopher 
of India and a contemporary of Shaikh 'Ali Hazin', The Sufi 
philosophy of Bedil and his world view is very deep and 
overlaps Budhist and Vedantic philosophies. He can well be 
called a precursor of Satre^ the well known fVench philosopher 
of modern times. Pondering over the pitiable and solitary 
nature of man in the universe he declares* 
But while Bedil did make a major thrust in Sufi 
thinking and the x^ hole orbit of Persian poetic thoughC he left 
a baneful influence on the poetic language about which Hazin 
was not unjustly critical. On his own part Hazin wrote simple 
language and valiantly fought for its usage in poetry. 
In the following pages v/e shall examine hov^  far did Hazin 
succeed in this attempt. 
1 Kulliyat-i Bedil, Vol.1, p.371. 
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(2) H&gjn'a style and Diction 
Hazin's imitation of the Indo-Persian poets is too 
visible and pronounced to be overlooked even in a cursory 
glance of his poetry. There is a famous 'ghazal' of Naziri 
opening with the following 'matla'a'i 
1. O >/>'''> 'JXCT^-^^^ ^ 
Hazin, while imitating this 'ghazal* repeats almost the same 
idea in his 'matla'a* 
Incidentally» the form and rhyming scheme of this 
'ghazal* has been adopted by several Indo-Persian poets 
iacluding the great Khusrau v/ho had composed his 'ghazal' 
beginning with the following 'matla'a't 
5. ^'^' 
1 Diwan-i Na;5iri,p»294. 
2 Kul l iya t - i gazin, p .619. 
3 Ku l l lya t - i Ohazal iyat - i ia?usrau. V o l . I l l , p . 214. 
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This Is just one example out of many to prove the 
point mentlor-4 earlier that the framework of Hazin's poetry 
and also the scope of his thinking scarcely goes beyond 
the 'Sabk-i Hindi* and that it can be understood and appreciated 
only in relation with the mesters of Indo-Persian poetry. 
This does not in any way, minimise Hazin's importance and 
excellence as a poet. In fact he was able to project, though 
on a lesser plain, his own personality and to give sanewhat 
distinct colour to his 'ghazals' by his genuine feelings and 
command over the poetic idiom. Even when writing in the 
contemporary popular style which implied exaggeration, fanciful 
ideas and ornamentation, he could give a personal touch and a 
melodious sadness to his verses. Some of his couplets, for that 
matter, display the highest lyrical quality, 
BeJog an Iranian and master of his language, Hazin 
never fell a prey to the vague and tortuous diction of the 
eighteenth centxiry Indian poets of Persian. The sinqjiliclty of 
his expression and flowing language with beautiful ideas has a 
direct appeal and goes home into the hearts of his readers. 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin, p, 454. 
1 (^^ 
1 KJ U 
I am reproducing just one 'ghazal' which has been casually 
selected and, therefore, cannot be claiitted as his best 
performance. The lyricism and the aesthetic quality of its 
verses speaks for itselfi 
jjf/ 
No wonder that Hazin ridiculed and fell foul of Bedll 
and other poets of India having obscurity and inverted style 
such as reflected in the following coupleti 
I. ^^por^y/r/r^'^-^ cf i/M<^'^'^-^'^^' 
Still the main thrunt of gazin's poetry, as of many 
other poets of Sabk-i- Hindi, remained "what oft was thought 
1 Kulllydt-i gazin, p, 607. 
2 Kulllyrt-l Bedil, Vol.1, p. 371, 
06 
but never so well expressed;' a dictvim forwarded about 
poetry by John Pope, the noted poet-critic of the English 
language and a contemporary of Hazln. It is precisely because 
of rejecting this practice that Bedii proved to become a 
greater, if not more popular poet, than Hazln, Hazin tried to 
reshape the set ideas and rearrange the approved idioms and 
metaphors as was common at that time. As a matter of fact, 
direct reference to the beloved and other personal matters woie 
not supposed to be decent in poetry. This v;as not a new 
practice. Centuries before, Jalaluddin Rximi had remarked in 
his famed •mathnawiS 
^7 • 
oy-> ^/>j) A / z^ ^y vv ^ ^ ^ '' 
Persian poets have edv/ays expressed their deep and 
varigated experiences in the garb of love poetry. So did gazln. 
Despite being a serious-minded scholar and a religious man, 
ijazin expressed his feelings in the conventional frame-work of 
love poetry I 
I. oX:pO'^>/<^j/oU> A^'M^'^/^"^' 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin, p. 606. 
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Now, to what extent could Hazin intcoduce his 
personal and ,therefore, original element into this conven-
tional set-up shall be the subject of oior critical analysis 
in the following pages. 
vie have already discussed elsewhere certain traits 
and aspects of Hazin*s personality, such as, his home-sickness, 
his deep disgust with his surroundings in India, his idealism 
and high-mindedness and, above all, his sense of loneliness and 
separation from his own soil. Hazin again and again expressed 
his longing and his helpless plight in a dleeiSt and simple 
style. In such moments he rose above all sophisticated norms 
of rhetorics to give vent to his heart-felt and suppressed 
feelings resulting in his finest poetry. But this was not 
always the case with him. After all, Hazin lived in a period 
when classical rules and urban mannerism t^rere strictly observed 
in poetry. His verses, therefore, bear noticeable impact of the 
conventional poetry. Scene of the popular devices of Sabk-i Hindi 
found in his *7hazals' are no^'^d below. A corafnorTpractice" among 
the Persian poets of the later middle ages was word-play. 
Obviously such exercises in rhetorics spoiled the spirit of 
pfure poetry as the poet had to concentrate on craftsmanship 
and chiselling and setting of words in order to bring about 
poetic excellence. The following verses may be cited in example i 
. . , / -• . • / • / ^ • ^ . ^ ^ , , • / 
•Z- >)/A)yc;^/A'_^/,^y^ ^.bJ/^-iJ^-
1 Kulliyat-1 Hazin p.472. 
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Yet another •ghazal* is quoted to show that Hazln 
strove to prove his mastery and command over the poetic diction 
by chosing a lengthy 'radif 
'd>-^,^//^/ 
^ /-• z"^->u:' 
/^  
-^ - ; y ^ 
It is not difficult to understand even for a layman 
that a 'radlf* having eo many words <_2^ /jL_i^ /J->-^  leaves 
little scope for the poet fee communicate his ideas freely. 
Instead of having the option of choosing the words to suit 
his ideas he has to reverse the process by choosing the Ideas 
to fit into the order of words. 
Depiction of beloved'*s cruelty in monstrous proportions 
has been one of the chief characterstics of Sabk-i Hindi, Hazin^s 
•ghazals* give ample evidence of this feature as will be clear 
from the following verses; 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin, p, 356, 
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Another rhetorical device, very popular in Hazin's 
time, was that of 'tamsll'. This device has mainly been 
attributed to S§ib Isfahojii w^o is ac)cnowledged as its 
master, if not the innovator. Many eighteenth century poets 
felt pride in successful imitation of fSlb and attempted 
•tamsil nigari* in their »ghazalsS This device resembles the 
allegorical style in which a feeling or an experience is 
communicated in the first line of a couplet and is further 
supported or testified by giving a concrete example in the 
next line. Here is a couplet of salb himself illustrating 
•tarasil nigari* t 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin, p. 449. 
2 Ibid. p. 389. 
3 Ibid, p. 337. 
4 KulliySt-i Saib, p. 
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Hazin too, like many of his contemporaries, tried 
his pen on this artistic device. The following couplets can 
be cited by way of examples! 
It would be in fairness to Uazin and also in the 
fitness of critical appreciation to quote sc»ne examples from 
his poetry where he has followed the conventional line and 
produced verses Just to display his command on the rhetorical 
devices popular in his time. Two couplets are quoted in 
example of 'sanat-i tasad* 
Z . • A}^>>>;i/>J^/y'>f ?J((lp^A'' 
3. ^o^y.i^^Ao^o^' 
1 Kulliyat-i ^azin p.438. 
2 Ibid. p. 599, 
3 Ibid, p, 356. 
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Another example of typical Sabk-i Hindi is found in the 
artificiality of the following couplet: 
In fact, this couplet has more than one rhetorical device. 
The most.striking one is exaggeration or •mtiblligha! The poet 
says that every woudd of his heart will cry for water even if 
it is thrown into the spring of Paradise or •kausar'. Then 
there is the word play in the use of 'ab' which means both water 
and lusture. A third device of 'tazad' may be identified in the 
words 'al-'atash' and •XausarJ 
A very common practice of novelty of expression 
'taza gui' already mentioned as a hallmark of Sabk-i Hindi can 
be noticed in the following two couplets* 
/-"/ 
:^oo,-^,ui^'-"-^^'' 
wv^/ 
^l^jjjlj/. 'ij/f^' 
^ji ^yci.>^<; }/ J 
1 Kulliyat-i Hazin, p. 472. 
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To Stan up them, in Hazin's time, a display of the 
above-mentioned qualities was supposed to be the backbone 
of poetry and ideas had dropped to a secondary position. 
What is important to note is that Hazin stands 6ut among all 
his contemporaries, for being least affected by this practice. 
His verses are amazingly single and lucJid. The reason for this 
independence lies in the fact that Hazin was at once a scholar 
and a poet of strong convictions while most of the poets of 
that time were either attached to the royal court or to same 
noble^and wrote 'ghazals* for general entertainment. Their 
effort in poetry was directed to embellish their diction and 
to bring about novelty in versification in order to please their 
patrons and the public at large. Quaint and uncommon ideas 
with several figiires of speech were introduced to compensate 
the absence of thought-content and sincere emotions. Hazin did 
not need this kind of substitute as he kept himself away from the 
sophisticated society. Also, being a serious-minded scholar, 
he did not need the help of artistic devices to cover up the 
coolness of thought and feeling. Accordingly, his «ghazal* is 
more reminiscent of the simplicity and emotional ease of the 
earlier masters like SMi, >IrSqi and Qjusrau than that of the 
poets of Mughal and Safavid periods. But this comparison applies 
only to g^ azin's style and diction. As for the subject-matter 
is concerned he could not make any addition or improvement over 
the poetic heritage he received from the earlier masters while 
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the great Mughal poets like 'Urfi, Nazirl and BSdil made a 
significant contribution to Persian poetic thought. 
The controversy regarding Bedil and Hazln is well 
known and is of great holp in ddtermining the style and 
outlook of both in respect of the poetic art, A parallel 
example of these two poets can be noticed in the famous Urdu; 
poets Mir and Ghllib. Mir believed In single poetry and 
expressed his personal feelings in the spoken language. He 
is reported to have once remarked that he learnt the art of 
Urdu language on the steps of Jam.*"e Masjid where the common 
people assembled and -ialked wslth each -other, QhSlib scorned 
over this attitude of Mir and refrained from codanon ideas and 
common language. For him, poetry was a vehicle of highest 
ideas and profound thinking which could not be adequately 
expressed in the language of the masses. Like Bedil, Ghalib 
too was ridiculed for using difficult language not easily 
understood and appreciated in • mush"&*iras', Although a scholar 
and a widely read man, Hasin never bothered to express his 
scholarship and philosophical thinking in poetry. Like Mir who 
boasted of being a product of Delhi and expert in the spoken 
language of his city, Hazin also felt pride in belonging to 
Isfahan, the capital of Safavld Iran and wrote his verses in 
the Persian language commonly understood in Isfahan. It would 
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be unfair to expect from him that kind of deeply philosophical 
poetry which was written by Bedll and Ghalib. These poets 
made adventures with the poetic language by distorting it to 
express the deeper strands of their thought and poetic vision. 
On the basis of evidence provided by the large number of books 
he studied and also wrote (see chap, -11 )^ We can claim 
that Hazin ^ as perhaps more well-read man than Bidll and 
Gh31ib but he did not utilise that knowledge in forming his 
own world view or in the expansion and enrichment of his poetic 
vision. This was because Hazin did not possess the mental 
capacity and gonl us equal to that of the above mentioned great 
masters. Even when writing intellectual poetry, he could think 
only about Platonic love or the traditional Islamic mysticism 
known as "tasawwuf. These topics were already used by most of 
the Persian poets and Hazin only followed the beaten track both 
in Language and ideas, Hera are two couplets tn example of 
Platonic love* 
1 Kulllvat-i Hazin, p. 420. 
'05 
Another co i r i l c t reforf: to the o f t - r e o e a t e d idea 
of the unif:y of Almighty God: 
Yet pnother couo lc t on * tnRomvuP* 
/ / • - ^ - / . 
vo<^v\^^ to hr^ vf^  heen dii^fcbly 'oorrniurd f ror the fDl lawinf 
pou' 1 o t 0-^  'J' n '^: 
The focuR of Hnzin'=i noe t ic v i o i o n remnined the 
f^me i - r rd i t ionp l love a'nrie->rin"- in I'lhysicnl^, t r anscend en t a l 
'^ ])cl P lp tor . i c i'orni. ' \ i t h ip love nootj-y in e i t h e r shn-ne i s more 
m p e p l i n f , wrm rOid l^n-'iorl hecnune of the R i m n l i c i t y nnd 
force f'ulnesf oC hir, n ty l e niid d ie hi on. hn^.in h imse l f v/as 
q u i i e consc"o\iR oC t h i s focb pnd ment ions h i s 'Diwan* as 
r t p l i r m r n of the bond of word ond meoning: 
^^Vf ^0^-^^^^^^ ^iCJ^bOC-yJ: Cj^f-J?^^^ u-y" 
1 . ] : u l l i y " b - i Ilpzin p . 430 
? . I h i d p . 433 
3 . iJ ivan-i Hpfiz p . 93 
4 . I C u l l i y a t - i Ifpzin p . S93 
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k RijO-riificnnt ngnect of Ilpzin gp a poet i s t ha t 
desp i te being P learned mpn he IR never pedantic find very 
ocopsionplly didactico That he mif^ht hpve been a prepcher 
or ." dry pur i tan in dry \o (\'\ l i f e we do not deny but he 
c e r t a i n l y forgot a l l about hip. learn ing and p ie ty as soon as 
he took lip h i s nen for compoRing poet ry . There v^ e find the 
r e a l a v t i a t , the open-hearted poet, the sincere fr iend pre-
Tiared to share with the reader h i s personal sorrov/s and 
.=^ufferinp-s and h i s most p r iva te exper iences . He i s pla in and 
""rank enough to admit about such moments v/hen he wants to be 
l e f t alone to brood over h i s i-iisf or tunes: 
l-^ e goes on to v/rite couplet af ter couT)let interwoven in 
the same ncnsivo mood: y 
1 . ' "u l l i ya t - i na?;in, p . 593. 
2 . Ibid pn. 593-94. 
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The chief characterstlc of Hazln's style, therefore, 
may be regarded simplicity and lucidity of poetic diction. 
This is all the more admirable in view of the ornate and 
artificial style which had enveloped the sixteenth centtiry 
poets and the later generations Including thotte living in 
Hazin*s time. Vie cannot, however, declare that Hazin's poetry 
was totally free from rhetorical devices. First, it was 
impossible for a poet to cut himself completely away from the 
existing trends of his timeo Second, even a good poet, when 
composing something in a direct and simple manner, writes in a 
poetic language and also uses the poetic idioms. In such 
situations, his inspired thinking may bring forth certain 
imageries, metaphor© and even figures of speech with an effort-
less ease. Imageries are inherent and som-times part of the 
embellished thought. This kind of ornamentation is natural and 
adds beauty and suggestive power to the poetic composition. 
On the other hand, a deliberate effort to decorate the language 
with rhetorical devices generally results in charmless and 
unpleasing verses. The rhetorical devices in Hazin's poetry 
pppear to be a part of his creative process heightening the 
total effect and illuminating the imagination embodied in the 
verses. Here is a couplet with 'sanat-i tazad' brining two 
opposite things together, i,e,, enemy and friend but one can 
2G8 
h a r d l y f e e i nny d e l i b e r n t e •-•'.,hernpt hrhind . these viev.'s: 
x>^ ^ ^ -^tu^ ^ -^^ UL-^-^ 
Another expmplo o'f' '•^-nn't-i ht ipn-i t p ' l i l * i s 
fcund in tho follo" ' in"- coup lo t : 
I n s t e a d of tUu be loved ' s f o c t touching' the vv-pLer, 1;he ooet 
say^ t h p t the v/pter hps Ip id i t s hend on the f e e t of the 
holoved pnd t h i n boldnosf on tiie po r t of the wpter hps d i s -
nlopsod the former . Now thp i^oint to he noted i s 1:hpt these 
fi-'^iires of speech do no t i n t e r f e r e jn the l u c i d i t y -^ nd emo-
t i o i i p l flow of tiie counl(-'t. Indeed, they nre no t even n o t i c e d 
in p CPPUPI r e p d i n f u.]il('F:r one t r i e s to look for them 
rrore c p r c f u l l y . 
\y ; nd Ipr "--, Up^Ln iro-it; liimr-oir phove t])e n i c e t i e s of 
^^  fcyle '"^ nd e x p r e s s i o n , lie s^ n'™ shout love snd wine even when 
he v.Ts ind iv idus lLy sur'f'erii) fi'Om t\\(^ v i s s L c i t u d o s pnd m i s -
f o r t u n e s of l o v e . One o '^ t ' l r s u r e s t i1/nis oT n /srest s r t i s t i g 
l O 1 . " r u l l l v ' t - i n-".',in, p . 4 3 " . 
? . I b i d •-^. 4^3* .^ 
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thf^  t he trnr-i=5f ca-^ '-is the n p r t i c u l p r i n t o the genera l pnd the 
] OCPI i n t o the u n i v e r s a l . Ha:';in /^ives ninple iiroof of t h i s in 
h i s •f^ha'^alB'. Trp]u;cGndin,o- 'li r, "oprRonpl pTief he med i tn t eg 
over the spd plifO-ht of hmrnn hcin/^s in tJr ip^world. V/h-^ t el.^e 
can we expect f ron p r e p l t )oet . 
iDELKCTEU 'GilAZALS 
2i0 
/ . I : / 
lA///'^yU)^ r^^  
/ 
- / / ;^i 
/ / ^ 
/ 
i. '^ 
1. r:ulliyrit-J Hnnin, pp. 31?~13 
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« - ^ ^ 
/ 
2. ^''C^)CJ*bi^c/j)u]:^^C)fcJ' 
v^U '-^  1;^^'''^Of^^-J ^^(Ji/^/o^,^M^ 
i . K u l l i y a t - i Ilazin, p . 313 
?. Ihifl p . 320 
'U!;i >,jJU>'o/*ULyul c^ro^y ij i^jh i^j 
i -
/ 
-^b/' •-^ccf^'/^o'^O^.Cr: 
iS^hCiifr^r-i / . -V/:::^rj''^(y 
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C-A^'J 
O ^ ; 
0 > b Iv/''^ i> LJi^ji ^)/^J^ 
«»—*>'J 
4 / ^ • 
( • 
1. ^Culliyat-i Hazin, p. 323 
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// / 
L-^, 
I. \j\^J07jj^^j^y^U\ 
L > 
<.--> 
/ 
2. ^ t^Ou^j j^^^L^) 
. . . / • / 
* * * ** 
// 
1, Kull iyat- i llazin, pp. 324-25 
2 . I b i d p . 327 
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c^ '.y-; .. -, ^ 
1 -• . 0. 
f^6r>/^,:^i.cJ'(}jr^ ^^b^:^0i^;i^i^0C'y^^ 
2. (^^'0>y>j[^/;^;,^^y 
1 . K ' u l l i y a t - i i inzin, pp . 331-32 
2 . Tbid pp . 593-94 
- L - i 
>^, J ^ JA^lJ^/^l^jiU 
x>|yu)^J^^Jcr^l/ 
^ ( / I >'>'c><<-^^ '^>'' 
/ J ^ . ^uj(y ^L--^(j/j 
^(ynf-^ ^'J/^UPLJJI 
/ . 
^c/Ai^^oiirV-^/--
^c/)^>:'^^^^u>L>^ 
' . ^ 
/ . / • y ^ ( / '>^ C>f >^ 4-^ yr^  "^ 0'^J^oy>\Qy,:^A 
1. ^u l l i yn t - i Hn^Jn, p . 4'^ 1 
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X^(y l'>r^^^ bUi^(J'l ^ /. 
// 
u iX 
2- /iy^-)y/fijyi>l)()'ji^d^ 
T * * 
t -* - ' 
<^ ~ 
xJ^'j^' i)-V>^*6C^i(^f^ 
l'. " a l l j y a t - i Hazin, pp. 439-40 
? . Ibid p . 455 
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2. 0^1Ux*j^':^Cr*'^> 
;^ 
ry/(j}:iSMjOf,^j:^ 
/ , ('V^C/y U^ '> ^ > o j Ui^  ^ ^ 
\ I * 
2. ^^>^cx>U[>J (^j;t^ ce^ 
1 . f ^ i i l i ynb - i Ifp.zin, pp- 527-?^ 
? . I b i d p . 583 
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6. )jZ^/-^)\^A^l)Jy 
^ 
/-' . • / 
r' .., . ; / 
1 /1 -J 
^ j'Qj u> 0 ^ ^y » - ^ 
^uir'^^/:>ij}>^^iS^\ ^ 
i!)^.r/: • 
'-^ -^^ L^^ L JV^v^6^ t' ^ 
•- < 
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6^  oiy^^>..)4irU(jf i^ cP ^J'iJ^/d^u'L 
1. i>*\ j\>JuA>''J/^rf(J'\i 
1 . - " u l l i y p t - i l lozin, pp. 6?9-30 
P. Il i id nn, 64P-43 
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SYSTEh OF TRAlJoLJi^ KRATION 
The tollowinq system has iDeen adopted in translite-
rating proper names and Ar.'Pic and Persian words :-
(A) Consonants 
\ a 
^ b 
^ P 
•-^  t 
^ 
'^ 
ZJ 
V 
y 
» 
J 
J 
s 
ur 
"•1 
U^ 
J^' 
y 
6 
j 
ch 
h 
Kh 
d 
dh 
r 
z 
zh 
s 
sh 
s 
t 
z 
1 
2:^6 
6 gh 
VI 
O q 
y 
d 
r 
g 
1 
m 
(J n 
9 w(only when consonants 
a h 
L5 yConiy when consonant) 
(B)_Vowels 
Long vowels 
^ i as in r^ *"j^ 
I -
5 u as m ^}j tj^ 
I a as m V' *•—*Lr 
Short vowels 
" i 
— u 
J- a 
^— aw as in O^^Oy^ 
LS~~ ai as m 0 ' <-J 
2k:7 
NOTE: Th^ names of well-knovm p laces and personages have 
iDeen v / r i t t en in t h e i r c u r r e n t s p e l l i n g . F i n a l ' h ' 
has been dropped exceDt in proper names. 
